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^memBering father Matthew Mutcahy OS®.

One ofSt. MichaeC's greats
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Our (Principals Message

^7}^? Students oj St- /KlchaeL's

dotte^e School .

A he educational tradition which guides St. Michael's

College School may be traced to the attempts of the early

church to understand the the mysteries of creation. The

order of the world illustrated that it was a creature of rea-

son. To describe and appreciate that reason was the task

undertaken by the scholars of the early church. The conclu-

sions they reached were preserved and passed on through

monastic universities and schools.

Scholars recognize that many of our modem sciences , Philosophy.

Biology. Chemistry, Physics and Theology trace their origins to the

scholastic efforts of the monasteries.

t

Father Thomas

Mohan C.S.B.,

Principal of our school

Modern Catholic Education is the result of those beginnings . The questions asked by the church

concerning the physical, the spiritual, and the relatonship of Faith to human life, are still pertinent.

Those early scientists achieved a degree of objectivity. They were conscious that their intellects

were to be used in coming to know. They probed the,mysteries of Astronomy and the order of

nature. What they observed and what they believed through Faith and Revelation were put under

scholarly scrutiny. Even Theology was described as "Faith seeking understanding". Not that they

believed any less through Faith but to understand, to use the human intellect, to discover the

relative nature of creation, was the aim of their scholarship.

Father Wilfred Dwyer was a Basilian philosopher, who introduced us to Philosophy. He never t ired

of defining Cathollic Education:

Not to know the relative disposition of things is the state ofa slave or a

child but to have mapped the universe, to have illustrated the relationship ofMath-

ematics, Literature, Science , Art , Theology and Letters was the boast or at least

the aim of Catholic Education.

Over the centuries believing and faithful scholars have first believed and then

attempted to understand.

Modern Catholic Education has deep respect for the intellect and the human
ability " to come to know".

We have asked you to believe Scripture, the teaching Church and the presence of

Jesus in this community at St. Michael's .

To leave yourself open to the evidence offered by the intellect, aand to give assent

to the truth as revealed in the Faith is an intellectual stance supported by the

scholarly lives of our ancestors and the culture which they have left us.



ACADEMIC AWARDS NIGHT

vll/he retoarb of scholarship is scholarship itself;

the fruit of scholarship is a beuelopeb anb logical intellect

Grade 8

Patrick Kavanagh - 94.3%

Michael Russo - 93.3%

Daniel Piceininni - 91.9%

In addition to the intellectual challenge

St. Michael's also provides scholarship

prizes to the top three students in each

grade. These top three stuents are de-

termined by their average over the past

year.

EACH YEAR AN AWARDS CEREMONY IS

HELD IN THE PRESENCE OF PARENTS
TEACHERS WD STUDENTS TO CON-
FER HONOURS ON ALL THE STUDENTS
WHO HAVE ACHIEVED AN AVERAGE OF
80 OR HIGHER OVER THE PAST YEAR.

Grade 7

Stephen Ronan - 91.3%

Eric Cheung -91.2%
Brandon Menesuzzi - 90.9%

Grade 1

1

Justin Lee - 97.0% (Middle)

Paul Le Marquand - 93.8% (Left)

Michael Mangan - 92.9% (Right)

Grade 10

Salvador Pareja - 94.3% (Right)

Matthew Coulter - 93.6% (Left)

Anthony Merlocco - 93.3% (Middle)

Grade 12

Jordan Scopa - 94.3% (Middle)

Jonathan Collings - 93.7% (Left)

Vincent Ki- 93.1% (Right)

Grade 9

Mark Molckovsky - 92. 1% (Left)

Philbertlp- 91.69? (Middle)

Vinay Fernandes - 91.3% (Right)
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This is ihc best physics chiss ever



PREFECTS OF ST. MICHAEL'S

VER THE YEARS, ST. MICHAELS COL-

LEGE SCHOOL HAS TAKEN ON A PERSONALITY OF

ITS OWN. THIS HAS BEEN FORMED BY THE COMBINA-
TION OF ATTITUDES AND ASPIRATIONS OF THE ADMIN-
ISTRATION . STAFF AND STUDENT BODY.

ST. MICHAEL'S IS A FAITH COMMUNITY WHICH
WHILE ENDEAVOURING TO PERFECT ITSELF IN DISCI-

PLINE AND KNOWLEDGE REALIZES THAT ABOVE ALL
GOODNESS MUST BE THE BASIS OF OUR GOD-LOVING
RELATIONSHIPS WITH EACH OTHER.
THE PREFECTS ARE CHOSEN FROM AMONG THE
STUDENT BODY AS THOSE WHO TRY IN THEIR OWN
WAY TO EXEMPLIFY THE IDEALS OF A ST. MICHAEL'S
MAN, IN A PRACTICAL DAY BY DAY CONTEXT

ERNEST HO, ANDRE TILBAN-RIOS. KEVIN HO.

WONG. TERENCE LOK, RAYMOND MENDOZA.

BARRY ALEXANDER, MATT NAPIER.

MICHAEL RUDD. PHILIPPE RIZEK. ANDRIJ
HARASYMOWICZ. DAVID NUNES

SEAN CLARKE. MICHAEL DECOURSEY CONNOR
DONALDSON. DAVID SIMONE. JOHN BIANCHI.

JOHN OLDMAN . ADAM NAWROCKI. MARIANO
COVELLO. MATT CIPOLLA



COLLEGE SCHOOL 1999- 2000

OSCAR ROQUE , MR.V. PAGANO, JEFF

MICHAEL TERSIGNI. LOUIS WILLIAMS

@ REFECTS OF ST. MICHAEL'S
ARE CHOSEN BY THE STAFF OF THE SCHOOL
WHO SEE IN THEM PERSONS WHO WILL LIKELY
HAVE A GOOD EFFECT ON FELLOW STUDENTS.
THIS DECISION IS BASED ON THEIR PERFORM-
ANCE AS STUDENTS OVER THEIR FIRST THREE
YEARS IN THE SCHOOL. IT IS NOT AN ATTEMPT
TO SEGREGATE THESE STUDENTS BUT TO MAKE
THEM A LEAVEN TO ESTABLISH GOOD PER-

FORMANCE IN ALL AREAS OF THE ST.

MICHAEL'S EXPERIENCE

ROBERTO ABURTO. SEAN HAZELL CHRIS
BOYNTON, MICHAEL MAC DONALD. CONOR

MALCOLM, DAVID OVCJAK. DAVID
BARRECA

ALEX REAY. ROMAN NAHIRNY.PAUL
GRISE. JOHN PALGAN. VINCENT KI.

ROBIN CASTELLINO. JONATHAN
COLLINGS. YURI KOSTOWSKY RICH-

ARD BRUNSKILL-BOCCIA

-



TJfc* lMti£ bonanza*

If you're a yearbook photographer, why can't you group us properly?

r

Send usthelaraes 1 Pizza you got;

# ""IB
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Take the picture, we can't hold this pose much longer!



Entering the 21 st. Century - A new St.Michael's

- Father Mohan's Dream

\^^^^ Cement for the foundation

ere's where the new building goes

^atkei ^Zkomas /Hokan C'S-'B- ^btopket of the jf-utute

When Father Mohan came to St.Michael's as the Principal . the school was in a state of change with a very uncertain future

regarding its physical dsimensions. With an acuity verging on genius Father Mohan set in motion a plan that would not only

restore property that was lost to the school by misguided financial dealings but would also provide a basis for future

development of the school not only in its physical plant but also in academic and spiritual dimensions.

Drawing on his vast experience in building schools.Father Mohan in 1995 instituted a Building Fund headed by Mr

Michael Duffy as the first step in achieving a school worthy of entering this millenium. The Building Fund would marshal a

mighty force of graduates, and corporate donors to assure that St. Michael's would have sufficient funds to become a much

better school and a greater force in the local community and enhance its reputation as the premier Catholic school in Canada.

By the sheer force of his personality and apostolic exuberance Father Mohan gathered about him a coterie of educational,

spiritual and financial experts to consult with and walk hand in hand w ith him into the new St. Mikes.

Those who have had the privilege of working with Father Tom Mohan have felt the dedication and intensity of his devotion

to Catholic education. Not only as a theorist and philosopher of CatholicVlucation. Father Tom also excels in the

application of the daily curriculum in the life of the student. He has put St. Michael'ls not only in the forefront of Catholic

education in Canada but has also made St Michael's the envy and paragon of local schools.

Father Mohan, in pm\ iding an inspiration to all the staff

brick and mortar - state of the art science laboratories , a eoim.ni

art studios and administrative oft ices and facilitie

pfat Si Michael's, h

pdius gymnasium ai

as also left them an amazing legacy in

ndd new classrooms . librarv . music and



<^>ttA,Aent <^7crvernn^cnt i^^^'2.000

(L to R): Andrew Moretti. Junior VP
Marc Santi, VP
Mr. Walsh. Moderator

Anthony Varona. President

David Nanni, Mentor Gr. II 8

Andrew McConnon, Communications director

James Kearney, President

Absent: Alfonso Nocilla. Junior VP

Representative government is designed to allow those with a vested interest in an organization to provide a

mandate to which the government is held accountable. It is the hope of the constituency that the fulfillment of this

mandate will increase the individual and overall good of society.

Although founded on these same principles, the St. Michael's Student Government derives its power and

mandate from the administration and the student body. In fulfilling its mandate, the Government seeks to uphold

the principles upon which the school was founded and contribute to its growing success. The successes of this past

year wil 1 hopefully inspire future governments to continue on. forever improving, shedding stagnation, and press-

ing on to achieve a higher ideal of education.

Always keenly aware of what the students want, the Student Government sponsored the first dance in our

new gym - the Blue Bonanza, attended by a hysterical group of dance mad teens. The Blue Page, overseen by

Lawrence Lam and Andrew McConnon. keeps St. Mike's students aware of the many events that took place in and

around the school. This year's student government also organized grub days and food drives to benefit the needy.

Collections held during the student-teacher showdowns in the Raider Dome and the Shiver Dome helped to fi-

nance the Building Fund and the Cross Country team, who participated in the Junior World Games in Morrocco

last March.
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A production by The St. Mi&^aers Drama Sodety

directed by Mr p. Fitzpatricl^and Mr. J. Oatl

The Cast: Mike Lista, Philippe Rizek, DamieTi Ryall, Mike Murphy. M/rtin ZetteJk^Cle^Guimonte.

Meghan Cassidy, Ashlin Cassidy, Tim Harrison. Adam Teolis, Doug Wameth<<rohn Oldman. Alex

Reay, Marc De Rosa, Brendon Woolston, Mike Zettel. (in front:) Ujrf Uttfenyi, Sarah Di Gisalomo.

(Not located: Michael Beauvais. Michael Iylaksimowski. Jeff Glov^cRvan Dunn. Stefan Munjak.

Jeff Glover. Cathy Mitchell ).

Teacher (Mike Mur/h\ I to

Siudent (Manin Zqftel ):

"Did you do your/

homework'

I

*onyboy ( Martin,

ittel ) reflecting

12
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The St. Michael T

s Drama Society

This fall^ttje drama

Society wenrcuitside.

The school prodhclion

of The Outsiders w J

staged at the University*

of Toronto's RoberyGill

Theatre.

After three month's of

arduous rehearses,

marketing, set design

and construction the

show opened /n late

November u/eager

audiences. F/ive sold out

shows prodded over

1 200 people an insight

into how ao "stay gold".

Glowing reviews

praisedAhe work on the

stage Jf St. Mike's
" \ete/ans " and new-

comers alike,

rhe Directors Mr.

I ) Mtzpatrick and Mr. J. Oatt

liHikfrtrwardto their next

production thi

The Crew from Left to Right: Nicole Dunn. Jeremy McCormira. Peter Rang. Juan AhunST"
Stefan Muniak. Sarah 1 lann.in. Roberto Aburto. Mark Johnson, Ryan Dunn. Paul Johnson.

Rick Santos, J.P. Chris Teolis.

Sound Crew L to R: Ivan Cacic. Anthony Varona. Anrt/on\ Kim. Re

Johnson. Juan Aburto.

no Aburto. Mark

This play is a social com-

mentary on present teen-

age society. The drama

begins by showing that in

many large urban communi-

ties teen-agers often

congregate in gangs.

It is a story of the haves and

the have-nots, characterized

by "The Greasers" and

"The Socs".

In the resulting armed

conflict one of the gang

members is mortally

stabbed and the frustrations

and senselessness on both

sides is vividly portrayed.

5

Greasers and Socs prepare for a melee

-^Jark De Rosa. Phil Ki/ek. Sarah Di Girolamq

UjuPrn^ovi, Adam/leolis. Martin Zettel. M/l

Maksimow!

Mark is in a serious condition as Dou?

Nameth and Ashlin Cassidy examine

him.

r

Tferences of Opinion.

Jeff Glover, Sarah Di Girolamo,

f Zettel. Uju Umenyi.
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LL_J alented art students at St. Michael's

display their virtuosity in many different

ways. "Art for art's sake" and art for the

: of publicizing various school events.

Through many diverse courses it

classes, students are taught to express thl

selves in both two-dimensional drawjiSg&ar!

three-dimensional sculptures.

-• tinder the guidance ofAirs. Lj*i$ip<ei]

^lis. T. Di Rosa, and sonfettm

'.*'fpr students often show themseft;e£t

'-ented and versatile. .-•>
-**T

r

Bfcj?

'~t2
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A Tribute From a Former Student

One of St.Michael's favourite priests died this past February

with a great loss to the school 1 ^Athet hilttlwn
'
l7,u,,,ulsi

community, large and small,

Father Matthew Mulcahy.

Father Mulcahy had a fabulous career as a

priest and as an educator. As a priest he

confined his ministry to school and he

taught in many schools and was an able

administrator in schools throughout

Ontario. He founded two Basilian schools:

St. Charles' in Sudbury and St.Mary's in

Sault Ste Marie and was the first Principal

in each.

Every student who had contact with

Father Mulcahy somehow knew that they

mattered to this priest who over fifty-four

years of priesthood and sixty years of high

school teaching was wholly devoted to

them.

Father Mulcahy believed in athletics as a

way of life and the sports he chose to

support most were such as curling, tennis

badminton, archery, golf and swimming

Someone noted they were all non-contact

sports but more than this. Father believed

that boys should be taught sports that

would be with them through life.

Father's favourite subject was English

and he fervently believed in good grammar

and writing and always exhorted his

students to read good books. Before he became

a priest Father worked as a reporter for

sports with the now defunct Toronto Telegram,

was a counsellor at YMCA Camp Ahmek
in Algonquin Park and as a layman taught

school in South Porcupine before joining

the Basilian order.

The loss of Father Mulcahy to our school

community is indeed a great one and no

one could ever take his place. Father Matt

has a unique place in St.Michael's history

Father Mulcahy was the ideal of the devoted

priest, always enthusiastic about Jesus and

never missing a chance to bring God before

his students.

Dear St. Mike's.

I was saddened to hear from my parents that Father Mulcahy

passed away and I felt I must add my voice to the innumerable

tributes that will likely pour in for him.

To a rambunctious 14 year old boy in his first year at St.

Michael's in 1979. Father Mulcahy was a figure of great interest.

His (what seemed) ancient age. his walks in the snow still wearing

sandals, flat cap on his head, the mutterings under his breath and a

quick wit made him a favourite topic of discussion among all of us

young lads.

But oh! could he make English come alive! His mixture of

humour and enthusiasm for grammar and books, which he must

have taught to hundreds of boys before us and hundreds after. ne\er

seemed to diminish.

Often, when reading out to the class his deep, rumbling

voice would rise to a high pitch as he reached full flight on a

passage. I can also remember the manufactured look of injury on his

long face when he called on you for an answer and you failed to

produce the hoped for intelligent response.

"Ohhh Casciato." he would moan in mock intellectual

agony, clutching his head and turning his back on the class to

scribble at the blackboard as if your refusal to learn was dri\ ing him

to climb the walls in madness.

And who can fail to remember hearing the same voice and

razor sharp witticisms issuing from a tiny room in the athletics w ing

of the school, where

Father Mulcahy prepared all the equipment for the hordes of \oung

footballers every Autumn.

Or the directive: "Now go out and w in" from the seemingl)

tireless Father Mulcahy at the Sunday masses that he held for the

gridiron greats of the day before ever) weekend game

Could it have been Father Mulcahy's intercession that

helped the Kerr) Blues to so many \ ictorious seasons as he

beavered away on our helmets and pads in the backroom and

colluded in church with Saint Michael to gi\e us heart on the

playing field?

I don't know that much about divine help on the field of

play, but I can s,i\ that Father Mulcahy's strong opinions on the

written word and his delight in teaching pro\ ided the foundation for

ever) stor) which issues from m) fingers, even to this day. And tor

that I am most greatful.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Casciato

International Correspondent

Reutei s New s kgenc \
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INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL SPORTS
SOFTBALL
VOLLEYBALL

TCSAA Softball Champions ( South Region)

^
O r.-

/^.

'^i
*l«l

fHZfe

Coached by Mr. Peterjohn Miller the 7/8

Softball team went 3-0 in round robin play in

the CSAA (South Region) Tournament. After

defeating St. John's 5- 1 they advanced to the

finals against St. Helen's. With great defensive

play they shut out their opponents 5- and

claimed the Championship Pennant

Front row: Mike Formusa. Adriano Memme. James New.

Chris Lang. Andrew Moretti

Second row: Damien Eccleton, Alex Potichin

j

Richard Cramer. Jonathan Angelucci. Chris Tino

Back row: Mr. Peterjohn Miller, Nikolai Knights.Lawrence

D'Andrea.Pat Sexton. Matt MacDonald. Michael Dunsmore

^^mggg^^^^^£££^^^^£^££££^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Coached by Mr. Byrne and Mr. Mancuso

the Under 1 3 Volleyball team had a very

successful season in the CISAA and the

TCSAA leagues. The team reached the

semi-finals of the UCC private schools*

tournament. In the TCSAA the Strikers

dominated the regional and divisional tour-

naments, finishing first in both events.

Participation in the Humber College City

Tournament meant the Strikers ranked in the

first eight top teams in Metro elementary

school volleyball

Front row; Scott Giles. Warren Saldanha. Robert

Citrullo

Second row: Kevin Welch. Lucas Miller. Liani

Niven. Thomas Di Fon/o

Back row: Mr. Pat. Mancuso. Jonathan Ursini,

Brandyn Ursini. Wojtek Wolski, James

Formusa.Michael Procunier. Mr. James Byrne

17



CISAA Champions

Coaches:

Mr. Miller,

Mr. Pagano

II

"WW 14 INVITATIONAL
"OCKEV TOURNAMENT

CHAM PIONS

233 krKrss

f

;.

m..m..m..m..m.... looks goob.

19 wins lossesFront row: Mark Alonzi. Vince Rocco, Alex Potichnyj, Mr. M. Pagano. James Formusa.

Mr. P. Miller. Scott Giles. Eric Naranovvicz, Mike Rubino

Second row: Adam Micelli. Francesco Caporusso, Andrew Cogliano. Kevin Welch. Jhase Sniderman. Reggie Yong. Lucas Miller. Matthew Pelech. Matt Anga

Third row: Wojtek Wolski. Julian Zamparo, Brandyn Ursini, Michael Leeking. Jonathan Ursini, Robert Casirelli

vXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Under 14 Soccer

CISAA Champions

Coached by:

Mr C. Callaghan

Mr. M. Pagano

Front row: Michael Morelli. Peter Miele. Andrea

Korre. CISAA Championship Trophy. Matteo

Mendicino, Anthony Mancini

Hack row: Mr. Chris Callaghan. Michael Rubino.

Michael Russo. Mark Simone, Thomas Campbell,

Matthew Pelech. Adam Miceli, Luigi Maiolino.

Andrew Cogliano, Vince Rocco. Mr. Matt Pagano.

? 1? ?



Julian Zamparo wins it all

Eight SMC runners compete in City Championship -

Grade Seven and Eight runners showed a lot of class this year. Sixteen runners competed in

the divisional race and ten of these went on to the finals.

SMC Grade Seven Team won the Sectional Championship and eight runners went on to the

City Championship which was won by Julian Zamparo of Grade Seven.

Julian

Zamparo
won every
race he was
in this year

Members of the Team from Grades Seven and Eight were:

Michael Galasso

Jan Joskiewicz

Paul Levine

Brandon Meneguzzi

Kevin Welch

Michael Rubino

Matteo Mendicinlo

Julilan Zamparo

Anthony Mancini

Matthew Pelech

Marco Tirone

Richard Clune

David Kuhlman
Adam Micei

Stephen Ronan
Michael Britton



Intramural Hockey League
St. Michael's Prep Division

Front: Mark Simone, Michael

Galaddo, Lazlo KerekesLuca Ardizzi,

Shawn Johnson, Jonathn Piccin

Back: Jan Jaskiewicz, Tom Magee.

Michael Britton. Michael Treutler.

Chris Serio

Front: Nicolai Knights. Anthony

Mancini, David Kuhlmann, Paul

Badali

Back: Pat Sexton, Cody Punter,

Kevin Dunn, Liam Niven.

Lawrence Dandrea.Richard Cramer

Front: Ralph Tomasone. Stephen

Rice, Mike Di Salvo, Alex Naldini.

Freddie Cassiani

Back: Dan Minicucci, Kellen

Lidstone, Matt Ganas.Michael

Korylak.Cosmo Ferraro, Anthony

Rinella

Adam Nawrocki

Head Referee

Kevin Shaughnessy

Referee

wrtif* «

Al ,d

Front: Chris Tino. Eric Cheung. Mitch Gillin.

Ben Gazdic. Rob Citrullo.

Back: Mike Colucci. Adriano Memme.

Gianpaolo Bernardo. Peter Miele Thomas

Wolkowski, Shane Tyrell.

Team Standings

Leafs 1 8 points

Wings 14

Bruins

Avalanche 6

Flyers 4

Hawks 3

Play-offrs:

Red Wings win Division A

Black Hawks win division B

Leading Scorers

Dan Troiani 26 points

Paul Barbetta

Mike Britton

James New
Alex Naldini

Fred Cassiani

Mike Di Salvo

26

25

23

23

Front: Reid Brennan, Richard Clune,

Matthew Macdonald, Paul Barbetta

Back: Mike Formusa. Andrew Grossi.

Michael McCarthy. James New.Daniel

Troiani,SteveRonan. Jeff Frost.

Front: Steven D'Orio.Kvle Simmons. Matt

Mendicino. Jon Constancio,

Back :Daniel Burton. Michael Brewer.

Anthony Barone, Chris Lang. Frankie

Savage. Brendan Menegu/zi. Chris Tcolis

20
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Grade Seven students in the

Intermediate School

participate in both the music and

art programs as a regular part of

their curriculum

II MMIIIII II MIM I I IIIIIIII III IIIIII IIM II III III IIIIM II I II II IIIII I IIIIIIIIIII I i m il lllM IIIIII II IIIII M IIIIIIIII HMH IIIII I III IIII
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The Grade Eight Band

is taught by

Mr. Jamie Oatt

Grade Eight Band is composed of students

in the Eighth Grade and are joined in con-

cert appearances by talented students from

the Seventh Grade Band

21



Italian Play

Stop saying it's a wrong number

Mofilie a

Maritoi

Guess what we're up to!

The story concerns counts
house for operations, illegal of coure

friends and relatives walk \r\ on the cp

alize what \s taking place. When the -p

dent various officials and police visits

feiters use various comic ruses to pu

are convinced of what \s going c

tt

(Act !!!) Ferruccio can't

understand why his father

is so afraid to see their tax
collector

The Director, Mr. Clemente
Grassi and "Gastone" (Matthew
Santoro).

T»

Kd



Directed by Mr. C/emente Grass/

a Mare,

in Citta

Cologero believes he's a grand chef...Ferruccio just

has to burst his bubble after tasting the vegetable
soup containing handfuls of salt., where's Mom ?

Cunning Patrizia shows she is a master at her " trade" As the
tax collector.Gastone ( Matthew Santoro) , receives coun-
terfeit bills from Cologero.

tpfTCltCPS who take over a

i. The comedy begins when
wnterfeiters but do not re-

imily dog dies \r\ a car acci-

the house and the counter-

Ithem off. Finally the police

and justice triumphs.
Patrizia Orfiani, (Rosa Frasca)stupifies hers
hostages, her boss, Calogero (Domenic Arcuri)

and his son, Ferruccio (Luca Ruscigno), while
proudly displaying several billss of 10.000L
and revealing that she is a counterfeiter

Amelia, Ferruccio's stingy future

mother in law brings a rather gener-
ously filled box of pastries to the
Barbarisi's 23



June 2
fter the Baccah ea

the presence of faculty, parents, family and friends, seventy two Eighth Grade students graduated to High Sch Di|

congratulatory handshakes abounded as the graduates and friends partook of csl

Mathematics Meda

Eric Cheung

Luca Ardizzi was the Salutatorian and W n

Latin Medal

Brendan Meneguzzi

Warren Saldanha

Valedictorian

:'

Religious Education %•'

Art

English

French

History

Latin

Mathematics

Physical Education

Music

Science

Adam IN

Lucas t

Frank t

Brendan H

-
jfatultt' of the J -;:

Headmaster: Mr. T

Dir. of Studies: \ t.

Administration <».-

Dir, of Guidance:
Grade Seven Cor I

Mr.ChrisDiPieroll)

Mr.Peterjohn Mill!

Grade Fight (.'on

Mr. Chris CallaghJn

Art: Mrs Tania Dell

French: Mr. Clemj

Fatin: Mrs Sheila j|

Music: Mr. Jamie I

Science: Mr Davi I

Lawrence D'Andrea, Robert Casinelli, Mark Alonzi
Members of the Senioi School Choir

24
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12000
jeate Mass and

o! Diplomas were presented by Father Mohan and prizes presented by teaehers for outstanding scholarship. Smiles and

sshments and posed for photos and videos. immediately following the ceremonies

wen Saldanha was the Valedictorian

s-rkoals

I vin Welch

!j'phen Ronan

1 bert Iantorno

'| irren Saldanha

I. dev Barrack

endan Meneguzzi

c Cheung

)jtek Wolski

triano Merame

szlo Kerekes

Oil

•r

mScholAt

m
muz zi

eincbiatc School

I • Pagano

. | ul Dignan

u ,-il: Mr Joseph Brady

Q jiancarlo Mazzante

M . James Byrne,

. t Mancuso,

James Byrne,

I. Matt Pagano

Mrs. Louise Pignetti

Krassi

f , Mr. Charlie Lewis

I

'i-aro. Mr. Enzo Vitullo

Luca Ardizzi

Salutatorian

* IH
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Amendola. Matthew

Badali, Paul

Barbetta. Paul

Barnes. Bradley

Barrack. Tyler

Bellisario. Michael

Birgiolas. Andrew

Brewer. Michael

Britton. James

Burton, daniel

Cammisa. Giuseppe

Cassiani, Alfred

Cernuto, Alessandro

Chine, Richard

Cogliano. Andrew

Colucci. Michael

Constancio. Jonathan

Contardi. Marc

D'orio. Steven

Dagenais. Steven

Di Fonzo. Thomas

Duffy. Stephen

Dwyer, Daniel

Eccleton. Damien

Ervi. Julian

Ferraro. Cosmo
Fisher, Carl

Fiume. Marc

Formusa. Michael

Frost Geoffery

Ganas. Matthew

Gazdic. Benjamin

Giles. Scott

Gillin, Mitchell

Grassa. Pasquale

Grossi. Gabriel

Grossi. Emilio

Ierullo. Steven

Johnson. Shawn

Kim. Alexander

Knights, Nikolai

Korre. Andrea
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Lombardi, Giancarlo
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Agostino, Mario

Alonzi, Mark

Anga, Matthew

Angelucci, Jonathan

Ardizzi, Luca

Aretusi, Jonathan

Baranyai, Tomas

Barone, Anthony

Barrack. Radey

Bernardo, Gian Paolo

Brennan, Reid

Brown, Darren

Campbell, Thomas

Caporusso, Francesco

Casinelli, Robert

Cheung. Eric

Citrullo, Robert

Colatosti, Michael

Cramer, Richard

DAndrea, Lawrence

Di Biase, David

Di Giulio. Michael

Di Salvo, Michael

DiGregorio, Paul

Dunsmore, Michael

Filip. Matthew

Formusa. James

Galasso. Michael

Gareri, Jonathan

Grossi, Andrew

Hao, Koji

Iantorno, Robert

Ierullo. Alexander

Jaskiewicz. Jan

Johnston, Simon

Kerekes, Laszlo

Lazzaro, David

Lecce, Stephen

Leeking. Michael

Levine, Paul

Lidstone. Kellen

Magee, Thomas
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Memme. Adriano

Me leguzzi. Brandon

Miceli, Adam
Miller, Lucas

Minicucci, Daniel

Moretti. Andrew

Naldini, Alex

Naranowicz. Eric

Niven. Liam

O'Neill, Justin

Palmieri, Nicholas

Petrungaro, Robert

Policaro, Fortune

Potichnyj, Alexander

Procunier, Michael

Punter, Cody

Rinella, Anthony

Ronan, Stephen

Rose, Christopher

Rubino. Michael

Saldanha. Warren

Selke, Frank

Simone, Mark

Stefanac, Tomislav
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Albonese, Daniel



Debrone, Robert

Dedominicis. Francesco

Delisi. Danny

Deverell. Matthew

Di Biase. Mark

Di Blasi. Gianpaolo

Di Fonzo, Daniel

Di Iulio. Davide

Di Pasquale. Danny

Di Renzo, Mark

Di Tosto. Luke

Dias, Alexander

DiLeo. Aaron

Dineen, Aiden

Dineley. Angus

Dixon, Jonathan

Dobosz. Thomas

Donegan. Lawrence

Donellv. Ryan

Downs, Matthew

Drennan. Giancarlo

Escobar, Andres

Ferraro. Paul

Filip. Mark

Fortnum. Robert

Francella. Michael

Freitas. Andrew

Frost, Damien

Garetson. Adam
Gibbons. Adrian

Grant. Daniel

Greco. Robert

Grossi. Adam
Hayward, Casey

Hui. Joseph

leraci, Vito

Ihnacak. Brian
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Irwin, Giancarlo

Jenkins, Kevin

Johnson, Mark

Jones, Michael

Jones. Sean

Kandiuk, Mathew

"SllHI r>

Kavanagh, Patrick
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McPhee, Iain

Median. Jonathan

Meneguzzi. Robert

Mitchell. David

Morestto. Peter

Mori, Ian

Mydiuk, Roman
Nahirny. Adrian

Nanni. Ke\ in

New ion. Andrew

Nieholls. Sean

Nocilla, Alfonso

Novotny. James

Nunes. Jonathan

O'Breeht. Christopher

O'Farrell, Scott

Pagnntti. David

Pal. Andrew

Pal. Charles

Parsons. Paul

Piccininni. Daniel

Piatt. Geoffery

Polischuk, Peter

Poloni. Paul

Poole. Robert

Popow, Matthew

Primucci. Joseph

Profenna, Anthonj

Puppi. Justin

Quintena-James. Michael

Rebello. Martin

Regan. Trevor

Reiterow ski. John

Reiterowski. Adam
Reynolds. Mark

Rokowski, Patrick

Ross. Ke\ in

Rossetti. Daniel
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Royiwsky, John

Robacha. Matthew

Rubino. Christopher

Rufolo. Antonio

Ruscigno, Daniel

Russo, Michael

Rzeszutek, Richard

Sado. Jean-Paul

Schade, Craig

Schirripa, Joseph

Shaughnessy, John

Silva, Matthew WtiM*±
Simon. Joseph
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Adamovsky. Michael

Aitken. Nicholas

An. Richard

Arambulo. Christian

Armstrong. Austin

Arthur. Glen

Asaro, Sam
Aucoin. Justin

Bahiarz. Michael

Badali. Bryan

Baranowsky. Andrij

Barbieri, Adrian

Best. Jeffrey

Borraccia, Michael

E2iE

Brady. Thomas



Dedominicis, Luigi

Des Roches. Jordan

Di Giulio, John Paul

Di Gregorio, David

Di Gregorio. Vincenzo

Di Nunzio, Antonio

Dileo. Christopher

Fazzari, Andrew

Fernandes. Vinay

Finan. Liam

Forbes. Alexander

Fotia, Joey

Frith. Bryan

Frost, Peter

Gadon. James

Garisto. Joseph

Gayle, Justin

Geerts, Ryan

Genco, Jonathan

Giacomelli, G

Giannetta, Thomas

Giosa. Andrew

Goveas. Nathan

Greco, Marco

Gregoire. Mark

Greiss. David

Grenzy. Michael

Guglielmelli. Peter

Hagner. Andrew

Henry. Kevin

Higgins. Conner

Higgs, Benjamin

Hill. Kyle

Ho, James

Holland. Toby

Hucker. William

Hui. Michael

Hurley. Michael
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Manes, Carlos
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McMaster. Conor

Mior, Derek

Miskiv, Andrew

Molckovsky, Mark

Mota. Cor\

Mu honey. Donal

Murnaghan. Brian

Murphy, Micheal

Naranowicz. Jan

Nowakoski. Alexandre

O'Brecht. Lawrence

Oke. Torname

Oldfield, Michael

Olijnyk. Paul

Oliveira. Tony

Opolski. Paul

Ottavino, Anthony

Park. Andrew

Paul. Elliot

Pegoraro. Daniel

Penafiel. Dean

Peyman. Ryan

Picco. Steven

Pignataro. Andrew

Pike. Jason

Pisani. Andrea

Plateo. Micheal

Polvzois. Georee

Power. Richard

Prendergast. Ryan

Punkris. Andrius

Ouinn. Patrick

Racco. Marc

Rice. David

Rini. Joseph

Rizzuti. Nicholas

Rogers. Eamonn

Royiwski. Steve
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Rubino. Robert

Russel, Tyler

Sadowski. Eric

Sannuto, Carmine

Santi, David

Sargent, Jared

Sawa. Timothy

Scarcello, Michael

Sergautis, Paul

Shaheen. Jacob

Shaheen. Omar
Shrouder-Henry, Jason

Signoroni. Roberto

Sileika. Dainius

Smart, Andrew

So. Quenton

Song, William

Soppelsa. Giancarlo

Spencer, Matthew

Stephenson, Michael

Sutton, Marc

Teixeira, Michael

The, Amelio

Toto, Daniele

Turi. Philip

Tyrell, Ross

Vinelli, Anthony

Visentin, Daniel

Vukovic, Matthew

Walsh. Michael

Yeoman, Robert

Zampini, Stephen

Zawadzki, Christopher

Zulys. Richard
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Alati, Micahel

Allegranza, David

Amato, Lucio

Andreacchi. Roberto

Arcand. Brian

Arnone, Alexander

Arrarte, Johnathan

Au-Yeung, Terry

Baldesarra, David

Barkin, Julian

Battaglia, Francesco

Bice, Raymond

Bielawski. Gregory

Borges, Justin

Bridle, Matthew

Budaj, Peter

Campbell, James

Capobianco, Robert

Cappellucci. Matthew

Carbonelli, Paul

Carlesimo, Michael

Castellino. Jonathan

Cavanagh, Stephen

Chan, Andrew

Chan, Jaelen

Chan, Justin

Chiodo, Andy

Chire, Mark

Chow, Eric

Chun, Michael

Cifelli, Nicholas

Cimini, Gianni

Clark, Jonathan

Clydesdale, Ian

Costa, Gianfranco

Coulter, Matthew

Cramer, David

D'Cruz, Andrew

Debrone, Peter

Del Rosario, Anthony

Dennis, Steve

Di Donato, Matthew
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Didzhalis. Jonas

Donnelly, Christopher

Doyle. Jefferj

Dunn. Ke\ in

Dyl, Steven

Eg an. Philip

Ella, Michael

Eminowicz. Thomas

Fata. Andrew

Fernandes. Ryan Mark

Fiorellino, Joseph

Fiume. Michael

Fox, Martin

Fox-Higgins. Michael

Friday, Paul

Furlong. Derek

Gatta. Stefano

Gesualdi. Christopher

Gidaro, Andrew

Giliberto. John Paul

Giordani. Mark

Greco. A.J.

Gziut. Tomasz

Harrison, Bradley

Haugh. Andrew

Hayes, Brian

Hendricks. Johnathan

Hercules. Andre

Hyginus. Anton

Iaboni, Anthony

[aboni, Ray

Ieraci. Joseph

Jackson, Rohn

John. Michael

Johnson. Mark

Jones. Ryan
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Kim. Robert

Ko. David

Kolarik. Michal

Korre. Paolo

Krem. Michael

Ksiazkievvicz, David-John

Kuo, Edward

Kwok, Jonathan

Kwong. Ryan

Lee. Richard

Leon. Simon

Lista. Michael

Luciani. Stephen



O'Farrell. Derek

O* Flanagan, Ryan

O'Neill. Liam

Olbrycht, Jan

Onody. Nicholas

Ou i met. Adam

Owen, Julian

Pal, Timothy

Palumho. Andrew

Pareja, Salvador

Paterra. David

Pawziuk, Kent

Petrasso, Frank

Pickles. Kevin

Pileggi, Mario

Polischuk. Andrew

Power. Mark

Pozhke. Nicholas

Pisa, Michael

Przybylo, Michael

Reay, Mykhaylo

Reid, Kirk

Rivela, Andres

Roberts. Andrew

Roddy. Matthew

Rogers, Benjamin

Rose, Jonathan

Roszak. Dominic

Rouleau, Sylvain

Ryan, Kieran

Sand, Bryan

Santos. Luis

Saverino, Robert

Sawicki. Luke

Sellan. Mike

Sgro. Joseph
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Sgro, Jordan

Shanly, David

Sheedy, David

Sills. Rory

Siqueira, Andrew

Solda. Andrew

Spagnolo, Adrian

Stavrou, David

Step. Andrew

Storus, Matthew

Sullivan. Ryan

Taddeo, Andrew

Taggio. Daniel

Tarn, Simon

Tarantino, Stefano

Tardif, Stephen

Teolis, Adam
Thompson. Derek

Tonelli. Michael

Tucciatone. Silvio

Tureo. Adam
Turzanski. Paul

Ursic, Christopher

Valente. Paolo

Wagner, Dennis

Whittaker, Derek

Winter. Sheldon

Wong, Alvin

Young. Steve

Yu, Christopher

Zettel. Matthew

Zigan, Wolodymyr

Zochowski, Mark

Zuccon, Mark

*
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Aburto, Roberto

Albonese, Michael

Arcuri. Domenic

Arezes. Richard

Atkinson, Sean

Avis, Christopher

Baggetta. Matthew

Bailey. John

Barbetta, Mark

Barbieri. Patrick

Barry, Ryan

Beauvais, Michael

Bellissimo, Adam
Bellissimo. Vincent

Best, Matthew

Bielecki, Thomas

Bilyk, Adrian

Birgiolas, John

Bozzo, Adamo
Breech, Michael

Briand. Robert

Brown. Nickalus

Burlington, Jason

Calafiore, Jay

Campione, Joseph

Caruso, Roberto

Cavalluzzo, John-Paul

Ceccanese, Anthony

Chalabardo, Andrew

Chan, Christopher

Chavez, Paul

Chiovitti, David ttAlti
Ciancibello, Fabian
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De Courcy, Michael

Di Gaspereis, Julian

De Rosa. Marc

Del Core. Matthew

Devendran. Prevail!

Di Carlo. Dario

Di Ruscio, Luca

Di Vizio. John

Dirracolo, Ryan

Doherty. Christopher

Doyle. Kevin

Duffy. Matthew

Dunn, Ryan

Dzwonek. Patrick

Estrella, Alfred

Farquharson, Steven

Fava. Justin

Femia, Giuseppe

Fernandopulle. Marino

Ferraiuolo, Pat

Ford, Thomas

Forrest. John

Fracassi. Piero

Fulton. Joseph

Fung. Clement

Galati. Giuseppe

Galle. Michael

Gareri. Christopher

Gillin, Andrew

Giordano, Michael

Girimonte.

Alessandro

Glaves, Roiy

Gordon. Ian

Goudie. Paul

Gough. Michael

Gratta. Domenic

Grossi. Daniel
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Gurrieri, Jordan

Hagino, Kevin

Hay. John David

Hospedales, Justin

Howard. Alexander

Hucker, Andrew

Hunking, Aaron

Jones. Brady

Kanitz, Andreas

Karka. Darius

Kim, Anthony

Kim. Paul

Kramar, Michael

Krolikiewicz. Sebastien

Kwan. Michael

Lake. Andrew

Lam. Raymond

Lanzillotta, Mario

Lawson. Michael

Le Marquand. Paul

Lee, John

Lee, Justin

Leung, Bryce

Leung, Paul

Leung, Cedar

Liberatore, Matthew

Lobraico, Mathiew
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Marcotte, Adam
Marmora. John

Martins. Christopher

Marzo, Frank

Mather. Brian

Mauro. Antonio

Mazza. Tony

Mazzeo. Paul

McCarthy, Michael

McConnon, Andrew

McCutchan, Wilson

Mclsaac, Michael

McKernan. Patrick

Memme. David

Milway. Michael

Miranda. Stephen

Mo. Jeffrey

Morreale. Mark

Muniak, Stefan

Muzzo. Michael

Nameth, Douglas

Nistas, George

Olkovich. Nick

Park. James

Passafiume, Samuel

Peyman. James

Philbrook. Andrew

Pick. Alan

Plescia. Anthony

Pusateri. Salvatore

Quiterio, Varuna

Regan, James

Rini. Michel

Robinson. John

Ruslys, Vytas

Ruston, Arthur

Ry all. Damicn

Rygier, Conrad

San Miguel. Jeffrey
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Santi. Marc

Santos. Ricardos

Sapiano. Christopher

Sauder, Alastair

Sawa, Jeffery

Scandolari, Jason

Scharf, Derek
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Father Thomas Mohan
C.S.B
S.T.B.

Principal

B.A., M.Ed.

Fr. James Enright

B.A., M.A.
Intramural Hockey

Parking Passes

Mr. Paul Barry
B.A., B.Ed.

History (Dept. Head)
Cross Country

Mr. Peter Bissonnette
H.B.A., M.Ed.

Religion, History, Math
Newspaper Moderator,Chess

Right to Life,

Good Shepherd Refuge

Mr. Joseph P. Brady
M.Sc. (Educational Admin.)
M.Div., B.A.

Guidance
Academic Advisor (Majors)

Mr. Paul Dignan
B.A., M.Ed.

Vice Principal

Director of Studies

Mr. Vince Pagano
B.A., M.A., B.Ed.

Vice Principal

Prefects, Athletic Council,

Headmaster
Prep School

l\\ \P

Mr. Frank Bergin
B.P.H.E., B.Ed.

Phys. Ed.,

Mathematics
Cross Country

Ms. Patricia Boland
B..A., M.L.I.S., Librarian

Ms. Wanda Brox B.A.,

B.Ed., History
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Mr. James Byrne
B.A., B.Ed.

Math, Phys.Ed.,

Gr 8 Core
Intermediate Volleyball,

Intramurals

Father Mario Cafarelli

CSs. P.,

Hons. B.A., M.Div.,

S.T.L., Religion

Chaplaincy Club

Mr. Chris Callaghan
B.P.H.E., B.Ed
Grade 8 Core,

Geography
Prep. School Soccer
Hockey, Basketball

Fr. Leo Campbell, C.S.B.

B.A., M.Div.

Religion

Chaplaincy Club

Mr. Leonard Chittle

B.H.K., B.Ed.

Geography, Phys.
Ed., Guidance
Sr. Hockey, Intramurals

Mr. Mike Coghlan
B.Sc, M.A.

Mathematics
(Dept. Head)

Math Club, Descartes
Club

Fr. Bud Cullen, C.S.B.

M.Ed.
Art Department

Yearbook Moderator

Mr. Gennaro V. Di Leo
B.A., B.Ed.

French, Italian

Italian Drama, Briscola,

Intramurals

Mr. Chris De Piero

B.P.H.E., B.Ed.

Grade 7 Core
Head Coach-St.
Michael's Buzzers

Miss Anna DiMeglio
Hon. B.A., B.Ed, M.A.

French
French Club
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Mr. Nicola Di Pinto

B.A., B.Ed.,

French, Italian

Mrs. Tama Di Rosa
B.F.A., B.Ed.

Visual Arts

Art Club

Mr. William Fifield

B.P.H.E., B.Ed.

Phys. Ed. (Dept. Head),

Math
Sr. Hockey, Intramurals,

Athletic Council

Mr. David Fischer

B.Ed., M.A.

Theology (Co-Dept.

Head), Philosophy

Mr. David Fitzpatrick

Hons. B.A., B.Ed.

English, History

Drama Director, Cross Country
Swim Team, Track Team

Fr. Norman Fitzpatrick C.S.B.

S.T.B. M.A.

Parents' Guild

Stop ! Put that camera on the game

Mr. Paul Forbes

B.A., B.Ed.

Athletics Director

Guidance
Sr. Football, Sr.

Hockey
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Mr. Carl Geniole

Industrial Arts Specialist

Design & Technology
(Dept Head)

Audio/Video Club

Mr. Clemente Grassi,

M.A., B.Ed,. French

Mr. Emile John
B.Sc, B.Ed.

Mathematics, Science
Track & Field.

Jr. Basketball



Mr. David Lee
B.A.H., B.Ed.

History, English

Jr. Football, Hockey

Mr. Paul McCann,
M.A .B. Ed.,

En glish

Sister Frances Mc Kenna,
F.C.J., B. A., H. Dip. Ed.,

English

Mr, Charles Lewis
B.A., B. Ed., M. Div.,

Classsics, Geography

Mr. Pasquale Mancuso
B.A., B. Ed.,

Core Intermediate

Mr. Peterjohn Miller,

B.A., B. Ed.,

Core Intermediate

Mrs. Sheila Morra
B. A., M.A.,

Classics

Mr. Giancarlo Mazzanti
B.A., B.Ed.,

Guidance

Mr. Peter McCann
B. A. B. Ed. M. Div.

Theology, Philosophy
Sr. B Hockey,

Mr. Edward Narducci
B. Sc, B. Ed.,

Mathematics
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Mr. Dan Nicholson
B.A.

English
Photography (Yearbook),

Jr. Hockey

Mr. Jamie Oatt,

B.F.A.,Dip. .Music
Music

Mr. Matthew Pagano
B.A., B. Ed„

Core Intermediate

Mr. Gregory Paolini

Hons. B.B.A., M.B.A., B.Ed.

Mathematics, Compu-
ter Science,
Economics
Head Coach Varsity

Basketball

Mr. Paul Pietrkiewicz

B. Mus., Hon. Music Ed.,

B.Ed Music
Music (Dept. Head)
Sr/J r/l titermediate
Concert Band,
Fall Drama,
Spring Musical

Mrs. Louise Pignetti

A.O.C.A., B.A., B.Ed.

Visual Art

Art Club

Mr. Michael Quinn
B.A., B.Ed., M.A.

Theology
Society for Justice,

Green Council
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Mr. Frank Ribarich

B..Sc B. Ed.,

Mathematics,
Science

*#t

Mr. Miko Romano
B.A., B.Ed.

Geography
Soccer



Mrs. June Scandiffio

B.A.

English
Pro-Life

Mr. Patrick Shannon
M.Sc, B.P.H.E., B.Ed.

Biology, Chemistry
Tennis, Alpine

Skiing

Mr. Terence Sheridan
Hon. B.A., B.Ed

English

Jr. Football, Jr. Hockey,
Academic Advisor

Mr. George Shust
B.Sc, B.Ed.

Mathematics, Computer
Science
Computer Club

Mr. David Smyth
B.Sc.
Mathematics
Math Club, Father Arthur

Holmes Provincial Math
Competition

Mr. David Tessaro
B. Sc, B. Ed.,

Science

Mr. Wilfred "Bob"
Thomas

B. A.,

French

Mr. Ian F.

Thompson
H.B.Sc, B.Ed.

Science, Physics
Photo-Video Club,

Audio Editing,

Audio Production
Yearbook Photos

Mr. Frank Trentadue
B.A., B.Ed.

English, Theology
Sr. Football

Mr. John Vella

B. Sc, B. Ed.,

Mathematics
Debate Club

Junior Baseball
Senior Baseball



Mr. Enzo Vitullo

B.Sc, B.Ed-

Science (Asst. Dept. Head)
Jr., Sr., Intramural

Volleyball,Table Tennis

Mr. John Walsh



1

Mr. Dan Prendergast
B.A., M.Ed.

Building Fund
Assistan

I
~

Ms. Mary Jane Irving

B.A.

Secretary

Ms. Marie Mendonca
Receptionist

Mrs. Kimberley Bailey
Building Fund,
SMCS Bookstore

Manager

Ms Cathy Di Nunzio
Secretary

to the Principal

Mr. Bill Smith
Property Manager

Mr. Paul Thomson
Human Resources

Mr. Greg Hook
Controller

Mr. Rob Tunney Mr. Radu Ghitescu Ms Cara Dignan
Arena Manager Computer Manager Ass't. Librarian

Ms. Jan Dutcher Ms Erica Mc Kerrall

Ass't., Librarian Secretary
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Picture shnwlTconstruction

method-poured cement basement-

concrete building blocks visible

on the first floor-steel skeleton on second floor.

| Can you believe
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Some of the things this year

Final days of the Sho
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k>C<.

AshW,

Me, too

Demise of Sf&SJare Hou

These guys

are strictly

amateurs

I say it

isn't

done

- yeteranyDay Ceremony

sMc
Forever

ood Drive

*G3

I like it

back here

K - ^ r iiiirnifi •
i
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I
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Maybe he's]

right

OAC Retreat

Barbecue

Celebrities at the

Opening Game of the

Buz;*~
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Juan Aburto

When my high school experience is remembered,

it seems like ;in eternity of time. But is 5400 hours

of school really such a long time? The answer is

both yes and no. Depending on whether or not I

spent my time working on stage crew, doing AV
with Mr. G. watching movies with the SFA swim-

ming on the team, or a multitude of others. When
1 wasn't, high school felt like eternity. I'll be most

ecstatic to finish SMC. though when I look back

tin the best times of my life, I'll miss the double

Christopher Aitken

Too much to say and too little room. It's been a

great 5 years. The old yellow bricks will always

have a place in my heart. Thanks to all the peo-

ple who helped me through: JC- for your friend-

ship; MD for everything; Mr. Smyth for believ-

ing in me; last but not least all my family and

friends for their support.

John Paul Adamovsky

It's been a memorable 5 years at St. Mikes. Fist

of all. I'd like to thank my parents for sending to

such a great school, and for all the support over

the years. Memories include: Cross country-

Grade 11, writing every contest imaginable. New
Years 2000, Logs 98, Cancun 2000 and Justin's

\ideo camera, and building the ramp in Physics.

Special thanks go out to The Blue Knight, the 21-

year-old, and my super graphing calculator. I'd

like to thank my Math teachers, Mr. Coglhan, and

Mr. Shust. for all the hours they put in with me,

and lets not forget Mr. Smyth and all those good-

ies. By the way, I solved the 'CALANDER' prob-

lem first. Regrets include: Spending way too

much time at Harvies, and logs 98. Finally. I'd

like to thank Mr. Pagano for ah those yellow slips

(they're going to be worth something one day),

and teaching me the fine art of avoiding people

for extended periods of time.

Barry Alexander

After 5 years of hardw irk. blood, sweat, and hus-

tling, I have come to the realization that I have

merely completed the prologue to the life that lies

ahead. I would first off like to thank God making
everything possible, for blessing me. and for guid-

ing me through the thick and thin of my life thus

far. I would like to thank my parents for obvious

reasons, for their prayers, and for their support

in my endeavors. Thanks also to Fr. Mohan and

his staff for the education that they have pro-

vided. I look back upon no regrets. The hustle

here is over and I move on to more challenges.

To the millennium class, KEEP IT MOVING
It's our year, our world for the taking. Don't let

anybody tell you different. 'Cuz you

know what? This kid's going places... Watch him.

Peace and God Bless.

Maximillian Arambulo

St. Mike's to me is a $30000 excuse my parents

will use when I'm on the verge. 5 years in an all

male environment can seriously change some-

"lie I Hist hope I'm strong enough to remain

normal. I can finally interact with females. I'd like

to thank a couple of members of the faculty: Mr.

McCanns, Mr. Barry, Mr. Pagano. and Sr. Frances

I because I actually learn in her class unlike grade

10-12 English). Word up to the crew: Avery,

Lankin, Terry, Pat, Nick, Kenny. Chun, T.A. Law-

rence IMtl was fun). Thanks to my parents, God,

and everyone else who made a positive impact

on my high school years. Good Luck, Chris. To
all St. Mike's men, remember: SMC is a 5 year

delay of bitterness and cynicism that will inevi-

tably plague you for the rest of your life.

William Asaro

It's very hard to narrow in on the best times of

high school at St. Mike's. The trio alwa\ s gave

me something to laugh about at lunch, but the

laughter wasn't just with them. To all the U >\ -

with blue blood that respected me, the respet 1

was returned with interest. To all the boys with

green blood (you know who you are) I cherished

the many runs we had that helped lift the frus-

tration ol school life. To the teachers that

treated the students with as much respect as

they did their fellow teachers, thank you and

lill see you soon. To Mom and Pops lor placing

me in an institution such as St, Mike's and gh
ing me the chance to push mysell everyday, To
anyone reading this that yearns foradvice It in

- e you this: Man) obstat les exist be

tweenmj goals, and me but l know thai it l vranl

something bad enough, there are no obstat les

that I can't overcome. Believe in yoursell

you re capable of doing more than you think.

Jay Ardanaz

Timothy Ash

Thanks to all the great teachers and staff at St.

Mike's without your help and guidance I don't

know if I would have graduated. Some of my
favourites, to whom much respect goes out to,

include Mr. Fischer. Mr. Pagano. Mr Coghlan,

and Mr. Sheridan - thanks for the support. Per-

petual memories include: "lawnbowling" w
Bates and Malcolm (among others), the origi-

nal 9C crew, 34 consecutive dishes of Hunan
Chicken, Superbowls '98 and '99,

'

'\\

\'o\v"> entrance anthem. Mr. Paolini'seconom-

ics class (CBBCBDDDBC), Scoreboard & Gab
hv's forever, "King of Coin" = Ardana.', pu k UDS

at 5:30am for exams. Boynton's farm
[Oldman!), grade 11 Bio. unexpected testing

(altho I often failed myself) finally - the

11 U KMOBI1 I [and its variou

though 1 made it through. St Mike's '•sill be ex-

tremely difficult leaving However. 1 have been

taught innumberable valuable lessons over the

past five years

oX
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Matthew Bannan

I came, I left, I was forced back, and then I left

Ryan Barnes

"Our greatest glory is not in never failing but in

rising each time we fall

First of all 1 would like to thank my pal

all they h ave done for me, I am forever grate-

ful My five years at St Mike's have been in-

credible. 1 have had some great memories:

Football (grade 11 glory season, and all the

championships). Oasis concert "Watch youi

step", Moongate missions. Cancun2000 - G.P.

and D.B. - "Papa John's" intramural hockey

champs 97, special thanks to B.W., D.S. (for all

your help), and N.N- I've had great teachers:

Mi McKeman, Mr Trentadue, Mr U
.-tie. and Fr. Zinger have made high

school great.

David Barreca

The past five years have been the most incred-

ible of my life, both in and out of these yellow

halls. Thanks to all those who have cared - par-

ents, teachers, and friends.

"The story of life is quicker than the wink of an

eye. The story of love is hello and goodbye. Until

we meet again." - Jimi Hendrix.

Nicohlas Bates

What started oft in the November rain led to an

estranged paradise city. Those road trips were

great but Mr. Brownstone was always out to get

me, by the way your crazy. And how could I for-

get the garden, dead horse, mixed vegetables and

cashew auts? My Michelle, you were one in a

million, all you needed was a little patience. As

for all the places that served premium pop

I'llnever forget, it made the night train that much

more enjoyable. "Look aththe doubt, we've wal-

lowed; Look at the leaders we've followed; Look

at the lives we've swallowed; And 1 don't want to

hear no more." - Axl Rose

David Bear Dale Beeslev

"Some are bom with more.

Some are born with less.

So don't take for granted

the life we've been blessed." - Ben Harper

St. Michael's students are blessed with so many

opportunities and for this I am extremely grate-

ful. I would like to thank all the teachers for the

help they have given me. SMC has given me many
things including: education, spirituality, strong

friendships, and many good times. I would also

like to thank all my friends, specifically: Owen.

Sandro, Barnes. Napes. Jackie, and Kathryn.

Things to remember GB, N.VV. . fruitbasket, Skiis

& Biikes, SMH. N.B., B.C.. OFSAA's, semis,

McRae~2, city of Toronto Parking Infractions.

DH (OTB), B.H.. St. Clair. Crazy lady. D.D..

Orwells, and Jan 13. 1977.

Michael Belardo

So many memories, so little space to write in.

First off, I would like to thank all my teachers

who helped me along the way and gave me a

kick in the rear when I needed to get back on

track. To AA community (so many of you), you

guys were always there when I needed help and

a good laugh. There were so many stories taht I

will be leaving school with. Good luck to all of

you and make sure you guys stay in touch. PS.

M.So. make sure you look both ways before you

drive out onto a street and try not to hit any

pedestriansUgam"' I

John Bianchi

Time to say good-bye...I am grateful for having

the opportunity to be part of an institution that

promotes academics, athletics, art, and a reli-

gious faith. I thank my parents for their sup-

port during my high-school experience and the

staff of St. Michael's for their efforts in helping

me to achieve a higher standard of education

II) the inspiration given to me by Mi

McCann,Mr Smyth, and Mr. Grassi). Asfor the

bo) s. I thank you guvs tor being my family away

from home Dave I Shut Up!", Chicks, chip.

Muds (McCann impersonations), Tony ("He)

Uncle Mike!"), Tut,.. Nangini. Covatta.

Santorita tardi, Adam (Sick!),

idy. Bill) ("GinoPanino"),Varona,Stef

Iter", and Scott. I'd like to leave the

graduating class of 2000 with a quote John

Belushi used in the movie 'Animal II.

"Over.., Over... Nothing is over until *

it is!"
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Christopher Boucher

Christopher Boynton

Well St. Mike's, "you threw me a curve... but I

caught it!" To steal one from Mr. Chittie. Fust

and foremost I would like to thank my parents

for picking up the tab from the past 5 years as

well as two inspirational teachers: Mr. Fifield

and Mr. Shannon. Equally important to my 5-

year career at St. Mike's includes Baby to Sr.

Blue hockey, grade 9 wrestling, the tennis

teams, and my continual promise to James to

run track. Consequently, it couldn't have been

done without the entire squad. Between mus-

tard fights and the BD's the farm excursions

were unforgettable. The romanotionary,

Cancun 2000. Disney movies and freezie rides

with Dave, lunchtime arguments with Jambone,

sporting life and passing plays with Just, golf

and Waterloo with Limmer. Mike and Matt al-

ways STOP at stop signs- three musketeers for-

ever. Linds what can I say?

Stefan Bulfon

"...any man's finest hour - his greatest fulfillment

to all he holds dear - is the moment when he has

worked his heart out in a good cause and lies ex-

hausted on the field of battle - victorious." Vince

Lombardi. Boys, after finally graduating from

here I think we can all say we are champions. Kev,

1 scar = five years football = 1 Metro Bowl Cham-

pionship = worth it. Cahill, it's over but we're

going out with a bang. Big V, thanks, you got me
through LAtin. Big D. you're welcome. 1 got you

through Latin. Woodsy, the only guy that still

calls me whorph, remeber the Rockets and that

mv parents would swap us in a second. Steve, we

helped make the TTC the best trip any niner could

imagine. Rocca, you're the craziest guy I ever met.

Donaldson, happiest day in highschool was meet-

ing your for the second time. Charks and France.

you two made sure that every minute in this place

was a blst. To the rest of the boys, remember no

matter what happens, the Double Blue inside of

us remains forever!!!

Michael Bustos

Great thanks go to God, my guardian angel, St.

Michael's College, its amazing staff, my mom , my
dad, my brother, my aunt and other family mem-
bers, my friends, my girlfriend, Heaven Sent,

Cocktails and Chemistry class, my 8 tarantulas,

my 2 scorpions, my trapdoor spider, my dog

Sparky (RIP), my black widow and brown rec-

luse spider, my sugar glider, peer pressure, Fa-

ther Zinger, my conscience. Mother Mary, BSB
(so what!), AsianAve and ICQ,myAbbey sisters,

hail dye, nn coloured contacts, Kenny Chng, the

North York Public Library, P.I's Pet Shop, suffer-

ing, the sacraments, the solitude of the chapel,

in\ alarm clock, insects, and the list continues..

Scott Boucher

St. Mike's is what you make of it. It sounds cliche

but it is right on the money. I once questioned

my choice to attend St. Mike's. This was when I

believed that St. Mike's was just a yellow brick

school with a long tradition. This is all well and

good, but St. Mike's is not just a building it is the

people that make it up. St. Michael's men are a

rare breed and are often not fully understood. I

have made freindships that will last a lifetime; I

have been given the tools to build a solid faith. I

went to st. Mike's the building, but i am forever a

St. Michael's man. St. Michael... Pray for us.

Richard Brunskill-

Boccia

"We're saying our goodbyes, but we haven't be-

gun to party" -Kula Shakar

To start off I must first thank my parents whose

love & support allowed me to come St. Mike's.

To Mr. Monohan. as well, whose teaching al-

lowed my love ofthe past to grow even more.

And to all of the friends that I made here, and

the infinite memories I will take with me for-

ever; New York trip. M.O.C. and Rock Night,

the screeching Civic, Pierre's crazy adventure,

the infinite laughs with Diaz, detentions for

spare with the Daves and the power outage. May

19/99. Semi, and Gas Leak Monday. Thanks!

"May the Force be with you." -Yoda

Dimitris Burke

Tsakmakas

"My cat smells like sneeze"

Random thoughts: YG. my family, L'B, Fortinos

Forginos. 52c bus, BK and the 99 cent whop-

per, R2D2, life is too short to be a J. Caecilius.

mini hoss, tak, grease, mud Olympics. 7 eleven,

the website, lacrosse and the Bathurst St bul-

lies, senior kerry blues. IHL. the great white

hope table tennis champs. i8something. Mexico

2000. France workouts, maaan... seeeeriously.

coffee time at lawrence and bathurst at 3:00am,

zeus, =i9#oo, ball hockey. Everon's report

cards, duuuude, cafe cookies. Locker partners

- 9: some guy I don't know, 10: pat magee. 11:

chris boynton. 12: got my own locker. 13: jeff

glover. Car ride home, Westside mall. Vince and

Shane. Secret messages are for loozers.

Ivan Cacic

I was the last to enter SMC. a niner twice, una-

ware. Simple solution to life's everyday problems:

find a derivative, use Thompson's changing con-

stant or multiply I

my friends and my teachers who supported me and

got the best out ofme! The memories mat will al-

wavs remain: Tennessee poker, nn island, lazers,

Bob. the evolution chamber, JFK, mafia connec-

tions, porcelain gods, new addictions, experiences

111 Mil \ j Extended thanks to Mr. Thompson
and Ms Broxwhose help is genuinelyappreciated.

Commemorating five years ol achievement in-

volvement, growth and sebSdiscovery ... indeed, I

have not come full circle Soman) events go unex-

plained so man) memories oevei to he forgot-

ten Change alone is real and the powei

escapes definition as it not on)) liberates, but helps

create ami clarify Remaining in stagnant waters

prevents both riskand the energy ol new

bilit) nun be necessary , but the constant newness

of the flow ol life gives an excitement and beauty

that are absolutely necessary,
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Kevin Cahill

To all graduating students, remember:
Don't forget to bundle up, it's cold outside.

Raymund Cayetano

My past 3 years at St. Michael's. I will always

remember: being captain of the chess team,

winning tournaments, vice-president of the

Chaplaincy Club. 3 years in Yearbook; Wizard

of O7. Mr. John's Gr. 11 homeroom advanced

math class and knowing that the Pacers are al-

ways better than the Bulls. I would like to thank

God: my parents, who supported me
althroughout high school: my teachers and
staff, especialh Mr. Fischer, Mr. Snuth, Mr
Coghlan. Mr. Sheridan. Mr. Vella. Mr. Vitullo.

Mr. Bissonnette, Fr. Mohan and Mr. Pagano:

Fr. Cafarelli. Fr. Mulcahy, may you rest in

peace, and Fr. Campbell for celebrating mass
with me everyday; to my friends: JC (2x). IC.

TD, LH, TJ. VK. JL, MN. OP, DS, SS, JS, CT.

LW, JW, KW. And to all at SMC. THANKS'"

Byron Chaitrakool

My sentence within the yellow bricks

haw finally come to an end. M.S., thanx

fur saving my life!. Special shouts goto

all my 2517 SMC boys, especially R.K.

.M.K. and R.L.. also to my TRU 1121 we'\ t<

been there for each other through our

ups and downs), and most importantly

my family To Mom & Dad for always sup-

porting me and pushing me, and my bro

for understanding me. Yes please.... i'm

out. PEACE

Justin Cheng

Being (here) is an accident, and its 'purpose' is

to learn the most from nothingness. Five years

of solitude have taught me much, though least of

the wisdom comes from textbooks and classes. I

thank many for that wisdom, though few has con-

sciously taught me so: first and before all. "the

Form" of education and teacher: Sister Frances;

second, maturity and immaturity: certain physi-

cally developed but mentally uncultivated com-
rades; third, power of technology- - the scantron

machine: the history department; fourth, "power

of the pen" : Blue Herald; fifth, quest for wisdom:

the few politically and philosophically conscious

comrades; sixth, the necessity to relax with tales:

JFK conspiracy theories, lectures on evolution

and Pascal... last and most importantlv. the

chapel and Fr. Mario; they have taught me all that

I need to become a man. Perchance, we shall meet

again...

Robin Castelino

Paul Cellucci

Well... it's been five long years at the yellow bricks

and I am glad to have come out alive and kick-

ing. I want to give a special thanks to all my
friends who have stuck with me throughout, and
have made my time more enjoyable. We had

some memorable moments during the years.

Some memories that come to mind are: winter

storm '99. chemical spill '99. late nights, NYC,
the movies. Edge fest '98, Zombie '98, Hallow-

een '99, New Years 2000, and last but not least

first period spare with Rosso. Mudds, Bill, and
Lagamba. Also special thanks to Mr. Narducci

and to Mr. McKernan for adding life to Math and
English and to Mrs. McDougall for French and
the trips associated with it. To Champion, the

second cup manager, the crazy pool shot, and
Signor-Gary. To Tough guy, donit hurt anybody

in university, and to coca roach, well... you're just

a coca roach. Lastly to all the rockers, hackers,

slackers, shooters, and ravers, —later!!!

Avery Chan

Great! High school is over. WHAT AM 1

SUPPOSED TO DO NOW^ Gee, I sure hope I

got into university or else lill have to gel a job.

In a few years (or days), I'll forget everything

I've learned here but I'll always remember my
friends. I'm gonna take this opportunity not to

share amusing anecdotes about the crazy'

hijinks that have taken place over the years or

to gush about how I'll miss theses yellow

bricks, but to acknowledge the guys who shared

these 5 y ears with me. Also got to acknowledge

my partner in crime. Max - its go time buddy.

BOOYAH! Further shoutouts to LawTence the

mack' Lam, OBM_Permboy, Louis "as in happy'

Williams, Oscar, T.L., and Bustos. Good Luck

everyone, its been fun.

Mark Chiarcossi

The significance of something is relative to the

individual. L'pon walking away from St. Mike's,

I reflect on what significance I have found. Math
was helpful, sport-- were tun, the te.uht-r* wens

supportive, but the belief that the winged "M"

linked us all together was significant. The tradi-

tion was what brought me to St. Mike's, but the

love and brotherhood that I found is what com-
pelled me to stay, I found all too many borhters

here. Both in loss and victory we triumphed be-

causewewereunited in start and in finish. Thank
you to the teachers who have talked to me rather

than at me. and im f.imik who have tnsp

and taught me what sacrifice is Most of all. thank

you to my brother-- whohavi beendown the road

with me in good and bad. and when thed
dow i) and the tide isout, will be there again, with-

out quesl
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Kenny Chng Adam Chow

First of all, I would like to thank my parents

and my teachers for making my five years at

SMC a lot easier. It has been a different ride

the last five years. (I can't say i enjoyed it all)

but there are many events and people that have

shaped it. W2K in Mtl, Mr. Nicholson's grade

twelve English, and almost putting Safety Man
(MSG) on the d.l. permanently in grade 10 base-

ball pool (aka shop). Finally, to everybody,

thanx for the memories.

I consider myself blessed and privileged to have

had the opportunity to attend St. Mike's. My
Stay has been enjoyable, and the pleasant

memories I have attained are numerous. Great

thanks must be given to the teachers and
priests, and especially to my lo\ing family. My
friends are among the best, and the fun times

are unmatched... Good Luck to all the St. Mike's

boys.

Andrew Chun

After 5 years , at last, the longjourne> through

these halls have come to a close. From ISU all-

nighters, to exams, to pressure-playoff baseball.

SMC has challenged me academically, athleti-

cally, and spiritually. I like to thank my teach-

ers and parents for supporting and pushing me
to my capable potential. As 1 leave, I bring along

memories: .Ir. Baseball \2, Sr. Baseball X3

(TDCAA Champs, Metro Invtnl Champs, To-

ledo, Rochester), Smyth's tricky problems.

Tessaro's chem class. Rib's chem videos, Mon-
treal W2K. math contests, cafe. AP [Annoying

Problems) Calculus, collecting Lee's notes off

Kipling, Lotto club, "97 "gS 'go, baseball pools,

etc. As we head into the new millennium, I'm

proud and honoured to count myself among
you. Class of2K. "Teach me Goodness, Disci-

pline, and Knowledge" Goodness and Knowl-

edge ... well 2 out of 3 ain't bad. Good Luck!!!

Matthew Cipolla

My time within these yellow bricks has come to

an end. But it won't be the classes or teachers

that I'll miss most but the good times and
friendships that these 5 years have brought. ..all

the nights at the clubs, Sr. B hockey (TDCAA
Champs \2). Wasaga Weekends (night of

"Ralph"), and 'Pulco 2000 (all about the mu-
sic, liters. Etc.). To Chicks, JB. Del, GT, DS, MC.
TL, DC, JPN, MS and everyone I missed, thanx

for everything. And a special thanks to my
Mom, Dad and sister for their constant love and

support.

Anthony Ciccolini

Well guys, five long years are finally over.

They've been tough and sometimes seemed
impossible, but I couldn't have imagined my-
self spending my high school years anywhere

else. First and foremost I would like to thank

my parents for all the sacrifices they've made
for me so that I could come to this school.

Words can't express how grateful I am to them
for that. I would also like to thank the teachers,

staff and Basilians at St. Michael's for teaching

me the true meaning of "Goodness, Discipline.

& Knowledge." Most importantly however. I

would like to thank all my boys (you guys know
who you are) for making this place so memora-
ble. Thanks to everyone for the millions of

laughs, good times, and memories we've shared

over the last 5 years. Double Blue forever!

Sean Clarke

"... and adolescence, in essence, is all about

trust" - Gord Downie
Well, its been quite a ride 4 better or 4 worse. 5
years of the Joyce, the Garden. Free Times,

house parties, alal the boyz > SMC. Del, Cres-

cent, etc. and the odd class here or there. Can't

forget to thank my parents for footing the bill.

Special thx go to SM. DG, CS. DF. CV, AF - CTTs
'97 boys, "Forever the Dog" - never forget it.

Also to all my close friends - you know who you

are - thanks for always being there when I

needed you most. Extra special thx to Matt and

Tim - Thanks for everything guys, not a day-

passes on the shores of the dog where I (we)

don't miss you. And Nicole? L. always means
just that, I'll never forget you...

"Memories don't live like people do. they always

remember you whether things are good or bad,

its just a memory ..." - Mos Def

David Coletto Liam Colle

5 years have passed and I now see things in life

a lot clearer .because I've grown about a foot

since I entered SMC in 1994. I would like to

thank my parents for all their support and en-

couragement, as well as Mr. Quinn with his help

with the Green Council and Society for Justice.

I would also like to thank Mr. Barry for making
history so interesting, Mr. John for getting me
through 3 years of math, and a year of physics,

Mr Fischer for his hard work with the PC As-

sociation, and all the teachers who have influ-

enced my life, which I am forever grateful.

Sonic memorable moments from the last 5

years include Jean Charest's visit to thi

TDC \ A tennis in '97, Green Council and Social

.lustier, Reach for die Top, OMP l won't miss

waking up at 6:00 in the morning. It is time to

turn a page in our lives, but never forget the

good times we have had a St Mike's

"Even- moral lias a story.

Every story has an end.

Every battle has its glory,

and its consequence." - Ben Harper

St. Mike's has meant a lot to me in the last five

years. 1 will always remember the friends, the

teachers, the coaches, the good times and the

tough tunes. From the Metro Bowl Champion

ship, to the team that should have repeated, il

has all been part ofthe battle. Special thanks to

my family for their patience and support.
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Jonathan Collings

My four years at St- Michael's have been amaz-
ing and I will never forget them. There is no other

school like this one. OFSSAA archery. Green
Council, SSJ, great friends, lots of fun.

I thank God for always being there, my family

for their constant support, and some outstand-

ing staff members for their dedication: Mr Pe-

ter McCann, Mr. Fischer. Mrs. Morra, Father

Mulcahy, and Mr. Pagano. Lastly, without my
friends, I would definitely not be where I am to-

day: thanks CA. DS, IC, RC. RX. JDS. DJ. BA.

PG, JJ, and everyone else.

Good luck to my fellow grads in the future, and

God Bless.

Michael Connolly

1 would like to thank those who contributed

levelopment ;is both a student and
individual, especial]) mj parents, Sr. Frances.

the Met .inn brothers, and F;

And remember the fondest memories that you
will ever have are those that you can't

remember.

Steven De Souza

The last five years have been a blast, but it

would not have been possible without the

guidance and support of my parents and
brother. Thanks to: the Basilian Fathers. Fr.

Mohan. Fr. Mario. Mr. Grassi. Mr. Quirrn. Mr
Barry, Ms. McDougall. Butyrskayaskj and to

all the Fumeurs who stopped running. The
Memories: Gr. 9&11 French, 6:45 masses, our

cafe table, Attendance person, Judas. Todd
and I in X-C for 5 years, 2 medals at TDs, the

Crappy Runner's Society, Balfour and Gr. 11

runs with Milway. "The race is not always to

the swift, but to those who keep on running."

- Anonymous
Au Revoir. A Bientot and See yon soon.

Anthony Contardi

There are many things that I will miss when I

leave. I will miss having to do up my top but-

ton, I will miss having to give Father Zinger all

my money, 1 will miss ha\ing to shave on a regu-

lar basis, and will especially miss having to wake
up early every morning and seeing these yel-

low bricks. Thanks to all the teachers and staff

especially BOC (Andy R), SHLEB (Steve R),

Tony Land Billy A. I congratulate you guys and
best of luck in the future.

Mariano Covello

"I wasjust... trying to get ahead " -Cosmo Kramer
The past 5 years have gone by quickly and will

live on with me forever. First, I would like to

thank my parents for all of their love, support

and money. Honourable mentions to the hash-

brown breakfasts with Adam, Bill, and "Celluch",

philosophy with John "E" B and Matt "the On-
ion", Davey boy, Chicks (sure buddy). Matt "Cof-

fee Time" Santoro, DelRiccio, Tamburrini,

Ton"E" Lofranco, Toto, Contardi, Andicus
Raccus, and Covatts and N'angini. Finally to

Giordano's tutorials, Steve's counselling sessions.

Narducci's conspiracy theories (I have been in-

spired), and Sister's ENGOAl class. Special

shout-outs to AM, LP, DD, CC.VG, the "e"-Mann

and the crew of "Apollo 13" for always being there.

I would also like to thank the rest of my family,

friends, teachers, and anyone else who was not

mentioned (you know who you are)! I greatly

appreciate all that you have done for me over the

years. Here's to great times ahead. Cheers!

Daniel Covatta

It was a rough ride and I wouldn't have made it

without the buds. I'll never forget the memories
guys: Lunch time calcio, the wasaga long-week-

ends with "Ralph". Acapulco 2000, and all the

others I forgot Special thanks to fellow busdriver

J.P - we are the undisputed SMC gettoni champs
- and to the triurmirate - we can dominate on

any continent boys. I also never would have made
it without some morality sessions with Santorita

and some advice from the one-night ISl' king

Thanx to all the boys (you know who you are) for

making these 5 years fly by. I'll never forget the

good times. Ciao

Kevin De Andrade

Gracas a Deus! !! Five years are done and there

are so many people to thank. Thanks to my fa-

ther for showing me what real work is. obrigado

pela minha mae por toda a sua ajuda, and to my
sister Brenda, with you I can never be bored.

Stuff that will always be remembered: Intramu-

ral Hockey, Power Outages, Snowstorm '99, five

years of hockey pools. Intramural Reach, Leafs

PlayoffRun '99 and hopefully Stanley Cup 2000.

Buzzers return, an infinite supply of ISLTs and

stress. Shoutouts to my locker partner MG. to

Krupo, way to keep those shots on goal. Good luck

to all the grads. Go Leafs Go!!! Lates.

Antonio Del Riccio
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Gogliardo Di Donato

Well, it's over. It took five years and 38 o turses

but my years here, at St- Mike's, have ended.

There have been some good times over the years

and a lot of sleepless nights. The years flew by

.

even though the days felt long and now it's time

for us to leave. I would like to thank my teachers

for giving me a qualty education and my parents

for paving for it. We now have at least four years

of CJnh ersity to look forward to and wherever we

end up come September our years here are sure

to help get us through the long days and sleep-

less Dights to come. Good luck!

Michael Di Rienzo

And so the time has come. In hindsight, things

seem so clear in my mind. I would like to thank

my parents for gi\ing me the opportunity to at-

tend SMCS, and all my teachers for showing me
the light. Thanks to my track and X-C coaches

for their time devoted. Moments I won't soon

forget: TDCAA X-C '99 (it was finally conquered),

Mansfield '99, trips to Mc Quaid. It's been fun,

but now it's over... and so I wish you all the best

in the future.

Paul Di Salvo

Thanks for the memories and good luck to all

graduates in their future endeavors

James Di Tomaso

I am greatful to have learned the meaning of

our motto and the way to live it out, the rewards

of justice and the joy of mercy, the bonds of

friendship and the therapeutic quality of laugh-

ter, what makes a good man and how to treat a

woman well, the courage to face death and the

prudence to live for eternity. THanks to II

Cugino Michael and "2many nicknames" Mark;

your consistency kept me going. 35CS later.

Mom, Dad, everything I am is thanks to you.

To the graduating class of SMC. Hi Tops says:

Have a nice millennium.

Connor Donaldson

Next year as I move forward into life the great

memories that will stay with me are of the mo-

ments that caused me to develop the "blue blood

and yellow bones." The respect, power, honour,

history, strength, focus and determination one

acquires in pulling on a jersey bearing the feared

M and double blue. The heartfelt declaration of

our brotherhood in the huddle by a simple SMC.
The opportunity to "leave an impression'" in a

tradition of greatness as I walk up the ramp to

tin- ice. With the help ofits teachers, values, goals

and family atmosphere, St. Mike's has changed

me and made me a better person. I am eternally

grateful for this opportunity and for the friend-

ships that I have formed. Much love goes to you

mv brothers and take care in the future.

Michael Doyle

5 years, 1 knot, 4 classes, 1 million spares, 70 ex-

ams. L90 guys, 1 shirt with no collar, 2 many full

grown beards, 1 metro bowl, 1000 parties, 1 lawn

san 1. 1, 2 Kaivns, 1 UVMrrn road trip, 1 Bills game.

1 Montreal Millennium, 1.2,3 lims 1000 nick-

names (skipper), 1 car chase, 1 dozen eggs, 2

manychangs, 1 Joyce, 1 superhero leap, 6 broth-

ers, o regrets, 3 groups of majors, 5 may 24's. 1

redwin _\ 1 huge water gun, 1 great family. 1 mil-

lion laughs, 1 million memories. 1 class never to

be forgetten equals 5 great years at SMC.

Terrence Douglas

I can't believe that five years have passed since I

first entered into the yellow hallways with awe.

I'd first like to thank the Lord for his guidance,

my friends for their support, and my family for

their love. There are too many people and events

to list, but I'll give it a shot - dual-Zinger classes

in grade 10 with TJ. bronze medal ping-pong

competing with NR, Scopa's caf table, throwing

caddies in the brisk tournament with JW. phi*

losophizing with Mr. McCann, the "PATH"'

project, MA and the FAC. "RW "99"> GO
trains with ML. 3 years of Grassi, getting

euchered at lunch, the intramural reach crew

(booya!). lazy spares with RC. and the campaign

trail ofJW and LLO To all ofmy friends in lower

grades, I tell you these have been the best years

ofmy life. Make the most ofthem foryourselves!

Finally, to my graduating brothers - I wish you

all the best in the future and I know we'll meet

again. Cheers!

"No regrets; they don't work." - Robbie Williams

Ian D'Sousa
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Mark Eccleton

Hard to believe the high school segment of my life

is over. It seems like yesterday 1 walked into this

hallowed institution as a scrawny, short niner over-

whelmed bj the row upon row ofyellow bricks. This

school has allowed me to prow, not just physicall)

.

but spiritually and mentalh I would like to thank

tlu Basilian Fathersand the life sacrifices the) have

made to ensure students a great high school expe-

rience, to all the great teachers who pushed and

motivated me to get the best out of my abilities, to

Mr. Zownir i
just throw strikes] for his encourage-

ment on the diamond, to the baseball Blues for our

trips especially to theSkydome(and so close to the

final four), to Mr. Shannon and the alpine ski team

(sorry about OFSAA! ), to mymom and dad fi irwith-

out their support (and wallets) 1 would never have

experienced this very special of schools, and to all

my classmates who made it a pleasure to come to

school each day. "Only those who risk going too far

can possibly find out how far one can go" (T.S.

Elliot). Go get em Class of 2000!

Matthew Ellis

Alex France

It has been said that all good things must come
to an end. This particular end marks the finale of

my career here at SMC. which proved not only to

be good but perhaps one of the greatest experi-

ences one could ever ask for. 1 am grateful not

only for the goodness, discipline and knowledge

that St. Mike's has given me over the last five

years , but all of the experiences, life lessons and

friendships it has brought me as well. OT my
parents, whose love and encouragement helped

me through the bad times and who were always

there to celebrate the good times, thank you for

loving and sacrificing for me, I only hope I can

one day show my gratitude. To my true friends,

thank you for the countless memories and good

times. To Chiarcossi. what can I say? We've been

through it all, and till death do us part. ... and

boys - cherish all your memories from the yellow

bricks.

Michael Gesualdi

Huh. what shall I say? Only that gratitude

should be shown toward my teachers and
friends for all their support and wisdom, not to

mention "I miei genitori" who took the thirty

thousand plus tab for me. These years were

among the best and will be remembered always,

from nervously presenting my PowerPoint pres-

en tations in the classroom to fighting for a park-

ing spot for the "Teal -Mobile" in front of the

arena. May the good times continue and re-

member a penny saved is a penny, buy low sell

high and things will only get worse before they

will get better. Porsche Turbo & Caddi forever..

.

Enjoy!

Vincent Giambrone

The year 2G is finally here and that means an end
of SMC. From 9 to OAC the years have been great.

Thanks to the One above, my parents, and espe-

cially my bro - couldn't of made it without you.

Thanks to Mr. T. the "Fish". Broxy, "crazy"

Mckernan. MJ. and VP for the entertainment...

and some knowledge. Gr. 9. 10 Caf Crew, Pd. 2

spare with Racco, JR, and Dave. Quebec NYr's '99.

Harris Lake. Boy'nt's cottage - NYr's 2000. 3yr

Sr. B vet (T.L. "guys, why?). Hunan, blazed ping-

pong. Delirious, perma-smile, and Cancun 2000.

One love to the wife (L.Z) and the "boys" : Limmer
- Ital-Korean connex 4EVR, Hurtzy, and my bro,

"TKO" Willy. Class 2000: The best there is, there

was, and ever will be. The end has come, but be-

lieve me, it's just the beginning. Time to show
them what we got. Good luck to all (Jam Bone).

Robert Giordano

Jeff Glover

St. Mike's. So many memories... grade 9 wres-

tling, intramural hockey, making fun of every-

body, Ireland '99 Rails, Free Times, Quebec 98/
go.OACSR'B' Hockey, the pla\s, ilmf. Ur-

ban Geo, pool hall, and all the ones I've forgot-

ten. Thank you to my family for supporting me
through my years here and thank you to St.

Mike's for changing me from what I was, to who
I now am, and who I will become. "S'up yellow"

- Dan S.

Alex Goldsmith

Thanks to my parents for supporting me
throughout my education. Thanks to my friends

for making all hte more enjoyable; Mike. Rich,

Chuck. James and Dave. Thanks to St. Mike's,

especially those teachers who most influenced

m> learning: Mr. Fischer, Mr. Zanardo, and Mr.

Narducci. Thanks to God.
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Michael Goncalves

"The unexamined life isn't worth living" - Socra-

tes. So. Let's examine my last 5 years at SMC- -Jr.

Baseball, baby blues, intramurals, Jr./Sr. Foot-

ball, 1998 Metro Bowl Champions. Wildcats, and

Team Canada 2000. Mom, Dad, thanks for the

love & support. Matteo. thanks for the confi-

dence. Shout-outs to A.N .. 1". J.M.. K.M., P.M.,

and the Outsiders crew: Clubbin' & the SMC
dances were AMAZING! To the returning Kerry

Blue squad- J.Z..F.:\ '..G C.M.M.. and J.H.. keep

the tradition alive! To my boys A.R. and M.C..

good luck in the future! Lastly, Pam 143 forever.

Thanks for believing in me! I bleed double blue

forever! Thanks SMC for the lifetime of memo-
ries!

Jeffrey Grech

Well, I made it through St. Mike's. Now that I look

back I cant believe how much work there was

and I wonder how I ever managed to do it all. I

owe my success to great teachers like Mr.

Narducci, who always made class interesting and

sorry for all the food, and also Mr. Sheridan and

Mr. Vitullo who spent extra time helping me out.

Thanks to my Grandparents who gave me the

opportunity to come to SMC and to my family

who were always there for me. Thanks to Trina,

my friends at school and at St. Marys for mak-

ing high school great. I've grown up and learned

a lot and now I'm looking forward to getting some

sleep in University.

Paul Grise James Grossi

As m\ 5 years at St. Mike's have come to an end. I

leave this hallowed institution truly having been

taught goodness, discipline and knowledge. There

was a great deal of hard work throughout the past 5

years, but I can honestly say that it was well worth

it. I also leave with many great friendships and

memories that I will always remember and treasure:

5 years playing in the IHL, dances and semis, foot-

ball games and cheering with the superfans,

snowboarding with the boys on winter activity days,

exam cram sessions, all the bus and subway rides,

double lunches, spares, and the endless good times

that went on within the yellow bricks. Thanks to my
teachers, friends and familywho have supported me,

and to St. Michael's and the Basilians who have pre-

pared me for the rest of my life and have made me
who I am todav.

What can 1 say about the last five years that some-

body else hasn't said? Everyone thanks gthe re-

sponsible parties for their help; everyone gives a

shout out to their budies and favourite teachers.

All that I really have to say is that although I re-

grettably didn't live my years at St. Mike's to the

fullest, I had a great time, the lessons and expe-

riences learned will serve me well in the future. I

wish the best of luck to all my fellow students,

and promise that s the years pass my memories

of St. Mike's will never fade away.

Pierre Grossi

"And then God created Woman." Unfortunately.

within the last 5 years, none were ever found

here! Nonetheless, these last five years were

amazing and if i could go back in time i'd do it

again—Too Bad!Things to remember: Golf in

Walsh's Grade 10 science class. Union Station

Dec. 98—"MacDonald's made me sick". McQuaid.

Semi, OFSAA X-country, Dave's fantasy school.

Amazing Grace, English with 'Miss'- 1 mean - Sis-

ter, morning push-ups in physics, Ft. Zinger's hot

chocolate and cookies, and never getting caught

for shaving. Thanks to my parents, my friends

and all the SMC staff for making my years at St.

Mike's great.

Tomaz Guerquin

"Wake up! vou can't remember where it was has

this dream stopped?" Jim Morrison

It started in '95 and finally finishes in 2000, and

what a dream it was: McKernan's Page 19, "the

aboutness.," Narducci's theories on how every-

body is connected to JFK. knowing the fact that

Smyth's jokes really are better than Thompson's

puns, grade 12 english w/ Nicholson; "how do

you spell.." decorating the ceiling in the year book

office. Ribarich's mmmkkkay. being part of the

football team '99. and all the other memories,

(such as ALL the adventures up north) but tht> re

more than 100 words, and i guess i should thank

my parents for forking over the cash, it'll be worth

it someday n to all those who helped out too.

Andrij Harasymowycz

No more a student but always a St. Mike's Man.

T'was a blast. Down w, the farmers & the Richies

in Blue, oh yeah the Power Failures too. I'll never

forget the DART to the Cart or the Kings &
Queens. Saw the "Opera House'' but who's Alice?

MP-2D-HB-SD 2x TDCAA Champs. Ill see the

sunset rise. Cooperstown or Rochester? Thanks

to M\ famil) for e\ enthing. TF. Sir Jett, Vhinj

M\ Kitty CS-KOMR-VBZingo,Fr Mario,Hann

andm) u\ NS Movie Star foryour lasting friend-

ship and support. God Bless& long live the Dou-

ble Blue

Michael Harding
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Timothy Harrison

What can 1 say? My two formative years at St

Mikes have been... Educational. It has been a

slightly painful process of adjustment from the

golden Sydney sun, but I think I'm the better for

it. I have fortunately tried to avail myself ol the

various opportunities that this college offers,

though in hindsight I see so much more that I

might have done. 1 am grateful to all the teach-

ers who gracefully bared my "Auzzie'ism's. I am
even more grateful to those students I now call

"friends". You have all made this a time in my
life not to be forgotten.

Sean Hazell

Like man) things done this year, I appropriately

wanted to do this during triple spare Asfoi the

memories and people I want to mention, there's

too many. But being the perfectionisl you all

know me to be. I'll tr\ ai Pyman and

Gianni, thanks fot the rides. The will, kern, park

and t.ik. THE table. Bovnts and Willy, you owe

me. Marg's (team meetings). Rails. Gardens, Ire-

land. Vancouver, Pembroke. If I forgot anyone

sorry ... Oh ya and my family. Thanks for putting

up with me. you know 1 |i

Sean Henry

Well, just 4 years in here and they are already

kicking me out. First of all, I would like to thank

my parents for the dough and support (in no par-

ticular order). Also 1 have much appreciation for

all of my teachers: Mr. Pagano and Fr. Mohan,

who kept me out of trouble most ofthe time. Also,

the students that made this place so enjn\ able A

few things stick out in my mind: Ireland 99 (in-

cluding Joe and Billy Douglas), 96-97 football

with all the coaches and players. Oasis 97, Go
Train crew. Sugar Ray, Thomer. Chas Lewis, The
Kearnal, 'Hossauce'. Glover chats. Gerald. Skip-

per, Droppi ng gym. Telling Magee marks, and the

McCraes. Finally I must thank Chiarcossi and

France for the new name.

Ernest Ho

Hmmm... grad quote... never liked these things...

so I think Ifll keep it short. Would just like to

thank a few ppl for teaching me things..laney for

teaching me how to be blunt, jo for teaching me
how to be nice, peewee for teaching me how to

sleep even when I don't need to, curry for teach-

ing me to play gitz, daibee for teaching me how
to be happy even when I'm not. yinvin for teach-

ing me how to be thoughtful, sansan for teach-

ing me how to comfort ppl. vincey for teaching

me about cars, lex for being there, kev for the

skool help throughout the years, albie for encour-

aging me in the gym. janos for someone to beat

on evervdav, janjan for teaching me big words,

dean for his intellect (hahaha), and joe for some-

one to make fun of everyday. I guess that's all...

so much for short eh? Oh well, try hard in your

OAC year and its all good. "As we go on, we re-

member, all the times we had together. And as

our lives change, come whatever, we will still be-

friends forever." Ttyl.

John Hucker

I would just like to say thanks to everyone for

the past five years. St. Mike's means a lot to me.

Thanks to the teachers who knew I was capable

of more, and pushed me to do so. To all my
classmates & friends, good luck. I'm sure I will

see most of you again at some point, so until

then, take it easy.

Justin Herten Greaven

I came in grade 9, 1 saw the passing of grades 10

to 12, and now in the year 2G, I can proudly say

that I have conquered St. Mike's, and in retro-

spect, no school could have done me better.

Thanx to teachers - John, McDougall, McKernan,

and Fischer - who taught me about all aspects of

life. Peace to Koala-Boy Lim, Vinny I-swear-I'm-

not-a-gino Jambone, Davey the phantom fainter,

Boyntz the round-headed-pretty-boy, and even

Rafferty (Go ST. MIK'S?). Nuff memories - Que-

bec, Cuba, Cancun, Boyntz's farm, eventless

weekends - and better ones to come. Shout out

to my Earl Haig boys and all the Gino Bambino

Paninoes. Lates.

At exact!} which point do you start to realize that

life without knowledge is, death in disguise." -

Talib Kweli (K.O.S.D)

Kevin Ho

Finally. The Day is here. June 29 - Graduation -

Class of 2000. AFter 5 years of the trials and

tribulations, the spoils and privations, the jour-

ney, within these yellow bricks has come to an

end. After the grueling tests & exams, horrible

essays, last min. lab reports, and copied WW. I

have managed to survive. As I leave this place

for the last and final time. I can honestly saj that

I have learned what the school has set out to in-

still into our young minds: Goodness, Discipline.

& Knowledge. It is something that belongs to me
forever and no one can ever take it away. Thanx

to my Ma and Pa for all their love, encourage-

ment, and support. Without them I would have

never woken up in tym for skool. Time to posse

out., luck & 18s to /all.

Lawrence Hyginus

'There are places I'll remember all my life, though

some have changed... all these places have their

moments with loved ones and friends I still can

recall. Some are dead and some are living, in my
life, I've loved them all" - Lennon/McCartney

I take this opportunity to extend my thanks to:

God forgiving me the gift of life. My parents for

all that they have done for me. The BasiUan Fa-

thers for all their support. My teachers for all that

they have taught me. My friends for making my
time here enjoyable.

Thanks to St. Mike's for all the memories.
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Todd Jackson

When you've been in a place like SMC torso long

its hard to contemplate leaving..To Almighty

God and my family, I owe you rpya] I II never

h irget grade 9 french, Latin/Religion Homeroom

[Connection), y-mx+b + JFK, XCountry '98,

Reaching, debates about OJ, Summer '99 and

Murphy's Law. Big thanks to very influential

teachers Narducci, Tessaro, John, Barry, Vitullo

and Zinger...To my extended family at SMC
JL.LL,DS.CT.VK,RC,JT, the other DS
TP..U '.KUM -U"and ML we must keep touch. To

the rest of SMC2K, the world is ours, the sky's

the limit and we are the leaders of the next gen-

eration. Thanks

again and God bless.

Ronald Javier

Paul Johnson

Thanks to: Mom for everything; the Basilians for

letting me in; the teachers who took a personal

interest; and the friends who made it worth it.

Especially: The Crew, for the time on the dark

side; Vitullo. Shannon. Narducci, & Tessaro for

making science classes a pleasure; Pagano for

giving me a creative outlet and a swim team;

Scandiffio & Sheridan for the encouragement;

Barry's political insights; Morra's unique histori-

cal perspective; Walsh's employment opportuni-

ties; Campbell's enduring faith; God's small mer-

cies; and those who missed the point, who taught

me to take the world with a grain of salt.

James Kearney

"An adventure is a beginning whose end is yet

unknown." -Younderism

September 1995, a peach fuzzed boy enters a

shrine thinking that he belongs

Kerry Blues Football = Metrobow] "98, Champs
X2 '99 (11-1)

T&F - 4+1? OFSAA '98. "99 bronze (thanks for

doing the running hi

Ireland '99 = "Who put Caecilius in Galway?" -

Elephant S

PBhistorj - Louis EX-VE-EYE & Maaarrrhhh.

Stud) Hall = www.hotmail.com
: plans = Haze's House

June 2000, a peach Fuzzed older boj exits a

shrine knowing that he belonged

Thanx to those who did il w knowing: Fischer,

Zingo. Walsh. Bergin, John, The Will -15. The

Park - 14, Mom. Dad, Eh'sa, Jo: Ilaknna Matata

Daniel Janosi

"New experiences lead to new questions and new
solutions. Change forces us to adapt. That's how
we learn and grow." - Bill Watterson (Calvin and

Hobbes comic strips

)

High school has come to an end and now we must

enter into a new chapter or our lives guided with

the goodness, knowledge and discipline which we

have instilled in us from the teachings of St.

Michael's. St. Mikes was hard and with all the

tests and I.S.U's the years felt endless. We will

leave this school with gratitude for Father Mohan
and all of our teachers because they educated us

and forced us to mature from boys to men. I

would like to thank my friends and my brother

who have always been there for me and especially

like to thank my parents for giving me the op-

portunity to attend this fine school, always sup-

porting me in the good times and the bad and for

guiding me in the right direction. I will never for-

get my years at St. Mikes. Good luck to all the

graduates and see you at the reunion!

James Jeong

So many things to say, so little time to say it in.

Thanx to St. Mike's for my academic and spir-

itual education... and even for the hard times

where teachers went essay and test happy a day

before the moratorium deadline. Thanx to my
parents and sister for all the support they have

given me throughout my 18 years of life. Thanx

to the class clowns who provided the laughs. And
thanx to my friends, the guys who made school

bearable, and to my teachers, who created enor-

mous levels of stress in order to prepare me for

university and reality. It's been five years, tryin'

tn withstand the pressure of my peers, now it's

time to take my show on the road, and put my-

self in university mode, school's been rough but

it can only get more tough, life's been fun, but

the fun has onlyjust begun. Good luck to the boys

of 2000 and I'll miss these good ol* days... Can I

get a Hug?

Peter Kang

While at times it seemed so long, these last five

years haven't been long enough. It seems like only

vesterday that I was a niner wasting my after-

noons playing Bust-A-Move at Panzerottos. Now
an inch taller. I'm graduating. Along the way

there's been teachers, friends and memories that

won't be forgotten. First to my parents, thank you

for paying for the last five years. To His

YHS w/Mr. Barry and Michael Wood v;, sir.

thanks for putting up with me. Mr Narducci s

Calculus, the greatest teacher and class at SMC.

To McKernan's niner English, Mr. McCann. and

Mr. Fischer's philosophy thanks. Finally, to all

the teachers. Basilians and friends who made the

last five years worthwhile, thanks.

Vincent Ki

Whydid 1 choose SMC? l can recall myselfjump-

ing with joj when I found out that I wasaccepted

Yet, 1 thmk tn myselfconstantly, wondering why
I went through with it. I can remember, vividly,

my days as the smc student: shoutingUK means

Ukraine, playing the role of the idle home rep.

competing academically with my best friend, be-

lieving that every friday was a grab day, listen-

ing to interesting conspiracy theories, doing

"goodies", playing ping pong in spare and learn-

ing how t.
; and hearts. But finally, 1

self, "What did I learn?" and the answer,

\ whole ton!" At ibis point, I realize the "why"

isunnecess factthai I made the right

choice which satisfies ill my turmoil. SMC was

the greatest. Vnd I pea) that God bless

and wish you all good luck in your future endea> -
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Michael Kim

Yuri Kostowskyj

"Golf is not a game of greal shots. It is a game
of the most accurate misses." Gene Littler

More than preparing for the successes of my
life. St. Mike's has given me the tools of Good-

ness, Discipline and Knowledge that help me
with the many challenges- I will never forget

debating, PC Club. IHL. Reach, and the yearly

musicals. St. Michael's lessons art- forever

Many thanks to my parents, teachers and

friends.

Andrew Krupowicz

Sure, five years seemed like an eternity, but sud-

denly it's over. Things I'll remember: taking pic-

tures of everything and everyone. Running the

Blue Herald: getting poetry from Anna. Stef and

the occasional St. Mike's poets. Lawrence's un-

beaten censorship record. Da Maria nights, the

difference between Beauty & Pie. Montreal '98.

taking over the province & crazy election bids.

Biking here during the strikes. Afternoon an-

nouncements, random fire alarms, blizzards &
gas days, it was all good. Everyone's favourite

lackey: Todd (he's not Tim), up north at Julian's,

and Tern's water gun fights, Joe's existence.

Dean's gadgets. Nick's wisdom: too much to fit

here. Running Buzzers games & Ms. Boland's

book sales; staff like Mr. Bam. Mr. McKernan,

Radu & Mr. Narducci. Thanks to everyone who
supported us, to make it the best grad class ever

and a great five years.

Viktor Kuslikis

Richard Kim

Thanks for the memories.

Double Ulue Forever!

Adrian Kremblewski

Lukas Kus

After five gruelling, public transit-ridden years

of back-breaking labour, sleep deprivation and

weeks that seemed way too long, I'm finally out.

I'll always remember post-exam traditions, in-

tercontinental partying, leaving everything to the

last minute and still pulling it off. and talking with

the many crazy people on St. Clair. Thanks to all

teachers and to the staff at Harvey's, who let me
sit in their restaurant for years without ever buy-

ing anything. To my family and to the two great-

est women that have ever walked the earth, I owe

everything. Thanks go out to the boys who taught

me the true meaning of "class" and who were

there for ALL of my firsts. Here's to Tremblant,

Cancun, log parties, and all the other times we
got to show our "classiness" ("It's not the first

time and it definite]) ain't the last time.") Cheers,

boys.

David LaGamba

After over 50000km oftravelling bade and forth

it's finally over. I can't say it was a total waste,

H wasn'l one at all. I've had a lot of fun

here, Pierre and 1 and the ease oi the nussingGlue

Gun. the screeching civic, OFSAA Gold '95 i and

my last name never spelt right, capital i

Father Zinger in Gr. 10 and Gr. 13. Thanks to all

who made these five years memorable,

PI f,RB MR.AR.DB.IF. The infatuation

ih, 1 1 was shared with Rich. Grossi, Singing in the

cafe with \ .mm. t. and to all the great laughs. I'll

neverknow how much I'll miss it all 'till it's gone...

time tosee it it was worth it. Latei and good luck!

D.C.L
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Joseph Lee

It seems like it was only yesterday that I entered

St Mike's as a ninerbut now, I leave as a mem-
ber of the class of 2000. 1 have to thank my par-

ents for the sacrifices they made so that I could

be a part of this great institution, and also for

their ln\ e and support, which gave me the confi-

dence to overcome any challenges. I also have to

thank the teachers at SMC; you have done the

best job possible. To my friends, MX, T.J. LL, DS,

KW, EH. RC. VK, AC, and others who I have not

mentioned, you have made my 5 years SM(

enjoyable, and I thank you. Good luck to all

graduates and see you all at the reunion... I'll wear

two name tags

LawTence Lam

Goodbye everybody, I had a great time

Meeting all you Beasts from even land and

clime. I remember everything, from even' greet

in the hall.To celebrating New Year's day in

Montreal.Thankyou, teachers, for making your

subjects exciting. I apologize for making you

read my bad writing. Caecilius, dissecting,

philosophising with McCann, Smyth's "neat

and tricky'
1 problems no one else could

understand. I made music at the awards,

Kiwanis, Oz and Godspell I was there when the

Majors re-debuted in Guelph. Blue Chips 2K,

the Bad Mammajammas of Reach The Politics:

New UYmg Order, Queen's Park and

votelam.ORG.ACSL 99 and filming the PATH
The Anti-racism video and seeing stars at the

film test. My boys Max, Joe, Jeff, Dan. Vince.

Ter I'll never forget.Yet I can't recall exactly

just how we met. "Give Life!" Father tells us

and I'll do what I can. cause this little boy

graduates a St. Michael's Man.

Michael Lankin

My five years at St. Mike's has seem to gone by in

an instant. I must thank my family for always

supporting me with their unending love and re-

spect. Memories I will never forget: IHL (Sr.

Champs 98-99). Metro Bowl, OverPower, Gr. 9

Religion with Trentadue: "They were in the desert

for FORTY YEARS!... In the SAAANNND!", the

Jerichoholics C Team, Gr. 11 English with

McKernan: "It's the same bloody clock!", OAC
Chem with Tessaro, Major's games at MLG, AP
CalcwithShust: "I haven't read the chapter vet...

we'll

just have to wing it.", and of course the Major's

roadtrip to Peterborough! Go Double Blue!!

"Two roads diverged in a wood and I - I took the

one less traveled by. And that has made all the

difference." — Robert Frost

Gabor Legeny

As I walk down the lane of memories that have

collected over these 5 great years, all I can think

is "I can't believe it's over." Then I realize it isn't.

It never will be, because memories never die. I

want to thank from the bottom of my heart, first

uf all. m\ dear parents whose kindness and gen-

erosity 1 am unable to put into words, secondly,

mv close friends with whom I shared countless

days of laughter in the caf, and last but not least,

even r teacher who made my days at SMC noth-

ing less than enjoyable. ThANKS all. forgetting

me where I am today I wish you only the best

that life has to give. I look toward the future with

wide ej es, and hope only that the liqht at the end

of the tunnel isn't the train.

Richard Lee

I'd be King if I said SMC was my favourite place

to attend. Perhaps years from now I'll realizeSMC
was indeed worthwhile, but right now I'm just

glad my five-years are finally up. Thanks to my
parents for their love and support, and to those

teachers (i.e. Tessaro. McCann. Narducci . Vitullo,

Barry) who made learning enjoyable. Memories:

the SCS & Crescent crew, (esp. BC&JH... thanx

for all the laughs), last min. exam cramming, pull-

ing all-nighters. Western w Angie & Mikey, gitz,

BChai's & Bankruptcy, and Queen's w/the Asian

crew. Best of luck to all grads! !

!

Brian Lim

This once perilousjourneywe call highschool has

finally come to an end. It's been 5 long yrs since

we first came to SMC, yet it feels like just yester-

day. This place taught me how to live & leam,

how to reach for the stars & accept defeat, for

that I am forever grateful. Peace and respect to

all. Hurtzy, Vinchenz, Willy. Johnny. Mitch. &
D'Souz, SMC/LAT semi's & dances, football &
hockej games, IHL. wrestled Jk ran a bit. wish

there was golf, 72 exams...Social Council 00, and

CANCUN 00 ! Much thanks goes to all my teach-

ers esp. the Lord, big Yinnie P. Fisch. Chitts.

Sheridan, & Nards. Last but not least, the most

important people in my life, my family. Thanks

for the endless care & support you always gave

me Mom&Dad, words can't explain how much 1

thank you for supporting me here. And as this

quote comes to a sad close 1 leave you with these

words of experience... ALL GOOD THINGS
MUST COME TO AN END SO SHALL MY EX-

ISTENCE AT SMC

Jeremy Lim

First off, I would like to thank my parents, teach-

ers and coaches who have made my life

bearable. Can't sa> that I've enjoyed even 11m

ment of my 5 years here but there have been

many good times - bantam basketball, d bball

champs "99. 11&12 English w/Nich's, 10 shop

(safety man!).Am Mafia(RY& \C) in Rochester

o all my friends (MSG, pineapple.

kungfukangaroo. richx2, ke\ and everyone else

in the \.n Crew ) lhnn\ for the memories .: io<3

times & stories. Good Luck next year boj

Anthony Lofranco

First off I would like to thank God and my fam-

ily, specificallymj Mother and Father, forgiving

me the spiritual guidance necessary in complet-

ing the difficult program at St. Mike's, Next I

would like to thank St. Mike's and its whole staff,

especially the McCann Bros.. Sista, Charlie. Mr
Mazzanti. and Uncle Yinni. I appreciate the edu-

cation andwisdom that all ofyou have f*

tome. Thanx to the boys: Pinger (weYe bomb),

Simone (snake?), BBBill] inchiflike

a mentos), Vnd) Cyou finished with that ''.

Nawrocki (fm- thi '" I'll'
1 protegfc),

Bochino(El I, Muds(Heeb), Big-D& therowd)

crew.Justino Bambino... . Limmer. Yinni (wars).

Willie, Johnnj 0, the legends that left, 112, and

all the numbers (1st - Feb. 14 00 g 58PM I

SO
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Joseph Lofranco

Friends: People who know you well, but like you

anywaj

Words ofWisdom: Stay away from women, that's

my motto... but I can't, that's my trouble. I'm sure

that I eouldbe a movie star if I could gel out "t

this place. I have glimpsed, I have tasted fantas-

tical places. All I want in life is a little bit of love

to take the pain away-
Work: You'll have to excuese me I wasn't at me
best....

Terry Lok

Today I am win a vitory o\ er

the enemy!

John Lombardi

Pileggi & Srigley - thanx for

all the good times...

Patrick Magee

No Regrets.

Michael Macdonald

M\ time .it St Mike's has gum- by in a blink of an

eye. I need to thank my parents for you unend-

ing love and support. Remembering the good

times, triple spare with Haze. Cricket. Nard's

class, Quebec 98, Ireland 99 - the best time of

my life, Boyntz' farm and Caneun 2000. All the

boyz that made theses times so memorable:

Boyntz, Ban-Dog. Haze, Lim. Willy. Hurt/, Yinnv,

Timmy. Murph. Pat and Army. Some may say.

"Mike Macdonald was S:30 to 2:30." and they'd

be right. Only when something is gone do you

realize bow much you want it back. If i wanted to

change anything about my St. Mike's experience

it would be this, to get involved. "Dream as you'll

live forever, live as if you'll die today." - James
Dean

Conor Malcolm

Picture this., a 4*9 fat child strolling the hallways of

SMC as 1995's smallest student. Well, times have

changed and puberty was great! Many thanks and

memories must be shared but first thanks goes to my
family, without your love and support I would not

!i. '.. . .iNr in Ho it
1 M,m\ 1;:. 11:1111. - have Ix-en

had ' >\ er these 5 years, Stage Crew and the cast par-

ties. Grade 9 wTestling, lawnbowiing w/Tim and

Bates, Quebec 98. Harding with pizza boxes, acting

stupid with Skipper Glover and Stepps, Ireland 99
and all the glorious memories. Boucher and the mys-

terious 18, Oldman and "pwerrriffic". Mrs. Pignetti

nothing but love for you, Doyle's busy schedule.

Stefano saving all of us al Western, "Soup Club" with

Shaughnessey, McNeill and the pd. 3 boyz, Montreal

and back of the bus "G-Conor" chantsk. and who sup-

port, Humpty has been molded. Special thanks goes

out to Chiaro issi . W< m >ds. France and Mitch, without

you guys and my hot tub I wouldn't have any stories

to tell mygrankids! Thanks for the love boys Trt ho

let the Dogs out?" ...Later dudes!

D'Arcy Mcconvey

Most guys take a lot of time thinking about what

to write in their grad quote, and I was no differ-

ent. The conclusion I came to was this: why not

do it like all other papers I have written in high

school 1st and last draft and at the 9th hour, while

mj eyes are glazed over barley able to see, yet

alone write While the whole time thinking about

just making it through the following days period

2 test so I could begin to contemplate about the

big game. Then, all of a sudden it's all over and

we look behind us to realize that we actually miss

St Mikes. What was it that we missed? Was it

writing 8 exams in 6 days, was il visiting uncle

wnny. cheering on the box's afterjust another win,

or was it winking into the camera then turning

around an throwing the oldest, half-eaten sand-

wich as hard as you possibly could, not caring

where it landed or what punishment it would re-

sult in I think we'll miss all of it. not ever know-

ing why. To mom, dad and the family thank you

so much. Hoikedy choike on C. SMC. Cheers.

Jeremv Mc Cormick

Wi ivt , who would have thought it would come this

quick? Here's the token quote: "We've come a

lung way baby, through the good times and the

bad... I have to praise you like I should..." -

Camille Yarbrough, Mr. Norman Cook

Here are the people who I think deserve my
praise... Mom & Dad (for everything). Mrs,

Pignetti [for youradvii e ami encouragement), j,

p. h. \ , k, s, n. j. k, a, m, etc (for your acceptance

and understanding... and Rl'BY... we n

a door and opening a new one... c-ya.
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Andrew Mc Neill

I'd like to take this opportunity to say thanks to

.ill thosewhoknowme, especially thegirls. Love

and respect to you who deserve it most: first

and foremost to my family; your patience and

support these last five years was golden. To the

the good times, great memories, and

getting my back when it was needed. To the

teachers for giving me the basics to make a fu-

ture. No thanks to the mosquitoes. And for all

St. Mike's grads. won't be long before you find

out "people who think they know everything are

a great annoyance to those of us that do." It's

been a challenge, but a challenge I'm glad I

undertook. All-nighters paid off in the end To

be sure: no regrets. If you don't like this grad

cluote, read it again and then realize you wasted

your time reading it twice.

Raymond Mendoza

The sad thing about this write-up business is

that in a way it is as if we are writing the in-

scription on our tombstones. Take any year-

book from any year and look at the grads and

their quotes. What do you see? Pure no-names

right? A lot of those people are unknown to you

unless they are your relatives our are famous

in one way or another. I donit want my picture

to simply be a memory and my blab Iim writ-

ing now to be the last that YOU hear from me.

Give me a few years for my life to start cooking

and when Iim ripe, you can ask for my auto-

graph under this picture or at least recognize

who I am. For you I haven't thanked... don't

worn- I'll mention you when it counts.

George Merloceo

Grub Day... $1

B.L.T. in thecaf... $2

Custom Audio CD... $10

Snowboarding on Activity Day... $33
Trip to Quebec in '98... $500
Graduating from St. Mike's... Priceless

Marc Mitchell

"It is not fair to ask of others what you are not

willing to do yourself." Mom, Dad. Andree,

Christiane and Laure. you have sacrificed more
than I will ever know so that I could live out a

dream. I hope that someday I will be able to do

the same for you. I have accomplished more
than I have ever expected to in the past five

years. I have worked hard in my plight to be

the best man I can be. Credit, however, must

be granted to those who have pushed me along

the way. My team mates, classmates, coaches

and teachers alike, helped me realize that it is

not whether you stand or fall, but it is whether

you have the strength to stand after you fall. A
special thanks to the Kerry Blues for teaching

me to sleep w/ one eye open.

Mark Mungo

Hello Nu

Well, 5 years went by fast considering there

were no ladies, but it was still fun. Trips like

Montreal '99 w/ M&M and T&C 2000 with Phil,

will all be missed. Thanx Mom and Dad for the

support and the 30G-S, it was worth it. I'd also

like to thank all the teachers I had as well as

those I didn't, you guys are all great. For those

who haven't yet finished here I leave you these

5 words of wisdom: When in doubt, choose C.

L8r!

Ryan Murphy

A long long time from now I will look back on

these last five years and it will not be the marks

or the courses that I remember. It will be the

people and the great times we spent together.

I'll remember Timmy, Oldman, Jay, Mac,

Boynts, Just. Dave. Vinny, Doyle, Rocca. JP.

D'arc. Chirs, Hucker. Clarke, Rudd, Chow,

Cahill, Mitch. Liam, Connor, Hazel, France,

Skipper, and of course Nanni. I'll remember
Sundays at Tim's, the dead end, Gabby's Joyce,

late night cab rides, early morning rides to

school and any other event which for one rea-

son or another i cannot recall. It will be these

things that will stay with me because these

things were what SMC was to me. So I shall

leave you with these words: Stay true to your-

self, mr cess & happiness will follow.

Roman Nahirny

Who would have ever thought that time would

fly bv so fast. It feels like I was just a niner yes-

terday, but then I woke up and realized, hei k

Iim graduating. Well all I have to say is that I

had lots of fun, watch football, basketball, and

the buzzers, not to mention lilt., French Club,

[lowing, and computer golf. I would like to take

this opportunity to thank God, forgiving me the

spirit ual strength to live through thickand thin,

to m\ parents for suppoi ting me and pushing

me to achieve m\ tine pniciili.il .is .1 student.

and .is a son. I would also like to thank 1 r

Mohan and the staff for helping me mature ind

In grow tntO .1 fine St. Michael's man. To the

Millennium class we will always be the Inst

there 1--, the l»'sl there w.iv and the best there

ever will be ( lood 1 uck!!

l leave SMC with one final though) l

i

est glory is not in never falling but m rising each

time we fall" Confucius

Jean Paul Nangini

Wow, isn't it amazing ho* one day you can enter

the halls bound hv the famous yellow :

the first time .is .1 short, undeveloped, squeakv-

ner, and the next day.graduatr

big" and well educated under 5 \e.irs of a rugged

SMC schedule li'sh.trd to believe, but I'm hung it

right now. So 1 cm only say thank you Morn and

Dad foi your unbelievable support, you always

managed to pull through for me in the clutch. To

allmj lead .Lidaneeanddedi-

cation. And finally, to the ho>^ 111 be graduating

with in June, especially "1 Delinquent!". The
esIVe been a part of will live with me for-

ever. I'll never forget the rare, yet long-awaited

1. k Shannon, Chem. with Tessaax lunch

. i (with Racco working the fence), the

(VAC Physics e\.tni.. 1 real classic, and all the chal-

lenges made in .\n attempt to dethrvwn the undis-

puted gettoni champs tie Covatta \- 1. ,i.k.a. The

Busdrivers). Lastly, all recent acquaintances &
memories exist | hie Blue's in my

nd Double Blue, 1 will bleed.
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Adam Nawrocki

Well, that's it! It's true you knowdtime does

go bv faster when you're having a good time.

There are so many things I want to say nut

onlv So words to say them in! Thanks In m\

parents for all their love and supportol

wouldn't have done it if not for you guys! I'll

never forget the great times in the caffwith all

the boyz: Dave, Muds. Bianchs. Ciccs, Cip, JP,

Cm arts, Santoro. Racco 1&2. Contards. Billy.

Tony and cousin stubby. These days might be

over, but we still have all the memories: Di

Leo's grade to Italian, all those nights at the

NEWZ (remember us?, "from the NEWZ
bL."l. new years '97 & '98, May 24 '99 and all

the other great times! Thanx for everything

boyz! We're all double blue through and

through and I'll always wear the M' with

pride! Ciao tutti!

David Nanni

M\ 5 years atSMC havebeen a memorable time

in my life. Thej have had their ups and downs,

as well as some fun and not so fun times 1 have

seen 3 years "I SMC hot kej .
1 provincial cham-

pionships, and many other memorable mo-

ments that I will never forget. My highschool

memories will remind me that I will bleed dou-

ble blue forever, even after I leave this, yellow

bricks, as .1 -indent, for the last time. Thanks

to my friends and family for their support and

especially to ER whom I cherish greatly. To all

1 he best 1 if luck where ever you go and

I hope that you realize all your goals and aspi-

Matthew Napier

What .1 long, strange trip its hen In n

ithei place! would rathi hi

four of the best years of my lite There

many memories to try to write them all down

OFSAA senior hockey, Blue Gaels lai rosse and

the Bu/zers comeback. "Dude, what book did

you read?", "res naps with Joe", "Ultimate fight -

ing Championships with Over and Krem'.To

everyone who has been a pari of niv St. Mike s

experience, friends and enemies alike. Thank

you; without you there's n" St. Mike's. To the

Basilian fathers, I express mj deepest and most

sincere gratitude. To my family, I thank you for

always supporting me no matter what thecon-

sequence. And to my parents for making the last

4 years possible, thank you for being pillars of

stability who] will always respect and to whom
I will l>c forever indebted Keep the faith! Dou-

ble Blue Forever! Peace, love and empathy.

Napes.

Michael Nonato

"Don't believe that no one cares, tause we'll

be right here waiting for you, baby!" - Sloan

Of all the people I'd like to thank for getting

me to where I am now, I'd like to send my
praise foremost to my parents. They have

been the ones that have given me this great

gift of excellent schooling, and furthermore,

the encouragement thai helped me get

through all my challenges & battles. I'd also

like to thank the rest of my family and the

guys at school, wether they helped me in

Calc, Phvsics, or Al Geo, or if they contin-

ued to believe in me, forging their faith in

me that extra distance. Thanks for the sup-

port.

David Nunes

The four years 1 have attended St. Michael's

have gone by so quickly but the memories that

I have will last a lifetime. I would like to thank

and give love to God for getting me through

tough times, my parents, family, and CO. for

continual support, and friends for guiding me

toward the right path. Good luck next year to

all my a/n bros. Chai, Pete, Mike X3, Kev, Rich

x3, Jer, So. as well as to my fratello Steve R.

(Smith calc.) and Chin (F. U. S.lThankyou staff

and students of St. Michael's for four great

years

John Oldman

S.M.See. Ya!

After five years at the best school in the world

I'm left with millions of memories.... there are

too many memories... but rest assured. I'll ae\ er

forget them and I will never forget St. Mike's and

all the guys who made it my favourite place on

earth. Good luck to everyone, one day we'll all

run this country! You boys taught me GOOD-
NESS! Thank-you Mr. Pagano, you gave me many

well-deserved opportunities to discover that

Room 213 is a fun place to be after school! You

taught me DISCIPLINE! Thanks also to the

teachers who made my learning experience a fun

one, particularly Nards, Bro\, Bisonnette, ^

Zinger. You taught me KNOWLEDGE!
"The graduating class of 2000 is and alwa) S v\ ill

be the best ever!!!" -ANONYMOI s

Martin Nunez

M\ tun.' here is now over. So what canl say? A

part 1 if niv life is now over and I will and I will

hi aj s remember it. The lessons I learned here

and the people I met have left an indelible mark

on me. but I will never miss SMC. I am eter-

nally gratful to everyone here but the end of

highscholl only means the end of childhood.

There is so much left to do before my time is

up. Even so. though I may never return, a part

of me will never leave.

Mark O'Regan

Double Blue Forever!
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David Ovcjak John Palgan

As m\ years at St. Mike's concludel an ex-

tremely grateful for having had the opportunity

to attend such an institution. It isn't until you

are leaving SMC that you realize it's irreplace-

able. SMC has enabled me to become a well-

rounded individual, student, and athlete, for as

a niner I desired nothing more than to wear a

double blue jersey, now 1 graduate wearing the

"M" with pride and conviction, not only on my
chest but in my heard. 5 years of double blue

chaos will remain with me forever. Finally, I'd

like to thank my family, Fr. Campbell, my men-

tor and lifelong friend, all my coaches and

teammates, the teaching staff, and most of all

the class of 2000 for creating another monu-

mental piece in SMC history.

As the lamp goes out,

the sun rises up,

and shines on the land and sky.

It's hard to tell

how in these walls,

the time keeps flying by.

I thank all those who influence,

the teachers, the Mends, the ties.

But most of all! thank my parents.

who struggled as it went by.

Adrian Parks Robert Patterson

I have accomplished a great deal in my five

years at St. Mike's. Maybe not "academically".

intellectually, or physically, but no one else

could have made better use of their spares or

watched as manv movies. On top of that I've

been nominated one of the graduating students

"most likely to become a comedian" hy my
peers. While for most teachers this may trans-

late as "person most likely to remain a jerk" and

student least likely to succeed" I'd like to men-

tion that Devry hasn't exactly rejected my ap-

plication vet, and there's always those ICS home
courses to fall back on. Yes, I've developed a

great deal during my St. Michael's career (that

is, aging five years) and 1 will never forget that

triple snow day or the TTC strike in grade 12.

Gregg Peerenboom

Andrew Petrolito

How You Dooin?

Mom and Had, as you always say: "I

owe von big". It was expensive but entirely

worth it. Although it sometimes took forever to

get here and we constantly arrived late, it was

alwa) - .111 adventure Mark, whose fault was it

anywaj we were never on time, but somehow
scammed our way around the rules. Thanks to

Mr. Narducci forbending the rules and putting

up with the Shenanigans. <Ir Worlds 'cji>,

George, Mark, Phil, Ovcjak, (Ji Hockej MVP's),

Napi Buck, 1 McRae)x2, and the st Michael's

staff, Thank Ymi To all the guys: Are you pon-

dering what I'm pondering? Keep your sticks

on the ice and don't look down cuz "I'm not

wearing am pants
"

Oscar Perez

Thank you for five memorable years SMC!!

"If men can run the world, why can't they stop

wearing neckties? How intelligent is it to start

the day by tying a little noose around your

neck?"

- Linda Ellerbee

Christopher Pileggi

S4
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Mark Popovic

It's hn.ilK come to an end and uli.it a part> it

has been 1 would like to thank my family for

their tremendous support through the good

and the bad. Also, a special thanks to MS
MD. JH, JM and the rest of the boyz in the

Creek, you seemed to always be there when I

needed you the most. Well, my time is done.

my legacy is left, it is time to move on. Later!

Danny Quaglietta

I guess this i> it. I've spent five years thinking

about what I would say in my grad qu

now thai I'm writing it. 1 find that thei

little and too much to say. I would first like to

thank my parents, grandparents, and brothers

for all their support. Thanks to all m> b

to Mr. Dipinto for putting up with Mike and me
with the Italian "Association". I would

to thank my teachers, especialK Mr McCann
who showed me a new dimension of thinking.

Some memories include: OAC Chem with Rib.

philosophy spare with Ray. Big Bird, and triple

lunch.

Andrew Racco

As I look back at the five years I spent at SMC I

have no regrets. I would like to first thank my
parents for supporting me through these last

five years. Without them I could have never

done it. I would also like to thank the boys for

all the great times. Without you the great

memories of Festa '99 and Tony's cottage could

never come about. Special thanks go out to

cousin Shelb, Billy, Boc, Tony. Itsa'Mike and

Adam for making the days go by so much faster

than black thunder & to Shidada. keep it big. I

could have never imagined what school would

have been like if I had not beaten Billy in go-

karting, or ifTony never got into accidents with

his cars. Who could forget Doyle stealing my
lunch th.it Nonna made or Adam scorching me
for no apparent reason. Remember where you

see lightning flash. I'll be there.

Steve Racco

During my six years of high school, the four 1

spent at St. Mike's were the most beneficial

years of my life. I love my firends, like family,

and the memories will never die. Special thanks

to the OAC lunchtime (SC) council. To Shelb

(Andy R) & Shudaboce (Anythony C). the Trio

i i ny, Billy. & I), the Dynamic Duo (Toony

& 1). and to my Azn connection (Dave N), to all

the boys in blue wuz-up. The grade io&ii bus

crew- (Stefan Buffon). To my never ending en-

emy Alex France "I will find you", special wuz-

up to Jua.A. Last but not least to my famil)

.

especially mini-me (my brother) good luck

buddy, for the rest of your high school life, and

let me tell you that it is a thrilling ride. To all

grads of the year 2000, some advice, when ever

lightning flashes, the thunder will always

sound.

Alexander Reay

It you have nothing nice to say, donit say

anything."

-Parental Advice

"My loves more ponderous than my tongue...

I cannot heave my heart into my mouth." -

Cordelia

"How's school?"

-Common Question

"It's there."

-My Response

SMC gave me experience, clarity, and logic.

The Rude Awakening was needed and will

hopefully continue.

Much Obliged!

Philippe Rizek

I know that I'll never forget the yellow bricks at

Bathurst & St. Clair A very important lady once

told me, "To dream of the person you wish to

become is to waste the person you are". I have

definitely made use of my potential, whether

as a Prefect, acting in the "Outsiders" or learn-

ing how to cram for Thompson's Physics tests.

I will always think back and remember the

dances (girls), the "Skate for Life" conference

in Ottawa ("purple "1 ^ my conversion from Our
Lady Peace to DMX. I would like to end on the

following note., .no matter how difficult things

may get, "To live is to suffer, to survive is to

find meaning in that suffering"(G. Allport &
Earl Simmons). To Mungo, Stzuks, Petro, Step-

per, Spike & Brendo. I'll always remember the

good times, the parties & the ladies. Good luck,

bovs. Zackisouttahere!

Adrian Rocca

Let the fire continue to burn because when it

stops, it is not worth living. The St. Michael's

Kern - Blues lived this motto for the four years I

played for the double blue. I am a Kerry- Blue

for life. Thanks goes out to the 1996-99 Kern

Blues for a life-time of memories. I am proud

to say I am apart of St. Mike's great tradition.

For the future Kerry Blue, continue playing with

desire for the rest of your lives. Memories in-

clude Western Weekend, and 1998 Metrobowl

Champs. I would like to take the time to thank

the most special people in my life; my family

even thought they might have thought 1 loved

football more than them Without you, none of

this would be possible. Take care Boj 5

Andrew Roddy

Well, we finally made it down the river.

We've complete our journey into the Halls oi

Darkness, (gotta love those blackouts).

Thanks for the choice five years. It was a

changing experience. For the better?

Definitely.

"The horror! The horror!" - me contemplat-

ing my future? Not anymore!

Class of 2000
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Patrick Roh

Thanks to those who put up with teaching me
i.i

j
years: Barn. Bergin, Coghlan, DiLeo, Di

Pinto, Fischer, John, McCann (both),

McDougall, Morra, Narducci, Nicholson,

Paolini, Pietrkiewicz, Ribrarich, Scandifio,

Shust, Smyth, Thompson, Trentadue, Vella,

Vitullo, Zanardo, Zinger, & Zownir. I'll always

remember Peterborough (both times), Metro,

the Metro Bowl. Tailgate Charlies. FAC. Majors

games, monopoly, briscola, Harvey's, the Pool

Hall, 7-Eleven, and having to hand this in 6

months before graduation. To the class of 2000,

I bid you farewell, good luck, and hope you'll

loan me some cash when I'm broke.

Michael Rosso

Well , this is it. Five years gone by, and it seems

"I cannot heave my heart into my mouth." It

was a journey, I must say. with many obstacles

along the way Anywayz, with the help of friends

and teachers I managed to get through it. A
thanx goes out to all the teachers for all their

help, my family for their support, + especially

to my friends, who stuck with me all the way.

Things to remember are New Years 2000, first

period spare, OAC Physics, the "room", the

"champ", Loblaws and the narcs, Signor + Gary,

Italy + France '98 (World Cup), chemical spill

'98, Blackout '99, and snowstorm '98. Hope
everyone has a great life, and good luck to all in

the future. "Remember those who don't try.

never make mistakes."

Michael Rovas

Ryan Rypstra

It's been a great 5 years. I have lots of

memories U> take with me. I'll miss you all.

good luck to everyone. Make a difference in

all that vou do.

Oscar Roque

These past five years at St. Michael's has pro-

vided me with a great learning experience that

I will never forget. It has helped me on my quest

for knowledge and has given me a strong moral

foundation. I would like to thank my parents

for sending me here and for always being there

for me. I wold also like to thank the teachers

for putting up with me for these past five years,

they have helped me understand humanity bet-

ter. I now leave St. Michael's with many lasting

memories. Some of these include: the 'Retreats',

Cancun 2k, Bahamas, Business with SR and

others, and Freakin99 w/BC+AC+MS.

Nicholas Rouleau

WAWA

Michael Rudd

Daniel Santoro

"It is. in tact, nothing short of a miracle that

the modern methods of instruction have not

yet entire!) strangled the hoh curiosity of

inquiry; foi this delicate tittle plant, aside

from stimulation, stands maiuK in need of

freedom: without this it goes to wreck and

ruin without fail." Albert Einstein, cir. 194"

These words hold true.
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Matthew Santoro

It seems like only yesterday I was trying to get

used to the yellow bricks of St. Mike's and now

I am only left with memories and twelve bricks

in my garage. Things I will always remember:

grade 1 1 bio, physics exams, lunch-time soccer

games. Father Zinger's water gun. Italian dia-

logues, scam nung rules home. Thank >

i

hi Muni

and Papa for supporting me throughout this five

year adventure. I definitely could not havedone

it without you. To all the dudes (you guj

who vou are even though half of you deny it),

good luck in all of your future endeavors. For-

ever will the double blue of St. Mike's flow

through my veins'

Jordan Scopa

I would like to take this opportunity to thank

my mother and father for always supporting

me, even when my thoughts, ideas, and aspira-

tions bordered on madness. You have always

loved me. and I will love you always and for-

ever. I would also like to thank my teachers for

their support and inspiration, and I would es-

pecially like to thank those teachers who blessed

me with their friendship: I will think of you

and pray for you always. A special thank-you is

extended to mv closest friends who stood by me
through the good times and the rough times. 1

wish you the best of luck in all of your future

endeavours, and you are all invited to the wed-

ding when I marry that girl from outer space.

David Simone

Time's up. The clock's ticking and it's come time

to say good-bye to my second home and my sec-

ond family. It's been 5 long but short, easy but

hard, and fun but boring years at St. Mike's and

I'm proud to say that I have attended a school

that has taught me Goodness. Discipline, and

Knowledge. I can never forget the lunch hours

with the GUYS and cannot thank them enough

for making my school years enjoyable. But I

cannot thank anyone as much as my parents for

being by my side and for encouraging me to do

my best. "We might think this is the end, but

it's really just the beginning."

Alexander Sinn

Daniel Schipke

Kevin Shaughnessy

t years ago. I made the choice to come to St.

Mike's, and it has proven itself to be one of the

best decisions I have ever made. Thanks go out

to: my parents for all their love and support (I

owe you BIG TIME!), Marilynn for always be-

ing there for me, the boys {you know who > ou

are) for all the good times, and to all the teach-

ers and priests who helped me along the waj

My greatest memories include: SCARRED ARM
(Hey Steph, we made the team!), end zone

rookie chats, football championship

\2, CISAA, Metrobowl '98), missing the 12:13

(Oldman), all the parties, pranks and scams

(Thanks boys!), the soup club, the GO Train

crew, Austin From, and driving school (M&K
Forever! ). Well graduates, I leave you now with

the words of an unknown source: "Do not fol-

low where the path may lead, go instead where

there is no path and leave a trail".

Justin Simonelis

Liam Smith

v^mm
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Matthew So

Five years in these > el1cm bricks! I have gained

many memories from SMC that would not have

been possible without all u people. Especially,

the guyz from Ireland (Watson, enemies forever),

some of u other SMC guyz and last but not least

the Asians, there are so many of u from Averj u i

RichV that I can't say enough, but thanks for the

good times and great memories. I would like to

thank all my teachers and especially 1 would like

to thank God and my parents for making this

possible. Finally, to all the graduates of SMC I

wish u people the best of luck and SMC will al-

ways be a part of me no matter where life takes

me.

Justin Srigley

Five memorable years at SMC have gone by so

fast that it's scan conceiving how quickly the next

five years will pass. Throughout my high school

career my lack of vertical growth has been over-

shadowed by a more important type ofgrowth, a

growth which couldn't have been nourished bet-

ter than by the priests, faculty, and students of

SMC. I'd like to thank my friends for the memo-
ries and lasting friendships, Fr. Zinger and Mr.

Fischer for their prime example of the Christian

life, Mr. Smyth for his inspiring interest in math,

Sr. Frances for honing my English skills, and all

the other legendary SMC teachers I've had who've

contributed to my metamorphosis from boy into

man. Finally. I'd like to thank my mom. dad, sis-

ters, and grandparents for always being there

during the good times and bad, and for constantly

instilling in me the importance of education. A
bona fide super-achiever once told me that with

opportunity, a little luck, and most importantly

hard work, set goals will be attained

Michael Stamler

I came. I saw. and will always remember there

have been good times and bad, new lessons

learned and old ones forgotten yet never will I

say that I did not live these past five years well,

to the Basilians, the SMC staff, my friends, my
family and God thank you for your love, support,

the strength to persevere, and the courage to do

it m> way. So. as we venture forth out from the

shelter of these hallowed halls don't forget that

it ain't over. There's still much to see and do. bat-

tles to face, and choices to choose; though

through it all we'll always bleed double blue.

Matthew Stepura

Dear Mr. Pagano,

This letter is to inform you that I have irrespon-

sibly forgotten my grad quote at home, sorrj

my fish ate it! Just think back with me for a

minute about all the momories I'll miss reflect-

ing upon: ice fishing with Skipper in grade 9,

Skipper in general, Skipper in particular, the

crowning of Ickles as super-heavyweight cham-

pion of the world {4 itmes? What were you think-

ing man?), time-waste-management with

Shaughnessy, song writing sessions, Latin Book

"drawings with a twist", the emergence of

GAMEDAY Stepura. wieght room pose-downs.

Chiarks, cafeteria high jinks, many well earned

bruises during lacrosse, and the entire OAC
year... it goes by too quickly. In conclusion, I'd

liketo saj that forgettingmy quote definitely wul

NOT happen again. I promise! See you in group

social... I mean detention! Oops! Forever Re-

membering, Matt Stepura.

P.S. Life is Good. Thanks Mom and Dad!!

James Sudlow

Dean Stante

Over the past four years, it is impossible to re-

member all the things that I have learned, all the

people I've met, and all the things I did.. But I do

know that has all lead me to become who I am
today, and it's all good. First of all I would like to

thank all of my teachers, especially Mr. Pagano,

Mr. John, Mr. Fischer, Mr. Tessaro.Radu. Mr.

Grassi. Mrs. Boland, Mr. McCann. and Mr.

McCann. And last but definitely not the least. I

would like to thank all of my friends who have

always been there, especially JL . JC. EH. JJ. TJ.

.IT. MX, LL. GD. KW, DJ. AT. DS, and R.C. I hope

we always keep it real, and stay in touch.

Stephen Stoppa

Over the past four \ ears in which I have attended

this school I have learned a lot . Through the high

standards of this school I have been able to de-

velop good study habits which will help me as I

continue with my education. I have been pro-

vided with good qualified teachers who taught

me about particular subjects, about myself, and

about my relationship with God and others. I

have also been able to make many good friends

here over the past few years. Finally, I would like

ot hank this school for encouraging me to prac-

tice my faith through the Christian presence here

at SMC. Therefore. I am greatly indebted to this

school for all the benefits given to me and will,

with the grace of God. use the talents acquired

here to better serve God and neighbour.

Julian Sulatycki

After 5 years in these yellcm bricks 1 still remem-
ber the first day clearer than yesterday. 1 would

like to thank my mother, not only for her sup-

port on that day, but also for her patieti

theyears. And rayfather,whohasworkedso hard
formybenefit St Mikes became a second home.

1 place where I enjoyed spending even the most

difficult times M\ friends helped make every-

day enjoyable by making it routine. 1

early days at 7^11 tothe senior years al Harvey's,

the Spadina run' to the faces which quick!) be-

camefamiliar, the peopleand places changed but

the tradition remained 1 will never forge! the

great times in im years at SMC \

unknown once again, I remember what I have

left behind, and remain optimistM

ss
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Robert Sztuka Gianfranco Tamburrini

I can't believe it;

heir with so man) fond memories ol

here: OFSAA track 98699 (so close), playing

hocke) for both McCann's, Sr. B Champs, nights

1 Eii, Ireland 99. all nightes,

last minute [SlTs, Wops vs. Cakes: what team am
! on? roo man) more to name. I want to thank

mj parents forgiving me the opportunity tocome
here, and my nephew who gives me a reason to

be a better man. To all the grads: good luck in

the future. "Better pass holding into that world

in fullglor) ofsome passion, than fadeand wither

dismally with age ' James Joyce

Keep in touch.

Jason Tang

Another chapter in my life has come to a close

and now it's time to reflect on my years at SMC
Coming in '95. I had no idea what St. Mikes
was like. Before I knew it, I found myself prac-

tically li\ing in the yellow brick walls four days

a week! Endless concert and jazz rehearsals and
choir practices among other things. ..But I

couldn't have gone so far without my loving and
supporting family, who has endured and en-

couraged me over the years. Leaving could only

leave me with old memories: Thompson's phys-

ics classes. Xarducci's JFK & "Magic Bullet",

Zinger's water gun. AErodrame & Chemins
Dangereuse. Caf Wars. "The Christian Senice

Band", Murphy's Law, T.J.'s Summer of '99,

T.D., M.L., J.L.. J.J.. L.W., MR., AT.. D.Q., J.S..

and others. ..One thing I know is that going off

to university is just the beginning. It's always

just a beginning. It's what we make of it.

Paul Terefenko

Clarke Tedesco

It's been a long time from that first day in Grade

9 until now. Some of the memories: Grade 9 in-

tramural hockey champs. Baby Blues '97, Jr.

Blues '95, Sr. B '99: 2 TDCAA Championships

(and counting). Grade 9 math with Mr. Narducci,

Briscolla champs '98 (for two days), reach.

Thanks to my family for their love and support

"The time is gone, the song is over, I thought I'd

something more to say." Pink Floyd

Go Double Blue!

John Teskev

Well, my 5 years here have gone by so quickly

and its now time for a new period in my life. I

would be lying if I said that it was easy, but with

the help offamily and friends. I managed to have

a great time. So to mom. dad. Marc. MiH,
Meghan, Pat, and Danoosh. thanks for the good

times. To Kevin, thanks for helping me become
the undisputed heavy weight champion of the

world. Ahh... Whitby, a place that i would like to

forget. To all the teachers and coaches, I will

never forget what you taught me and Mr. Let-.

don't worn -

, the great philosopher Icles will never

die. To Mr. Shannon, you'll never have to take

me to the hospital again... well, I hope not. It's

been a great ride... meet you at the bar., tell Ross

the drinks are on me.

Gianni Toto

First and foremost, I would like to thank my par-

ents for all their love and support who have given

me the strength to survive 5 years at St. Mike's.

Thanks to Quality Tops & Kitchens Ltd. (Tony

Toto), 1 was given the opportunity to receive an

excellent education at St. Mike's. Special thanks

to Mr. Di Leo 'Toto. sleep fast we need the pil-

low". Mr. Zanardo for always pushing me to do

my best, Mr. Narducci. I heard that JFK may still

be alive, Mrs. Pignetti for always accepting my
assignments past their due date and to Mr.

Smyth, do you mind! I'm on the phone. Last but

not least, I would like to thank my friends for all

the good times. Acapulco 2000. calcio at lunch,

how about those speducci up in Wasaga Beach

and for always ridiculing me about Quality Tops

& Kitchens Ltd, THE #1 KITCHEN COMPANY
IN THE WORLD!

Anthony Tramonte

I began my years at SMC as a short, shy niner

among giants. Although this da) seems like just

yesterday, my 5 years have nnw come to and end;
however the Tramonte legacy will always live

within the yellow bricks. But as I graduate I am
still the shortest when compared to mj buds;

some things never change! Special thanks to mv
parents for all their love and support; to my
teachers who have helped guide and instruct me
throughout the years; to Mr. Pietrkiewiczand Mr.

Oatt for enriching my musical know ledge. Memo-
rable moments: Being on time for Calculus u /

Mr Narducci! Sr. Frances' English class and the

"Great Expectations" incident: next tin

the book Sister, although the movie wa

Sr. Concert and Sr. Jazz Band--; Bahamas '97;

MusicFest finals '99; New Year's 2000 w Mike

and Paul. Although my time has passed, these

have bt en thi life.
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Charles Wilson

For my grab* quote I'm going to keep it short

and sweet. Mom, dad, thanks for everything

you've done for me and believe me I wouldn't

have changed a thing. Hold on, maybe one: bet-

ter grades, however it was definitely worth it. I

need to thank the boys: Mike, Al, James (111

always owe you $5), Dave and Dave. Special

thanks to Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Fischer. A last

word to the GO boys past and present and eve-

ryone who's influenced my life the past 5 ve.irs.

It's gone by too fast!

^1

David Williams

I've never experienced anything like it before -

frankly, 1 don't know if I'll experience anything

like it again. It was within these walls where my
life passed from innocence to experience. Of-

ten we pander - the ferocity of Junior 'A' hockey

or varsit} football, how a community finds ex-

pression in screaming at bad calls, cheering

goals, or booing penalties. .-Ml reveal something

about ourselves: pride and passion till our

hearts in order to conjure a win for the thrill of

victory or the agony of defeat. Whatever the

result, we bow our heads in the locker room only

to conclude with tears running down our cheeks

and sweat dripping from our brow our true col-

ours: Double Blue. Ma and Dad thank so much
- I'll think of a way to pay you guys back.

"Remember boys, you play for what's on the

front of the jersey, not for what's on the back."

- Coach DePiero

Jeffrey Wong

5 years of St Mike's hasdone nothing but made
me 7 inches taller, cockier and ready to tackle

the future. Thanx SMC tor all the mi

they are endless... the teachers... Nards, for

learning my name after 3 years; Mr Barry, fo]

refusing to show any R rated nun ies; Tessaro

the genius, Fish the hockey superstar and Mr
John the bullfrog killer.... The REALmemories:
Metrobowi '98 + '96, Peterborough (x2), Gr, 12

Pd 7 Nic's, "Go l.e.i Is Go", 3 ISUs due over 10

days, Kevin the twin, and Italian games (gitz,

brisk etc ) To my family, thanx for forcingSMC
upon me. IOU LARGE. And to im frit

I

Mafia, dBo, Kll crew, and the WBz, time has

flown by but it was one great ride while 1! lasted

Class "i 2000, never forget your Double Blue

roots, good luck to all.

Anthony Varona

Five years ago I came to St. Mike's as a nervous

and excited little niner, and now I'm graduating.

It's hard to express how I feel about moving on. I

know that "all good things must come to an end

and every end leads to a new beginning."BUt all

of these cliches mean nothing. SMC was life for

me. I will always remember football (2

metrobowls and Ohio), sleepless nights, endless

homework, annoying [SU's, the Mississauga

crew, < >AC physics, grade9 lunch, choir, student

government, inside jokes, teachers and coaches,

and all of my friends that made my stay here

worthwhile. There are too many memories to

express in such a small space. For five years I

breathed, sweat, and slept on SMC and its not

easy to say good-bye to a way of life. So Thank

you SMC, because it was this way of life that has

prepared me to take on the world. Special thanks

to my family and friends for their constant love

and support, especially my brother Mike, whose

guidance basically got me through high school.

Ronan Wilson

I never thought I'd write one of those seemingly

corny "Five years over already?" reflections, but

strangely enough those words seem appropriate

right now . Some great times were had, thanks to

even body who contributed to them, there's more
to come I'm sure. A special thanks to my family

for all the support, it means a great deal to me.

Classic memories include discussing game strat-

egy at Hazell's, the S 14.70 pyramid . Kensington,

searching for Troy, Dominican 2000, the flight

to Dominican, Indie's, writing my grad quote on

the streetcar, retiring the calculator, the great

snowstorm of99. and heated discussions at 'The

[able''

Louis Williams

Different, unusual, peculiar.... These I have be-

come. St. Mike's has taught me to be different

and stand out amongst others. Thanks to all the

boys turned men, especially the Asian Mafia,

Tamilz everywhere, and Max (he asked me to

include his name). Many thanks to my family

for their support and love, especially my mother

for her persistent prayers. To my teachers who
kept me focused especially Mr. Narducci, Mr-

Thompson, Sr. FrancEs, Fr. Zinger. Mr. Shust.

Mr. John, and Mr. P. And finally, to my best

friends in this world and the next: LawT-ence,

Sylvain, my lil' bro, Dushy, and Sancharieni

(toad!!!) - 1 love you all. So that's all for these

five years. "Veni, Vidi, Vici - Caesar (and Ja

Rule!)... actually I didn't, but it's all good. Peace!

Vcs\

Ke\in Wong

"Education s purpose is to replace an empty
mind with an open one." - Malcom Forbes

My education at St. Mike's is .1 debt I can never

fully repay. In sincere gratitude, I would like to

thank my family first and foremost for their

constant support. I would also like to thank the

mam teachers who have inspired and educated

me throughout my highschool career. My sin-

cere thanks go out ot Sr Frances. Mr Smyth,

Mr. Coghlan, Mr McCann, Mr Tessaro. Mr.

Fischer. Mr. Zanardo. Mr. Yitullo. Mr.

Thompson, and Mr. John. Without teachers like

these, st Mike's would not exist.

'Benevolence alone will not make a teacher, nor

will learning alone do it. The gift ot teaching is

a peculiar talent, and it implies .1 need and a

craving in the teacher himself." - John Jay

Chapman
I'd like to also thank RC JI , 1 U Vk. MN. TJ.

and all the other well-wish t.
-
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John-Paul Woods

Hi, I'm John-Paul Woods. You may remember
me from such sports teams as the Senior Kerry

Blues, track and field, soccer, and having played

some small roles in the STock MArket Club, the

Guitar Club, the Green Council, and many more
ventures. I would like to give a special thanks to

my mom lor her love and support through the

years. Love You. I also gotta give thanks to my
boys for keeping me from the near transfer in

grade u. Greatest memories: If you were there,

you also remember them. Thanks to V.P. for his

man) .ittempts at keeping me in line (A foi ef-

fort). riMhebovs:Charks(goodluckonyi'iiriiHi

gar hunt). France (who needs sleep when you got

work). D'arce (my shirt still isn't clean). Mitch,

Bigg D. McNeil. Hips. RRRRocc.i. Malcolm.

Whorf, the gino's (nice hide), and everyone I

didn't have room for.

Matthew Woods

Brendon Woolston

Well boys, it's over. What can I say about the past

5 years? It's all about the memories: Harvey's

breakfast during first period with Duper and

Zettel. paper/rock/scissors out the door with

Dupes and Drem in Dileo's class, the adventures

of Steps and Woolburger in Fr. Cullen's art

classes, a TDCAA Championships with Chili and

the Senior B boys, watergun showdowns with Fr.

Zinger. These are just a few of all the good times.

Come to think of it. SMC has been nothing but

good times.

Richard Young

"Today is the fruit of yesterday, but it is also the

seed of tomorrow." It seems like only yesterday

when I entered these yellow bricks as a niner and

it's weird how all of a sudden I'm writing a grad

quote. It's strange how I survived these five

years. but 1 did. As ! lookback, I'll always remem-
ber everything St. Mike's had to offer, most no-

tably the infamous yeast lab (the first of many
all nighters to come), grade 10 math and story-

telling with N'arducci, grade 11 English with

McKernan. grade 12 English and "The Pizza

Parrv" with Nicholson, bantam basketball with

Tessaro, junior and senior baseball, Rochestor

'99, and Ireland '99. Thanks go out to my family

for their love and support, all of the teachers and
faculty for teaching me "goodness, discipline and
knowledge" and last but not least, all of the boys,

especially the "Azian Invazion" for all of the

laughs and memories. It's been a tough ride but

an enjoyable one. Best wishes go out to every-

one. I'm out.

Michael Zettel

It's all over, f\\e years flew by. It was tough to

decide whether to write a serious or funny quote,

but the decision was made easily through the sim-

ple revelation that I am not as funny as I think I

am. There are many people I would like to thank,

especially my parents and teachers. I commend
every teacher who has taught me on a job very

well done, I know it was not an easy task. Mr.

Fischer, with whom I spend three years, I wish

to thank you for your patience, the years I spent

in your class have proved to be the most influen-

tial in my short life. What else is there to say about

five years at St. Mike's? Its funny; nothing seems

to come to mind.

Matthew Zulys

Five years is a long time, but it passes so quickly.

The one thing I have to say about my five years

at St. Mike's is that they have been well worth

it. I now feel that I am ready to begin the next

phase of my life. I would like to thank my fam-

ily, friends and teachers for supporting me and

keeping me on the right track. I wish the Class

of 2000 the best of luck on whichever path you

choose. Every end is only a new beginning, fol-

low your hearts, put in the effort and your

dreams will come true.

Class of 2000
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The Graduate Most Likely To...

donate over a million

dollars to SMC
Justin Cheng - 40 votes

Gregg Peerenboom - 36

Jordan Scopa - 33

become a successful

Pro Athlete

Will Asaro - 43 votes

Marc Popovic - 4

1

Tim Ash - 36

return to SMC as a teacher

Andrij Harasymowcyz - 98 votes

James Kearny - 20

Kevin DeAndrade - 9

. become a stand up comedian

Adrian Parks - 83 votes

Mike Harding - 23

Jay Ardanaz - 1

8

, become the next Bill Gates

George Merlocco - 101 votes

Oscar Roque - 36

Lawrence Lam - 1

5

discover a cure for cancer

Vincent Ki - 70 votes

Adam Chow - 53

Jordan Scopa - 1

become a member of a

Rock and Roll Band
Justin Cheng - 40 votes

Gregg Peerenboom - 36

Jordan Scopa - 33

join the WWF
Adrian Rocca - 73 votes

Mike Harding - 38

- 15Not Jeff Wong

win a race to eat the most

Big Macs & Slurpees

Mike Doyle - 58 votes

Kevin Cahill - 28

Gogliardo Didonato - 19

become an actor

Jeff Glover - 63 votes

Pat Magee - 37

Terence Douglas - 29

become a member of the

Backstreet Boys

Phil Rizek - 70 votes

Mike Bustos - 32

JeffWong-21

, successfully run for P.M.

Lawrence Lam - 65 votes

James Kearney - 24

Jonathan Collings - 19

work at 7-11 with Krishna

Louie Williams - 5 1 votes

Robin Castelino - 48

Steve DeSousa - 33

become a Priest

Ray Cayetano - 1 26 votes

Steve Stoppa - 17

Chris Aitken - 5

have their name in the Guinness

Book of World Records

Tony LoFranco - 89 votes

Juan Aburto - 1

1

J.P. Adamovsky - 10

Write-in category

...not to be on any of the list - Alex Sinn

...vote for himself- Sean Henry

...be asked "What's Your name Again?" at the Alumni Reunion - Joe Lee

...become Mr. Fischer's version of Mini-Me - Ivan Cacic

...become the new "Carlton banks" in a remake of Fresh Prince of Bel-Air - Todd Jackson

...make up his own position in the Student Government - David Nanni

...sleep through University - Jeff Grech

...work at the SMC Arena - Joe LoFranco

...replace Vince Pagano in the future - Andrij Harasymowycz
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Anthony Varona

Basilian Fathers, honoured guest, faculty, administration, families and fellow graduates: Today we all gather here as friends of St.

Michael's and I stand before you, a special honor bestowed upon me by my classmates, the honor to represent them on graduation as their

valedictorian. So I was given the prestigious in a very difficult task in writing a valedictorian address that would pay homage to the

graduating class of 2000. At first. I didn't know what to say. I was stuck. Nothing came to me. The fact that this speech meant that our

times at St. Mike's was coming to an end. was really getting to me. So every night I lie in my bed staring at the ceiling, thinking about

how I should deliver my speech. Should it be inspiring, humourous, factual, or plain old sappy? All these memories and words about my
times at St. Mike's were juggled in my head, so much to say and not enough time to say it. Night after night of this artist reflection, but

nothing came to me. But one night. I came to a realization that 1 should stop trying to write with my head, and start trying to speak

through my heart. I realized that our times at St. Mike's is solely in the memories and the words, in not just learning goodness, discipline,

and knowledge, or having double blue pride. The true meaning lies with feeling. A feeling that we all know. A feeling that is in our soul

that runs through us in our blood that completes us and connects us. It is the bond that is formed between each and everyone of us that will

last forever. We all came here as strangers. We now leave here as brothers.

Five years ago, in September, the hollow hallways of St. Michael's said hello to 192 bright red niners. is what we were called, and

who were filled with unbounded aspirations and the eagerness to learn. But we were also filled with fear and rushed from class to class,

voiding eye contact with the giant OAC's. hoping desperately not to do the uncool thing. That day, we set out a journey towards manhood

and maturity that would eventually forge us into leader and champions. Forge us to the graduating class of 2000. This years graduating

class came from all over the province, to receive the honour of calling themselves St. Michael's men. We came from the depth of

Mississauga. the wilderness of Woodbridge. the frozen tundra of Markham, we came from the far-eastern ridges of Whitby, western prairie

farmland of Oakville. everyday we made our trip to Bathurst and St. Clair, frustrated by stop and go traffic, the TTC service and we didn't

do this because we like waking up at 5:30 in the morning, stepping out into the cold, being hassled with the student cards, arriving at

school only to realized that we forgot our homework and uniforms at home. We did it so we could receive something we could not get

anywhere else. The best education, the best teachers, the best clubs and teams, the best arts and athletics, and the best friends.

In short, we came to experience the St. Mike's tradition. It is funny, that while sitting in class, some days felt like five years. But today, as

we graduates gather for the last time, our five years feel like only a day, then it is come and gone. So many mixed emotions are running

through our heads, we fell the joy and pride of finishing high school, the fear and excitement of moving on to a world of countless oppor-

tunities, but also the sadness of having to say goodbye to those who we lived our last five years with. And for five years, w e grew up as

boys into St. Michael's men. Our niner fears had faded away as we became proud of being part of the double blue legacy. Guided by

Goodness, Discipline and Knowledge, we learned and lived that legacy and tradition, which made us stronger and taught us countless

valuable life lessons. If the yellow bricks of our school can talked, think about all the stories that it can tell us about times we have spent.

within the wall, which they make up. Starting from our grade eight-entrance exam, when we were first introduced to the infamous

scantron cards, a teacher's best friend. These bricks will talk about our growth from little children into rowdy, cocks men. who bleed blue

blood pride. Where else would a drop plate in the cafeteria be followed by table pounding and loud cheers? Where else would you hear

spontaneous cheering and coordinated clapping echoing through the hallway s? These walls would talk about our dreams, our trials and

workouts, our goals and touchdowns and debates, our victories and defeats. They would speak about our study sessions, spares, the Bubba

Lou. the Hoikety Choik. superfans. briscola, lunches at Harveys and the pool hall and all the fun games that we had. But they would not

forget all the hard work that we endured the hundreds of tests and exams, late nights, earl) mornings, short weekends, and long, long

school days. All of this hard work culminates in today's ceremony. And we stand proud, cherishing our memories and accomplishments in

the St. Mike's tradition and saluting those who made ii possible to bleed this blue blood pride. The double blue pride o\ Si. Mike's means

something different for all of us, whether it be athletics or academics, this pride permeated in all oi our actions.
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Over the years of 1995 to 2000. our class has been part of the SMC tradition of success, which captured even, league champion-

ship in almost ever}' sport we participated in. We were part of the Metro Bowl football championship team, an international cross-countr)

team and a Major League Majors and Buzzers hockey team. But our pride and success goes beyond this. We have top of the line debaters,

mathematicians, thespians. and musicians who are victorious in their own field. We also continued SMC's work in programs, such as Out

of the Cold. Meals on Wheels and the Good Shepherd Refuge. This pride dates back on the Christian principles that the Basilian Fathers

built the foundation of our school on. one hundred forty eight years ago. All the way through our stay here, we never stood alone. We have

been guided, encouraged and lead by the Basilian Fathers and lay teachers. If we are the skyscrapers of opportunity of the future, then

these men and women are truly the foundation of the St. Mike's tradition that has been instilled in each of us. For the true value of St.

Michael's education is not the actual academic subject. It lies in the lessons of life, which we learned from our teachers, which truly make

our stay here worthwhile. Working together, they have given us the strong start in life, by challenging us to uphold the true spirit of St.

Michael's.

And along the way, they have left us w ith the many memories to treasure. Kung Fu with Mr. Lew is. w ater gun fights and garden

duty with Fr. Zinger. we learned the importance of Grade 12 grammar and spelling bees with Mr. Nickelson. and that there is no difference

between NASA rocket science problem in a Mr. Thompson's OAC Physics daily review question. How can we forget caffeine power

chemistry class we had with Mr. Ribarich and Mr. Tessaso. It is true that we have learned how to integrate equations, conjugate verbs, and

appreciate history, philosophy, theology and science. But we also learned the power of a blue slip, the difference between black running

shoe and gray khakis and that of dress shoes and gray dress pants. We acquired certain skills, such as tying our beards in such a way,

given the privilege to shave during a certain time. And the ability to maneuver around the school undetected when avoiding certain

teachers. We have learned about the beauty of languages, art and music, but we have also been exposed to the history of the JFK con-

spiracy. And we are taught how to soar like eagles even when surrounded by chickens. Who can forget the vital lessons we have learned,

especially, "w henever you get in trouble in life, just take the derivative and set it to zero and you are bound to get something." These

teachers challenged us and called us to be better people and for this we are internally grateful!

How can we speak about our memories of stay here without the colourful cast and

character, which make up the members of our graduating class? Kearney's presidential power.

Harding's witty sports announcements. Cahill's amazing balance of work and play. How can

we forget Bianchi's sideburns. Peter Kang's stories about everything. Chiarchossi's touch-

down runs and Mitchell's javelin throws, a McConvey or Napier slap shot, the academic

prowls of Jordan Scopa. Vince Ki or Richard Lee. Patrick Row's mathematical genius.

Nanni's classroom conversations with the teacher. The humour of Parks and Max. Eccelton's

fastball. Ash's golf clubs. Teskey's concussions. Joe Lofranco's knowledge of living the

highlight and Tony Lofranco's really big ego. We will always remember the parallels

our class has to Degrassi High's. Rocca's football techniques. Stepura's workouts. Simone's

coolness. Geaualdi's power point presentations and Terrance Lok's popularity. These are just

a few of just about 200 students, who make our class unique. Within this diversity, one thing

constant, blue blood pride.

On this joyous day, there are many people the graduates must thank. First and foremost our families, for their sacrifices and their

dedications of their lives and patience, so that we may be raised under the best circumstances. To the Basilian Fathers whose vocation

created such a wonderful school. To our teachers who have given us guidance and taught us Goodness. Discipline and Knowledge. But we

must not forget to thank each other for the memories of a lifetime. We healed each other with the times of glory and encourage each other

with the times of despair. Thank you. especially, for those teachers who retire, your dedication to teaching will always be remembered. A
special thank you to Father Mohan, our principle throughout our five years here. He leaves us now that is imprinted in our hearts the true

meaning of being a St. Michael's man. Graduates take a look at each other, and realize that you are the class of tomorrow, you are the

future. Our success can be seen that most of us would continue our education in universities around the continent. And as the class of

2000. we have been given the responsibility of being those who lead the w orld into the new millennium. And as we strike in the world

trying to lead our hearts, we mustn't forget what we have been taught. A true St. Mike's man would tell you that it is being Christ to others

and that is the secret to success. "To know one life breathed easier because you have lived, this is to have succeeded." If this is true, then

you are all successful because knowing you guss is the best thing that has ever happened in my life.

So go out into the world and become successful again. And I know with the help of God's grace, you will continue to find success

of the world paved by us from the Fathers of St. Michael. After five years. I wished I had more to say but I don't. All I can do is feel that

same bond that connects all of us together that runs through our blood and into our souls. You are all ray brothers. We went to battle

together. We bleed together. We laughed together. We struggled together. We failed together. And we succeeded together. And todaj we

are triumphant once again. And so I say Thank You. for the times you have given to me. The memories are all to m\ heart. And now thai

we have come to end of our rainbow, there is just one thing to say: whenever you are down and out. and you feel that you can't make it.

Remember who you are and where you came from. Let that double blue pride come out and help you. And say to yourself the cheer that

we have done thousands of times. "Let's go double blue, double blue go. let's go." Thank you. 1 love you all and maj God bless.
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Mike McDonald, Mr. Fischer, Tim Ash
|

Andrew Roddy and his father 9 &
•

,

Rav Cayetano, Joe Lee i im
iBrendon Woolston, Steve Turton, Mike Zettel

Garden Party 2000m
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Matt Stepura. Jamie Sudlow, Dave Ovcjak, Kevin C

Marc Mitchell, Mr. Tessaro, Mike Rudd
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You better put away that camera before I punch you.
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The Construction Never Ends...



Badminton CROSS COUNTRY



1999- 2000 A
Outstanding

Anthony Varona, Davi

Davis Williams, Liam

Mike Goncalves, m'

Boucher, James Kear

Jeremy Lim, Stefan Bu :

Most Valuable Players

ARCHERY: JONATHAN COLLINGS AND
BRIAN ARCAND

SR. FOOTBALL: MARK CHIARCOSSI

MID X-COUNTR> BRENDAN MACDONALD
JR. VCOUNTRY KIERAN RYAN AND

RYAN OFLANAGAN
SR. X-COUNTRN MICHAEL BREECH

TENNIS: MICHAEL MACDONALD
JR. A BASKETBALL PRINZ COLLANTES

SR. A BASKETBALL JON CLARK AND
TOM BIELECKI

JR. VOLLEYBALL GREG BURKE

JR. A VOLLEYBALL JEFF BOOKMAN
JR. B VOLLEYBALL CHRIS CITRULLO

SR. A VOLLEYBALL ANTONIO DEL RICCIO

AND BRENT JAVIER

JR. HOCKEY ANDREW ISAAC AND
ROB RUBINO

JR. A BUZZERS PAT DOVIGI

SR A HOCKEY BRYAN SAND
SR B HOCKEY SEAN HAZELL AND

STEVE TURTON
JR. SOCCER: JUSTIN GAYLE AND

ROB PLATEO

SR. SOCCER: PIERRE GROSSI

JR. TRACK & FIELD: KIERAN RYAN

SR. TRACK AND FIELD: MICHAEL BREECH

AND MARC MITCHELL

BADMINTON: TONY DINUNZIO
BASEBALL: ANDREW CHUN AND

JEREMY LIM

LACROSSE: PAT MC GEE

PREP SCHOOL
V- COUNTRY JULIAN ZAMPARO
BASKETBALL MARIO AGOSTINO
VOLLEYBALL ROBERT CITRULLO
HOCKEV JAMES FURMOSX
SOCCER THOMAS CAMPBELL

BASEBALL DAMIEN ECCLETON

Father Bauer Award

ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
MARK POPOVIC

Enzo Monter

Sportsmanship ai

MARC MI

Father Higgins Award

HARDEST
WORKING MAJOR

MATT ELLIS

Father Mulcahy Award
School Spirit & Sports

G.Polyzois & T. Di Nunzio

Steve Thomas of the Me
the gathered :

CHAMPIONSHIP!
Prep Soccer
Prep Hockey
Archery Champions
Crosscountry
Senior Basketball

Track ar 1

PREP ATHLETE OF
THE YEAR

MICHAEL RUBINO

Father Cullen Award

BASEBALL CO-MVP'S
JEREMY LIM & ANDREW CHUN

Dan Prender I

Basketball

JONATHAN
j

TOM Bill
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Ii/et/c Awards
Graduates
C. jak, Matt Napier,

in th, Kevin Cahill,

it Bannan, Scott

ia, Mark Eccleton,

fq ., Mike Di Rienzo,

111.) Award

chool Spirit

*iELL

COACH OF THE YEAR
MR. DAVID FITZPATRICK

4Leafs addresses

.t I'U'x

Father Mc Lean Award
ATHLETICS & ACADEMICS

J^MS THIS YEAR
enior Football

unior Hockey
enior B Hockey
Jpine Ski

unior Soccer
j.ield

MIKE SELLAN

Dohie Best Manager Award

ANDRLJ HARASYMOWYCZ
AND

CHRIS SULLIVAN

Father Enright

Football Award
ADRIAN ROCCA

Father Flanagan Award
MVP SENIOR FOOTBALL
MARC CHIARCOSSI

Awards for Junior

Athletes this year

:

(Grades Nine and Ten
only)

Athlete who combines
Sportsmanship and School
Spirit: George Polyzois and
Tony Di Nunzio
Outstanding Athletes

(Three only) :Torname
Oke, Justin Gayle, Robert
Rubino
Most Outstanding Athlete:

Kyle Hill

Student who combines
Athletics and Academics

:

Paul Sergautis and Jeff

Bookman

JACK FENN
ATHLETICS AND
ACADEMICS

JEFF BOOKMAN
PAUL SERGAUTIS

Father Mai Ion Award

ACADEMICS AND ATH-

LETICS
JOHN BIANCHI
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Senior Keppy Blues
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JUNIOR KERRY BLUES CISAA CHAMPIONS

Front (L-R): Matt Manias. Jared Sargent. Tyler Calford. Steve Zampini. J. P. DiGiulio. Nick Cholodyny. Dan LaGamba.

Middle: George Polyzois. Mike Przybylo. Mr. Sheridan. Mr. Ribarich. Mr. Lee. Chris Burrows. Jan Naranowicz.

Back: Justin Mahoney. Torname Oke. Phil Turi. Sam Asaro. David Santi. Tyler Russell. Richard Zulys. Michael Krem.

Chris DiLeo. Joey Fotia. Sean Collins. Anthony Marchese.

The 1999 Junior

Kerry Blues finished

their season with 8

wins and 3 losses.

Unbeaten IN THE

CONFERENCE OF
INDEPENDENT

SCHOOLS ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION they

lost by a single

point in the TDCAA
Championship.

£ C c\ 1* 3 &

Front (L-R): Tom Burlington. Charles Pal. Dan Rosetti. Sean Kavanaugh, Greg

Benedetto. Rob Cimini.

Middle: Carlos DaFonseea. Paul Shaughnessy, Mr. Sheridan. Mr. Ribarich. Mr. Lee.

Vito Ieraci. Stefan Bilyk.

Back: Jon Dixon. Phil Varino. John Royiwski. Angus Dinely, Roman M\ ndiuk, Steve

Smolsky, Stefan Kuuskne.

Absent from picture: Sean Nicholls
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Senior Basketball CISAA Champions

Stiff competition in the TDCAA East Division led

the Blue Raiders to a nine and four regular season

and fifth place. An unlucky draw saw the Blue

Raiders face the eventual league champions from

Jean Vanier., in quarter final action. Immersed in a

gym location controversy and score clocks not

working, the Blue Raiders fell 71-59. In CISAA
action, the team went undefeated and posted a

14-0 record; defeating local rivals Upper Canada

College 71-57 in the Raider Dome to take the title.

The Varsity Blue Raiders were Consolation

Champs at the Silverthorn Invitational; Champions

at the Hillfield-Strahallen Invitational: Champions

at the Queen's University Tournament and Finalist

at the St. Michael's Invitational, losing to Oakwood

High School . 62-56. The varsity team graduates

only one player and returns nine so the future is

bright for the Blue Raiders next year. -

Front (L-R): Andres Rivela, Jeremy Lim. Jonas Didzbalis. Martin Fox. Chris Smeenk

Back: Mr. Greg Paolini (Coach). Tom Bielecki. John Clark. Andrew Polischuk, Paul Serguatis. Mr. Jeff Zownir (Coach).

Junior Basketball

Front (L to R): J. P. DiBlasi. Andrew Lang, David Carrol. Joe Rini. Prin/

Collantes, Christian Arambulo

Back: Mr. Voltan Reese (coach). Justin Gayle, James Ho. Adam Garetson, And)

Punkris. Patrick Johnson. Michael Bovnton. Mr. Dave Tessaro (coach)

The young Junior Basketball team had

a very successful year considering the

number of Juniors playing at the Senior

level. A second place finish in the

private schools league was a good first

time effort by the Juniors.

Prinz Collantes was the main man on

the Junior Blue Raiders all year. As

point guard he handled the ball well

and made good decisions on the court,

helping to steady a young team. Prinz

lead the team in three- point shooting

and overall shooting percentage.

M
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Senior Soccer
St. Michael's Blue Azzurri posted a winning season with a 3-1-2 record

placing third in a seven -team league. In tournament play the Blue Azzuris were two time semi-

finalists. In the 28 team York University tourney they reached the semi- finals. They repeated their

semi- finalist role in the 24- team O'Connor Tourney.

Injuries to key players hampered the team's play off efforts but the horizon brightens considerably

when we find that eleven of the seventeen starters of this past season will return next year.

INSIDE THE AZZURRI: Pierre Grossi was co-captain of the Azzurri and a tireless mid-fielder

often leading the attack with great skill andfinesse. Pierre led the Azzurri with eight goals in the

indoor and outdoor matches. Unfortunately Pierre was injured just prior to the play-offand his

absence was sorely felt by the offensive.

Players from Grade Thirteen included: John Bianchi, Steve Bulfon, Pierre

Grossi, Mike Kim, J. P. Nangini, Mike Santoro, John Toto, J. P. Woods,

Gianfranco Tamburrini, John DiVizio, Justin Hospedales, Michael Rini and

Anthony Scocco.

From Grade Eleven: Stefano Gatta, Paolo Korre and Frank Petrasso

From Grade Ten: George Polyzois

Lacrosse
ir Lacrosse tea

although consistin

of some very tal-

ented athletes,

found that their

opponents in the

CISAA League were
equally strong. They
advanced to the

semi-finals and loo

forward to a bigge

season next year.

Some members of the team were: ^
Reclining: Conor Donaldson

Front: Peter Debrone, Mike Tersini, Paddy McConvey, Dan Grossi, Tim Sawa, Debrone, Mike

DeCovrcey

Back: Stefan Bulfan, Tomas Guerquin, Rob Briand, Matt Stepura, Pat Magee, Dave Williams, Matt

Napier, Joe LoFranco, Mr. C. Lewis.
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Xhe Senior A

Hockey team partici-

pated in the SAC tour-

nament, but was un-

able to advance to the

finals. They were also

quarter finalists in the

Father Goetz tourna-

ment, but lost to Br.

Andre (OFSSA
Champs) by a score of

1-0.

Front row: Chris Boynton, W. Fifield (Coach). Anthony Ciccolini. Scott Boucher. Chris Sgro, L. Chittle (Coach). Pat

Ferraioule.

Second row: Ralph Creta. Joe Fulton. Derek Scharf. Bryan Sands, J. Byrne (Coach). David Sheedy, Simon Mariani. Bryden

Michean. Chris Sullivan (Mgr), Bryan Marnahan. ^
Back row: Paddy McConvey. Michael Kuan, Dan Pegarao. Bryan Hayes. Michael Fox-Higgins, Adam Ouimet. Matt Spencer.

Absent: Nathan Smardenka, Gerald Commisiong, Richard Power, Darren Molloy, Matt Mclsaac, Andrew Petrolito.

{ SMC \

<£>eyucrr J~=> $~l tt^k-ey TbCAA CHAMPIONS

In winning their third

TDCAA Champion-

ship in a row and their fourth

in five years, the Senior 'B's

have established themselves as

the latest hockey dynasty at St.

Michael's. The "B's dominated

league play, finishing first

overall and then proceeded to

win four straight games in the

playoffs. During their outstand-

ing season, the 'B's also cap-

tured the UCC Invitational

Tournament.

Front row: Anthony Marmora, J. P. Giliberto, Mr. P McCann, Clarke Tedesco, Sean Hazell, Tony Lofranco, t

D. Lee, Conor Donaldson, Justin Herten-Greaven.

Second Row: Dan Schipke. Jay Ardanaz, Mike Albonese, Marc De rosa, Dave Xanni. Jeff Glover, Steve

Turton, Matt Cipolla, Vince Giambrone, Dale Beesley, Mr. D. Fischer.

Back row: Mike Rosso, Chris Slawson, Brian Matter, Paul O Regan, John Teskey, J.V. Lombard! Gianfrancc

Tamburrinni.

:•



SENIOR BASEBALL
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FRONT: S. PICCO. A. SNELGROVE. J. TESKEY. J. LIM. M. HURLEY, M. ECCLETON, A. CHUN. Q. SO
BACK: MR. J. ZOWNIR. A. NAWROCKl. R. YOUNG. N. SMARDENKA, A. HARASYMOWIYCZ.
A. PALUMBO, M. ALAT1. K. HILL. C. DONNELLY MR. F. R1BARICH

With a win/loss record of 10 - 3 - 1 our Baseball Blues ranked third in the very strong

TCDAA "A" Division and they advanced to the quarter finals of the Metro Toronto

Tournament.

Junior Double
Blues Hockey
\A Memorable Season
\CISAA Champions : TDCAA Finalists

"his team participated in two leagues,

kn early season victor}' in the Trinity

College School Tournament showed
lhat this team had talent. In the CISAA
league they won the Championship . In

(he TDCAA League the Double Blues

inished first in the East division and

proceeded to the finals. The finals saw

nanv overtimes, one in triple OT.

"he series went the limit and in double

vertime the Blues ended up losing.

M

Front Row: Andrew Isaac, Nick Cholodny,
Mr. |. Walsh, T.J. Brady, Mr. T. Sheridan,

Rob Rubino, Mr. M. De Pellegrin, Kyle Hill.

Ben Higgs

Second row: Pat McKernan , Brad McCart,

Joe Cooper, Justin Mahomey, Adam Turco,

Lric Sadowski, Brian Ihnacak, lain McPhee,
lustin Aucoin, Tyler Russell, Derek Mior,

Jan Naranowicz, Mike Mc< arthy, Peter

Gugliemelli, Angus Dineley
Third Row: Ben Rogers, Paul Mariani, Ryan
Sullivan, Dave Santi, James Gadon, Mark
Lozzi, Tonv Di Nunzio

IV m0^_\ ^>^k ViJ^L- PaJ^ A*

Hiipfm Trinity College School

Tournament Winners ,



Intramural Hockey League
St. Michael's Junior Division

STARS WIN THE PLAY-OFFS

Final Standings



Intramural Hockey League
St. Michael's Senior Division

Championship Winners: Red Wings

Front: Jegg Wong. Matt Storus. Patrick McKernan. Jonathan

Mazzuca. Roburto Aburto

Back: Jeff Grech, Kevin Doyle. Michael Kramer. Andrew

Hucker. Alex Reav.

„"t4% •

Front: Matt Woods. Paul Grise. Michael Lankia

Back: Kevin Shaughnessy. Richard Arezes. Derek

O'Farrell

M .
Maple Leaf.1- ^ -i.

Front: Marcus Barbetta. Dan Schippke. Kevin Dunn.

Chris Teolis

Back: Mike MacDonald. Rory Silk. Michael McCarthy.

Andrew Krupowicz

Senior Champions

Front: Mike Breech. Justin Srigley. Derek Whittaker. Paul Venditti

Back: Anthony Merlocco. Andrew Meneguzzi. Mark Power

Front: Daniel Soobrattv.



FOR THE EIGHTEENTH CONSECUTIVE YEfiR

Winter and Spring training paid off lor members of the team, their exceptional

performances showed their dedication to the sport.

The Team Coaches were Mr. Paul Barry and Mr. Dave Fitzpatrick

These are the members of the TDCAA
Championship team for the year 2000:

Midset

Stephan Bilyk

Len Carvahal

Lawrence Donegan

Michael Francella

Stefan Kuskane

Robert Menesuzzi

Matthew Popow

Daniel Wojcik

Junior

Marty Fox

Connor Higgins

Toby Holland

Philbert Ip

Dan LaGamba
Peter Lovisek

Andrew MacDonald

Andrew Maloney

John Manella

Blaise Morin

Donal Mulroney

Ryan O" Flanagan

Torname Oke

Pat Quinn

Kieran Ryan

Jason Shrouder-Henry

Michael Stephenson

Ed Verbanac

Senior

Sean Atkinson

Ryan Barry

Adrian Rocca

Mike Breech

Kevin Cahill

Mark Chiarcossi

Gerald Commissiong

Mike Di Rienzo

Alex France

James Kearney

Marc Mitchell

Paul Olinyk

Andre Shoucri

Liam Smith

Justin Zamperin

122
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Millennium Moves

Some It'll lei's i»al. drink, and be merry

W7t£> t£»e WV^iCenniptm upon
tf?em, members of tfye St.

I JVli^e's commvimty) reacted
I ivt atrociovts wa\)s
I I



RUN

Juniors and
Seniors Win all

Regular Season Meets

Fifty Cross Country Athl<«

Juniors mine (

"A" Team WinsTDCAii
" B " Team Come.i

TDCAA CHAMPIONS SENIOR BOYS 1999: Michael DiRienzo. Mike Breech. Ryan Dunn. Kevin Pickles. Blaise Morin. Pat Q >

Todd Jackson. Mike Milway. Paul LeMarquand. Andrew MacDonald. Andrew Maloney

TDCAA/OFSAA CHAMPIONS 1999: Kevin Doyle. Martin Fox, Ryan O'Flanagan, Kieran Ryan. Michael Stephenson

TDCAA CHAMPIONS 1999: Ryan Barry, James Campbell. Justin Chan. David Cramer. Ryan Fernandes. Bryan Frith. Conner Higgir*

Wilson McCutchan, Andrew Meneguzzi. Dona] Mulroney. Andre Shoucri . Jason Shrouder-Henry

MIDGET: TDCAA CHAMPIONS: Brendan MacDonald. Daniel Wojcik. Robert Meneguzzi. Matthew Rubacha. Andrew Newton..*

Michael Francella. Michael Man. Jerry Ma. Kelvin Li. Justin Cressatti. Michael Maksimowski



Country RUN

WMiiS'-^ttra- -9991

iJss Have Big Season
RSAA Gold
Ihampionship-

i h Second
I ism Atkinson. Steve De Souza, Adam Marcotte,

Bert Ip. Rohn Jackson. Peter Lovisek Jeremy Lui,

Beiterowski, John Reiterowski, Daniel Piccininni,

Marty Fox
Ryan O'Flanagan
Kieran Ryan
Kevin Doyle
Mike Stephenson

Brendan Mat Donald

in a rush I where 's the

washroom?)

At the Provincial

Championships

,

the Juniors captured
Gold, 60 points

better than the

closest opponent
Mr. Berlin. Mr. Barry, Mr. Fitzpatrick - great coaches

Sf c*
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St. Mike's Archers are i

OFSAA Silver Medalists

Brian Arcand top archer at OFSAA
wins Gold Medal

Archery team wins Silver Medal in close

competition in all-Ontario championships.

Brian Arcand of Grade Eleven scored the most
individuals points in the OFSAA shoot-out at Rich-

mond Hill. He was ably backed by Jonathan Collings,

OAC, one-time Gold Medallist and by Jonathan Mar
of Grade Eleven and Rob MacDonald of Grade Nine.

Brian Arcand in top form

Shrouded in obscurity and often whee-

dling time in the gym when they could

practise with their speedy arrows the

Archery Team brought glory to their

school with a brilliant team effort.

Father Burns, team Moderator poses with the Archery team

before OFSAA. Standing next to him is Jonathan Collings

former Gold Medal Individual Champion, who is next to the youngest

member of the team. Rob MacDonald of Grade Nine. Looking concerned

about his bow is Jonathan Mar and beside him is Brian Arcand (he top

schoolboy archer in the province.

Niner Rob

MacDonald hauls the

/win' with ease as he

measures the target in

practice in <>m gym

Our late beloved Father Matt Mulcahy

an ardent archer himselfpromoted the span

ofarchery at St. Michael's over the years.

The success Oj the spurt ill mil school

was due la his efforts.

Father Leo Burin although not an archer

continues Father Mulcahy's leadership as

Moderator oj this sport.

The victorious team and the medals the\ won
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TENF TEAM
Mike MacDonald participated in The TDCAA playoffs . reaching the Semi- finals..

Over 80 students participated in our own school tourney amid great interest at both

levels.

Team Members:

Junior Members: Geoff Piatt. J. PDi

Giulio. Brian Ihnacak

Senior Members: Dan Covatta, Michael

Kostowskyj, Chris Boynton. M. MacDonald.

J.Robinson

Coach Mrs. W. Brox

f*

(from left): Dan Covatta, LP. Di Giulio.

Michael Kostowskyj, Brian Ihnacak. Mrs. W. Brox

ALPINE SKI TEAM
TDCAA CHAMPIONS

JULIAN SULATYCKI
MICHAEL ROVAS
JOHN PALGAN
CONOR MALCOLM
RYAN SULLIVAN

OUR BOYS WERE ALSO IN OFSAA
FINALS BUT IT WAS ALL DOWNHILL
FROM THERE

THE SKI TEAM ALWAYS
SAID : REMEMBER. THAT A
BAD DAY ON THE SLOPES IS

BETTER THAN A GOOD DAY
IN SCHOOL

COACH : MR. PAT SHANNON

B(ue Sharks Swim Team
This thirty member team worked out in the water three times a week at

7: 00 a.m. Their hard work and dedication paid off when they made

the CISAA Qualifying Test and an excellent second place overall at the

TDCAA's. Next year this group hope to become GOLD fish. Coaches

are Mr. D. Fitzpatrick and Mrs. K. Racher.
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VOLLEYBALL

Q o o

*:

This year's Senior Blue Strikers were expected

to be in a rebuilding year with many new faces,

but it soon became evident that this team could

compete with some of the best teams in the

province. The team jelled in the playoffs but

eventually lost to the provincial silver medalist,

the Francis Liebermann Falcons in the TDCAA
finals. Best of luck to the graduating seniors,

Adam Chow, Antonio Del Riccio. Brent Javier

and Ray Mendoza.

Front row (L-R): Mark Lontoc. Nick Brown. Michael Vitullo. Ray Mendoza. Adam Chow

Back row: Alex Howard. Kevin Dunn. Matt Tonks. Adrian Bilyk. Antonio Del Riccio. Brent

Javier. Mr. E. Vitullo

Under 1 6 Blue Strikers

Fall 1999 marked the first time that St.

Michael's enrolled a team in the Independent

School League. With one Grade eight player

and a good mix of Grade Nine and Ten players^

the Junior Blue Strikers earned a play-off

position with a 5-3 win/loss record during the

regular season. Unfortunate!} the Blue Strikers

could not cam their momentum into the

playoffs.

Front row (L-R): Andre Solecki, Paul Poloni, Craig Schade, Chris Citrullo. Mark Filip

Back row: Fliot Paid. Adrian Nahirny, Bernard Chiu, Ben Higgs, Greg Burke. Mr. D.

I ischer, Vina) Fernandes, Giancarlo Drennan, Mark Cordier, Andrew I ang

I2S



VOLLEYBALL

Junior A Blue Strikers

o o i". p* a

»- Wf it

1

Front row: Toumame Oke. Jeff Bookman. Anthony Di Nun/io. Andrew Lang

Baek row: Mr. D. Fiseher. Phil Turi, Noilan Zucchet, Mall Manias. Greg Burke.

Adam Garretson. Stefan Bilvk.

Junior B Strikers
I

#t. iiluliacl

* Players who were in Grade nine and ten

gained valuable experience and devel-

oped their skills and leadership abili-

ties. Chris Citrullo was a regular set-

ter; he served, passed and set with con-

sistency and raised the level of team

play.

Front row ( L-R I: Fddie Chan. Chris Citrullo. Peter Guglielmelli, Adrian Nahirny. Mark Gregoire

Back row: Mr. P. Mancuso, Jeff Leung. Martin Zettel. Craid Schade, Matt Silva. Marco Capo.

Alex Bertucci. James Ho. Rob Cotelucci

\2S)



SMC BADMINTON

2000 was the

year that SMC's

badminton team

rejoing TDCAA
competitions. The

TDCAA tourna-

ment draws some

of the strongest

players in the

province of On-

tario and the rest

of Canada. Al-

though not cham-

pions, this year's

team gained invaluable experience, moving past

many of its competitors to top ten finishes in both

the senior and junior divisions.

Vince Ki. Ryan Dunn. Paul O' Regan. Antonio

Di Nunzio, Mike Breech.

m:
Vince Ki in action

PING PONG
In

its second year, Ping Pong has never been

so popular. Many students came forward to

challenge each other in singles and doubles

play, and ended up surprising themselves with

their previously hidden ping pong skills.

1st Row: Kevin Wong. lcn\ Douglas. Jeremj Lim. Mike Belardo,

ke\ in Ho.

2nd Row: Jeff Wong, Raj Cayetano, Joe Lee, Mike Nonato.

3rd Row : Vince Ki.

4th Row: Ja\ Tang, Aven Chan. Justin Chens;.



Euchre & Briscola
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Chaplaincy
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SMC Student Drama

12 ANGRY MEN I

DIRECTED BY

DAMIEN RYALL

presents

y4 hot day. only one window...

The Jury:
Terence Douglas

Joseph McLean
Omar N. Shaheen

Anthony Merlocco

John Manella

Federico Caprara

Andreas L. Kanitz

Robert Charles Kim

Sean Jenkins

Doug Nameth
Anton James Hyginus

Michael Beauvais

The Guard:

Michael Murphy

Clerk of the Court:

Mr. Vince Pagano

two kneves. one pack ofi chewing ^UW\ The Judge:

Father Thomas F. Mohan

tisinz tempers
violent confrontations

Special thanks to.

Stage Manager: Michael John

Property Designer: Paolo Korre

Business Manager: hilie Ryall

Marketing Mgr.: Michael Murphy

Make-up: St. Patrick's CSS. Drama

Moderator. Father M. Cafarelli

Bldg. Mgr: Mr. Ron Tunneu

Administration: Mr. G. Hook

and 12 an^tif men
1 32
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Baltic and Celtic Clubs dedicated to the yieseivation c-fi the spitit

and tiaditicn ofi tkcii ancestots

Front Row: Conor Malcolm, Mr. D. Lee. Mr. Paul

McCann, Ronan Wilson

Second Row: Barry Alexander. Adrian Parks. Sean

Henry. James Kearney

Back Row: Tom Mc Morrow. Demitris Burke. Jeff

Glover. Father Campbell. John Oldman. D'Arcy Mc
Convev. Sean Hazell.

Front Row: Andrius Punkrig. Paul Sergautis.

Ronan Wilson. Frank Marzo. Anthony Plescia.

Darius Karka. Marc DeRosa.

Back Row: Dainius Sileika. Vitas Rustlys. Sean

Henry. Justin Simonelis. Mike Rovas, John

Bergiolis.

Our appreciation and thanks go to all those who have assisted in the

publication of this year's TOWER
The students in every year who have assisted in assembling and sorting all the information

The teachers and staff members who cheerfully cooperated in every way.

We are especiallygrateful to:

Father Mohan, Mr. Dignan, Mr. Pagano, Mr. Mazzante for their helpful sugges-

tions, information and inspiration, Mr. Forbes, Mr. Barry, Mr. Dan Nicholson for his

incomparable team pictures and his interest in making our book the best ever, and Mr.

Shust.

Father Enright for his team pictures, general interest pictures and his unflagging

interest in chronicling school happenings, members of the Intermediate School teach-

ing and coaching staff for their help and solicitude, Mr. Ian Thomson for his photo-

graphs and encouragement, Mr. Michael de Pellegrin for technical advice, Father

Zinger for the Choir pictures and, Mrs. Pat Boland, our librarian for her detailed help,

Mrs. Erica Mc Kerrall, Mrs. Mary Jane Irving, Mrs. Marie Mendonca, Mrs. Kim Bailey

and Cathy Di Nunzio for their willing and unfailing help and patience.
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ntering the Millennium with Music
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SummerSchoolin Ireland

Shown at the monument in Dublin's famous St. Stephen's Green are:

Front Row: James Kearney .Mr. Joe Younder. Stefan Bulfon, Jeff

Thomson

Back Row: Conor Malcolm. Mike Glover. John Tamhurrini. Chris

Boynton, Joe Lofarnco. Pat Magee. John Oldman. Andre Harsymowyczj

ublin, Ireland was the location of

a Summer School for a group of

St. Michael's students in July 1999

who were studying English . The

teacher who travelled with them was

Mr. Joe Younder former head of St.

Mike's English department and now

retired. Mr. Younder taught at SMC for

over twenty five years and contributed

greatly in many areas to what St.

Michael's is today.

3L

Clarke Tedesco putting away his blazer for

the last time

136
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A Break

To Remember

Thank you Mr. McCann,

Mr. & Mrs. Catton, Fr.

Watrin and Fr. Kennedy

for making this trip

possible!

i
I

Where's the beach? It's over there...!

2!£sl lucia

^2000

During the March break, Mr.

Peter McCann and eleven Gr.

12 students travelled to the

Basilian Mission in Castries,

St. Lucia. There we tried to

embody the Spirit of St.

Michael's by becoming active

in the local parish and the

community. During our stay,

we were able to complete

various projects such as

repainting the roof of the

parish church, building an out

house for a single mother and

her children, and laying the

foundation for a new house.

We also organized a daily

bible study and sports camp
for the local children.

The St. Lucia trip was an awesome experience. It exposed

us to some of the real poverty of the world and showed us

how fortunate we really are living in Canada. If you have a

chance to go on this trip in upcoming years, take advantage

of the opportunity. You'll never forget it!

Back: Anthony Scocco, Andrew Gillan, Andrew

McConnon, Anthony Plescia, Justin Lee

Front: James Park, Carlo Silverio, Paul Kim,

Richard Arezes, Paul Chavez, Kris Morra.

137
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Computer Club

Intermediate Team jzaJ^jx \tfav*

Chris Aitken, Patrick Roh

Missing: J. P. Adamo\ sky,

Matt Woods. Andrew Rndd\.

Oscar Roque. Julian Sulatycki,

Robin Castellino. Dale Beeslev

Front Row (L-R):

Middle Row:

Back Row:

David Chiovitti. Mr. George Shust (moderator)

Jeff Mo. Kevin Hagino. Justin Lee, Anthony Scocco.

Andre Tilban-Rios. Andrew Chan, Justin Chan. Jonathan Yeo,

Pico Mak. Bryce Leung

Chris Sapiano, Andrew Lake, Varuna Quiterio. Joe Irachi.

Simon Tain. Ryan Fernandes. Guisseppe Galati

The St. Mike's Programming Club takes part in the American Computer Science League (ACSL)

where students get a chance to compete against some of the best high school programmers in North

America. The league runs four contests annually and requires students to learn about programming

related topics as well as write individual computer programs. This year St. Mike's entered two

teams, an Intermediate Five man team (consisting mainly of grade 12 Computer Science students)

and a Senior Five man team (OAC students). A total of thirty-five SMC students took part in this

years ACSL competition.

For the past five years St. Mike's has been successful at placing at least one team in the top 15

schools in the ASCL. This year the Intermediate Five team finished eighth and were invited to the

ASCL Ail-Star competition held in Houston, Texas at Cypress Springs High School. The All-Star

competition is extremely difficult, and every year St. Mike's does just a little bit better. This year's

1 2th place finish, marks the best All-Star result since St. Mike's entered the ACSL six \ ears ago.

Congratulations to all the students who took part during the course of the year, in particular, the five

students represented SMC at the All-Star Competition: Bryce Leung. Pico Mak. Jeff Mo. Justin

Chan and Justin Lee. St. Mike's Computer Club also takes part in the Waterloo Computer Contest.

This three-hour contest requires students to solve five programming problems. Thirty-one SMC
students took part in the contest, six of which placed in the top 25%. The high score for SMC w as

achieved by Patrick Roh, who placed 41st in Canada.

1 38
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Houston, Texas
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T^eack
The Junior Reach for the Top team were

undefeated in all their contests and

handily won the City Championship. Unfor-

tunately there they had to cease because

their was no other organized competition in

their level beyond the city

fit,' <m [

!->-">
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LiturgicalChoir

Icfftl'oruj

lAnthonu i atona

forever I willsing the praises oj the Lord.

ftnthony Ceccanese 'Doug \dmctli '1'aul Venditti Jason 'fiurlinqton
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Jonathan Mar
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TWO GREAT TOURNAMENTS

First Ever

Euchre

Tournament

Terry Douglas handing over a $60 check to Fr. Kennedy and Ray Cayetano

L-R: Fr. Kennedy. Ray Cayetano, Terry Douglas (founder).

J.R Giliberto, Anton Hyginus.

Absent: Michael Czerwinski. Rohn Jackson The Finals

Kennedy/Cayetano Giliberto/Czerwinski

The first ever euchre tournament was held at SMC this past Game13 10

school year. Terry Douglas, a member of the graduating class. Game 2 10 3

took up the gargantuan task of organizing the tournament. Game 3 10 9
Although there were a few communication problems at the

beginning, those issues were quickly resolved and it became

the best euchre tournament so far in the history of SMC.

After defeating Anton Hyginus and Rohn Jackson in the semi-finals, Fr. Kennedy and Ray Cayetano faced a struggle in

the finals versus J.R Giliberto and Michael Czerwinski. Fr. Kennedy and Ray Cayetano were down 9-6 in the final game,

but at the end. they came up with the victory and winning a check for $60.

2000 Briscola Tournament Winners

Another year, Another win (for Mr.

Zanardo and Mr. Di Leo)! !

!

Won't there be any team that can beat

these two!!!

Right: Organiser

Guiseppe Galati
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Mr Mancuso and partner (who came in 2nd place) shows Douglas
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Chaplaincy Club
1 /.

Executive Committee

Front Row: (L-R) Steven Stoppa. Fr. Mario Cafarelli, Fr. Leo Campbell. Raynnmd
Cayetano

Back Row: Vinay Feraandes. Michael John. Michael Nonato, Vincent Ki, Justin Lee,

Lawrence Hyginus.

The Chaplaincy Cluh. under the guidance of Fr. Campbell and Fr. Cafarelli, continues to rep-

resent St. Michael's dedication to the Christian faith. The Chaplaincy Club plays a fundamental

role in fulfilling the mission of St. Michael's. The Chaplaincy program focuses on the spiritual

development of the SMCS student body. The Club is responsible for reciting and leading the school

in morning prayer, publishing the Chaplaincy Newsletter (which is distributed every month), visit-

ing classes in order to encourage attendance at the daily liturgies, and helping out during daily and

school masses. In association with the Archery Team, the Chaplaincy Club members purchased

flowers for the funeral of Fr. Matthew Mulcahy.

Front Row (L-R): Carlos Silverio. Terence Lok. Pervain Devendran Front Row (L-R): Jeffrey San Miguel, Christopher Sapiaqo.

Back Row: Terence Douglas. Christopher Chan. Justin Cheng. Mariano Femandopulle, Ryan Fernandes.

Gerard Williams. Back Row: Todd Jackson. Viktor Wong. Michael Murphy, Louis

Williams.

> o
/
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The Blue Herald

St. Michael
1

s College School's

Student Newspaper

W

Back Row (L to Rr.Mikc \l

Reviewer). Terrence Lok I AdvertrGijj'fcdd

Jackson (Writer). Robin Casicllino i Aihertisuvj i

Front Row (L to R): No. in Clarke (Exec Ed).

Antonio Tan (Assistant Edi^r). Rob Macdonald

(Editorial Assistant'. Jcrcmv i in (Wrilei i. R\aiH^
Fernandes i Intern

ith the size of its staff approaching the size Mr. Barry's cross country team. The

lue Herald entered the year two thousand with an all-star staff of the best journalistic

filent St. Mike"s had to offer. Under the inspired leadership o( Editor-in-ChiefAndrew

Krupowicz (who relentlessly drove towards his vision of Toronto's best newspaperl.

Executive Editor Sean Clarke (who helped keep Andrew sane), and Art Director

Jeremy McCormick (who made the

paper look sensationally great), the

Herald was published four times,

reinforcing its position as the premier

publication of St. Michael's College

School.

*
T-7".

"
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Readers appreciated the w ide range of

articles, which explored issues as

diverse as those expressed in the St Michael's community. In addition to

Anerim: news, sports, and entertainment, the Herald reintroduced the

famed teacher profiles. A wide range of opinion articles were also

printed, as students exercised their right to free speech. Topics ranged

from the summer reading program to the abundance ( or lack lot' school

spirit at St. Mike's. A.s an added bonus, the l.oretto Abbey Times joined

up with the Herald fot a scries of articles w Inch featured perspectives from bot

as inequality, ajw people's driving afifEties.

Adrian Parks (Writer)

Louis Williams (Head Typist)« on various controversies such

w
\ large numbei ol thisyeai contributors and editors were Grads. They include Terry Douglas, Adrian Parks, Michael

Connolly. Justin Cheng. Michael Lankin, Todd Jackson. Jeremy McCormick (absent from the photos). Jeff Wong. Paul

Terefenko. Sean Clarke, and our most censored writer ever. Lawrence Lam. Max Arambulo and Andrew signed on as

niners. surviving all five years. Special mention also goes out to the "Blue Blazer.'" Ryan Dupuis.

The Herald also benefited from the contributions of some outside

writers, including Mr. Paul Casciato of Reuters (class of 1983). Ania

Ziemtrska. our poet from Humberside

("Angel"), Stephanie Castrilli. our poet

from St. Clement's ("Sandal Child"), and

our collaborators from Loretto Abbey:

writer Jennifer Varela and the L.A. Times'

Editor-in-Chief. Michelle Lee.

The paper is left in the capable hands of

senior editors Antonio Tan and Victor

Wong, as well as junior editors Jon Mar.

Rob MacDonald. and Ryan Fernandes.

We're sure that they'll continue to cam
on the standards of excellent, critical

reporting, Da-Maria nights, late dead-

lines, and an appealing layout - the proud

traditions of SMC's student-run new spa-

per.

Andrew Krupowicz

Editor-in-Chief

(L to R): Kevin DeAndrade (Distribution), ban Cacic

(Lay (Hit). Liam Colle (Sports Writer). Michael

Lankin (Humour Editor). Andrew McNeil (Writer).

Jon Mar (Science Editor). Anthony Merlocco

(Writer). Justin Chens (Writer).
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(Lto R): Paul Terefenko (Photographer), Max

Arambulo (Entertainment Editor). Jeff Wong
i Sports Editor*. Andrew Krupdw ic7 i Editor in

Chief). Lawrence Lam (Staff Writer). Terrence

Douglas (Entertainment Editor). WieiorW

(Layout) ^

~
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SMCS Society for Justice

The Social Justice Club, under the guidance of

Mr. Quinn and Mrs. Brox, keeps our student

body aware of the social issues that affect the

world and the obligation of Catholic students

to make a difference in the world. Students who

join the Social Justice Club meet on a regular

basis and decide which causes they should en-

force and which grievances they should address.

This is done chiefly by letter writing, email,

and fax.

Back Row: Jonathan Collings, Jordan Scopa, Paul Di Salvo. David Colletto.

Front Row: Ryan Kwong, Mrs. Brox, Mr. Quinn, Steven Di Souza.

The Green
sMg

Council

(L-R): Ryan Kwong, Jason Burlington, Mr. Quinn,

Robin Castellino, David Colletto.

The Green Council aims to increase awareness of cur-

rent environmental issues and to protect the environment

by promoting good day to day practices in the school.

Meeting on a bi-weekly basis, plans and ideas are kept

up to date. A very active club, the Green Council ar-

ranges for great guest speakers, raises funds to support

local environmental issues and local presentations.

(L-R): Jordan Scopa. Paul Di Salvo, Ste\ en Di

Souza, Jonathan Collings.
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Debating

Andrew Siqueira. Nathan Goveas, Liani 0"Neill. Simon Leon

Debaters Batter Opponents

The debating team is one of the most active clubs in

the school. Four tournaments preceded the March

Break: McGill High School Tournament (Nov. 5-6,

1999). Norman Secondary school Pro-Con Tourna-

ment (Feb. 5. 2000). Ontario Student Debating Union

Regional Finals (Feb. 12. 2000), and University of

Toronto High School Debate Championship (Feb. 25-

26, 2000).

For the McGill High School Tournament eight club

members went to Montreal with Fr. Leo Burns C.S.B.

McConnon and McMorrow Daz zle Opponents

The Senior Team ranked first in the Norman Second-

ary School Pro-Con Tournament. Andrew McConnon

and Tom McMorrow were in the top echelon of the

Ontario Student Debating Union Regional Finals.

Jeremy Liu, Mr. Vella. Nathan Goveas. Kelvin Kwong.

Ryan Fernandes

Yuri and Alex Tops at U of T

The University of Toronto High School Debate champi-

onship was won by Yuri Kostowskyj and Alex Reay,

while Tom McMorrow and Andrew McConnon were

semi-finalists.

Fr. Burns, Nick Cifelli. Andrew Siqueira. Simon Leon. Alex Reay. Yuri

Kostowskyj. Andrew Krupowicz, Tom McMorrow, Wilson

McCutcheon. Andrew McConnon.

Post March Break:

April 26-29. 2000: Southern Ontario Model Assembly

May 24-26, 2000: Ontario Model Parliament

Andrew Siqueira. Fr. Burns. Mike Murphy
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Literary Magazine

The Literary Magazine, with Mr. Paul

McCann as its moderator, meets once a

month to collect, organize, and arrange

material to reach their ultimate goal of

releasing an annual Literary Magazine .

Mike Connolly and Tom MeMorrow were

co-editors of last year's

effort. Anyone in the

school who is willing to

contribute articles are

welcome to do so. with

the emphasis on poetry,

short stories, essays, and

art work.

Mr. Paul McCann Moderator

Tom MeMorrow (co-editor). Michael Connolly (co-editor).

Film Appreciation Club

Thly year'y fdm/ Appr&oLatLon/
Chub- way or^anl^d/ by Ma^o
Ara/m/b-u/Uy-, Rti>h Lee/, Av&ry
Chan/, Terrence/ Voualay, and/
Adrian/ Parhy. Ay ity YVtaUvgoal
vy to- allow St. M Cke/'yytudenty to-

a/ppreoisate/ fiA/vw, they haA/e/

yhow kvclayyioyyuchay V>voce/ Lee/

and/ modern/, hiah/-teeh/ movi&y
yach/ ay The/ Matrix/.

Mw Arcunbtdo, KLchard Le&, Avety Chan*, Adrian Pcuk$.

Absent: Terrence Vougla*.
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Photography Club

Tom Guerquin. John Palgan, Dominic Roszak, Andrew Krupowicz.

The St. Michael's Photography Club

helps students develop the technical

skills required in producing products of

photography. Photography Club students

work with black and white and colour

film processing. They learn the process

involved in creating colour slides

through the documentation of school

life, both academic and co-curricular.

j^eMIS?

Don't let this complicated

diagram confuse you.

Ivan Cacic. Jan Michalik. Yuri Kostowskyj. Vince Ki.

Rob Capobianco. Mr. Thompson.

Which is shor ter?

IV 111^
Mr. Narducci with his new walkway

It's all a conspiracy

!

Would you rather take a direct or scenic route?
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The Day the ISUs were Due..

friends forever
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The ematics Club
The St. Michael s

has enjoyed another successful year.

Four days a week from Septemher until

May. we meet to either practice for our

major competitions or write the minor

competitions. The major competitions

continue to be those sponsored by the

University of Waterloo. There are five

major Waterloo competitions - one for

each grade. It is an outstanding achieve-

ment if a student can make the prestig-

ious Canadian Honour Roll list on any

one of these contests.

In November, John Paul

Adamovsky and Patrick Rob were Cana-

dian Honour Roll members on the Cana-

dian Open Mathematics Competition.

Both of them were also invited to write

the Canadian Olympiad Competition

and we wish them well in their pursuit of

a young mathematicians ultimate accom-

plishment - selection to the Canadian

Mathematics Olympiad team. We con-

gratulate all the members of the Math

Club who work many days until 4:30

trying to improve their problem solving

skills. The problems under considera-

tion are often quite challenging and more

difficult than the students would encoun-

ter in their regular classes. If you think

you might enjoy this challenge, here is an

example:

Find the sum of all positive integers

for which n--19n+ 99 is a perfect square.

Well done boys and remember the motto:

Solve problems, don t cause them

-/% !



^t-kitdL -Appointment (Zeiemonif

Otdet /Klckaevj
/SJovembe? ^Twelfth, iggg

Michael Higgins was M.C. at Monte Cassino Banquet Hall

<^even inductees who have made significant contribu-

tions to the spiritual, academic or material welfare of the school

were honoured at the third induction ceremony of the Order of St

Michael. All were elected by the permanent committee under the

chairmanship of Mr. Lawrence Pellicione assisted by vice-chairs

Domenic De Luca, Anne Racco as well as other committee and

board members.

The following were honoured:

with 800 guests

'Z>r. Ookn TOilson

Doctor Wilson is a prominent

cardiologist.

He is a graduate of St.

Michael's College School and

the youngest of the four broth-

ers who preceded him at St.

Michael's.

He has had four sons graduate

from the school and is on the

Board of Directors of the

Building Fund

<H.ls Eminence CjciaUi

£,mtnett (Zcvailnal

daitci
Throughout his illustrious

career Gerald Emmett Cardinal

Carter has been involved with

education.

He founded St. Joseph's Teach-

ers' College in Montreal and

was on the school board there

for fifteen years.

He has made a name as a

writer and poet and has

several publications on his

favourite subject of the

teaching of religion.

/hi. (Zkailes (Zciie

Mr. Cerre is a graduate of

SMCS. He is also a former

Major's player who became

an inspiring teacher and an

innovative coach with St.

Michael's Majors in the

fifties. A native of Northern

Ontario Mr. Cerre was loved

by the students he taught in

Toronto for almost fifty years.

/hi. Campbell /hue ilAUn

Graduating from SMCS, Mr. Mac Lellan

continued his association with the school's

football program. A former star player, he

coached in the fifties and helped to estab-

lish St. Michael's as a power in the

scholastic league.

Mr. Mac Lellan is a long time Basilian

associate and a member of the Building

Fund Committee.

y-atket "RoUtt /hadeien C-SB.
A prominent Basilian in the Toronto

area. He is a member of the Univer-

sity of St. Michael's staff and Director

of SMC Alumni Association and

Director of Development.

Officers of the

Order of St.

Michael

Honorary

Chairs:

Father T. Mohan

Father R. Volpe

Chaplain:

Father C. Zinger

Chair:

L. Pelliccionep

Vice Chairs:

D.A. De Luca

A. Racco

Secretary:

R. Milano

Treasurer:

F. Di Nino

/hi. Qames *Koddi{

Mr. Roddy is a graduate of

SMCS who became a promi-

nent chartered accountant

and has held senior financial

and operating positions with

many prestigious Canadian

firms. He is a member of the

Building Fund Board and a

great friend of St. Michael's.

/hi. CkaiUs Coffaf
As Honorary Chairman of the Build-

ing Fund Campaign of SMCS.. Mr.

Coffey has put his vast know ledge o\

banking and human resources at the

disposal of SMCS.
We are grateful to this native of

Woodstock. New Brunswick for his

contribution to our school.
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ys (using Silvio Cerase's word),

yearbook, and will one day

lower, SMC's yearbook.
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Tbbvcr 2

Executive Editors:

Fr. Bud Cullen

Yearbook Moderator

Senior Staff:

Joseph Lee (Editor-in-Chief), Kevin Wong (Assistant Editor), Michael

Nonato (Assistant Editor), Raymind Cayetano (Assistant Editor).

Terrence Lok, Jason Tang, Lawrence Lam (Cover Designer), Jonathan Col lings.

Editor's Note:

Another year has gone by, and the Tower staff has tried their best to put together a yearbook that will one day help

all St. Mike's students remember what happened in 2000. The theme of this year's yearbook is " A new century, a re-

newed St. Mike's", and that can be seen with the new wing that was added onto the old school. St. Michael's College

School will enter the 2

l

sl century (it starts in 2001 !) as one of the newest and one of the best schools in Canada, if not the

world. The school will continue to live up to its motto of "Teach Me Goodness. Discipline, and Knowledge", turning

"boys" into St. Michael's Men.

Although the yearbook staff did most of the work, and would like to take complete credit, there would be no

yearbook without the help of the school community. We would like to thank all the staff and students who have provided

us with information about the various activities in the school, who have donated their time and effort, and especially Fr.

Mohan, our principal. Mr. Pagano. our vice-principal, and Fr. Cullen, our yearbook moderator. Last but not least, the

yearbook staff would like to thank everyone in the school for making 2000 a memorable \ car.
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